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Introduction

Uttara Kalamrtta is an important landmark in the
history of Indian Astrology. The text was first printed in the
Telugu script and it was attributed to Kalidasa. But he is
not the celebrated author of Raghu Vansa. Kumara
Sambhaua, Shakuntalam and other works. The reference to
Andhra Bhasha (5.36), Urdu or Persian (5.53), Turushka
(5.49). Sukkani (8.31), Rahu Kala (Second Kanda 29) and
other things show that he came after the sixteenth century.
His use of the words Udyoga (6.42) for job. mud-cleaning
(Second Kanda 67-68), Smarta (second Kanda 35). Nadi
and Vinadi, Sarasa-sallapaIa peculiar Telugu expression.
5.43), Tyajya Kala (8.8) and others prove that he is a South
Indian. His opposition to the marriage with the daughter of
the maternal uncle (Second Kanda, 10-11). references to
the usages in the South (12 in the Second) and the like
prove that he belonged to the borders ofAndhra, Karnataka
and Tamil Nadu.

The Ratha Saptami day should have the Constellation
Anuradha (Kanda 2.44) shows his bad acquaintance with
astronomy. His views on the direction of the well (8.33),
upanayana and other things contradict the earlier
Kalamrita.

The third Chapter is a little unacceptable as it violates
many accepted principles. There are many self
contradictory ideas. These views have been examined in
our notes. At places the author appears to reject the
authority of Manu and Apastamba. Some of the problems
covered in the earlier Kalamrita appear in this work.
Evidently this author did not write that Kalamrita. These
and other factors convince us that the author belongs to a
time after the 16th or the 17th century.
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There is a Shankara Vijaya attributed to Madhava
Vidyaranya. But the tcxt clearly states that the author was
condensing the work of Vyasachala (17th century) and that
he was called Abhinava Kalidasa. fO~Sibly the author of
Uttarakalamrita is the' same one or a person like him.

All this. however. does not belittle the value of the
present work. Some of the salient features may be noted:

(1) He gives a method of finding the past. present and
future births. This is different from the one given by
Varahamihira and others.

(2) There are special kinds of Raja Yogas and their
bhanga (destruction). Particular mcntion is to be made of
Viparita Raja Yoga.

(3) The annual solar return chart is interpreted and
examined in a manner that differs from the Tajika mcthod.
This is very original. It is simple and interesting.

(4) There is an elaborate account of Rahu and Ketu.

(5) The way of interprcting retrograde planets in their
exaltation and debilitation is of much interest.

(6) The mutual periods of Shani and Shukra. Guru
and Shukra and the like are of much value.

(7) Muhurta and nimitta discussed in the eighth
chapter is worth studying.

(8) The first part of the second kanda deals with
religious and other rites. This part we have separated into
one chapter.

(9) Guru and Shani are taken as co-workers. Owning
the last four signs these are the philosophical planets.
Though they rule happiness and misery. they must have a
benefic mutual relation.

(10) Jaimini's system of astrology is simplified.

(11) Horary astrology and the way of treating thc lost
or unknown dates of birth are explained. These arc rrot
simple copyings from earlier works.
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In short. Uttara Kalamrita is a good compendium, a
standard text based on experience. and a treasure house.
We have given 116 charts totllustrate.

The author is a South Indian. and a devotee of the
great Mother Goddess. Para Shaktl, Maha Tripura Sundart.
He belongs to late 17th or early 18th centwy.

Mis Ranjan Publications deserve our praise for
bringtng out this text into English. The illustrative
examples gwen by us are only indications intended to
stimulate further research. The present translator and
commentator is deeply indebted to MI s Ranjan
Publications.

-P.S.Saatrl
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Uttarakalamrita

~:

First Kanda (Part I)

Chapter I

••

Determination of the time
of Birth

J5f1qliCWiiilfi6i!COlIQjd8H'CIIUlh'lqjl~:~:

-.ICOlh'*lflllllfl f1qp,jM«li1i ~q"S(I""¥( I

ql'iIClI~i4(ii'j''''9fl4t'ifl.jH~~'dl~4d

J5f1qft:§hq~4qlt'i.,q( ~ \4cu;f\W!¥( II ~ II

I bow to Ganesha, whose face is that of the best
elephant. whose feet are worshipped well at the beginning
of any activity by the four-faced Brahma, Vishnu. Shtva,
leader of the Heavens and other Gods. and in whose four
hands are thy shining noose and the like along with a sweet
cake. and who is desirous of protecting Sri Vikrama Surya.

~otes

Vikrama Surya can mean Vikramaditya. But when~

referring to a contemporary person. the ancients did not
use synonyms. As in all auspictous funct1ous- ..liO here.JJ»>
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author begins his text with an invocation to Ganesha.

lfi,q'lfCl~\:lCR1IIlsi~.imf~i

~ ii49iQell'fli T.f ~ 6~~qf",i ~ I

~ ~lfll&o5~f('1(i1ffl('ji ~ O1~:;i)::rJtf(i1i

JJftQf"jM«4ql(i1",q~ i ~ Q6ICfjI~CfjI'( II ~ II

I bow to the Goddess Mahakali who is in the auspi
cious left part of Kamesa (Shiva). She fulfils all the desires
of her devotees. In her hands are the conch and the wheel
(chakra). The other two hands show the symbols of protec
tion and granting of boons. She is seated on a lion. Her
beauty shines because of the crescent moon on the head of
Shiva. She is resplendant with three eyes. She is interested
in the protection of Vikrama Surya.

Notes
This verse makes it clear that the author is a follower

of the Shakta cult. In this cult Shiva is Kamesvara and the
Goddess is Kamesvari. Here she is called Mahakali. Ujjain
has Mahakalanatha and also Mahakali. The three eyes are
symbolically represented as the Sun, Moon and fire. The
king is again called Vikrama Surya. The author wants us to
believe that he was the celebrated poet.

"'I~cliil«~ f1Q~g~" ~itl~cfi~

~ 'it1('jCfjqocftt !€fgih~ ~ T.f~

~~ f3tCfjI(i1Ifi(i1c( ~"{(i11~~li

f1UjG~llCfj~' ~~ CfjI(i1I~~ q;:R II l II

In the first volume (Purva Kalamrita) everything has
been elaborately expressed regarding definitions and the
like. All these can be known from that volume. In this
volume (Uttara Kalamrita) I will explain clearly and in detail
for the delight of the wise the method of horoscopy[Casting
and interpreting a horoscope. Then I will explain the horary
part of astrology. These reveal the results in the past,
present and future in the metre called Shardula. This
treatment in this Uttara Kalamrita given in detail brings
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wealth and also people under one's control.

19

Notes
Puma Kaiamrlta has seven sections. It deals With

fixing up muhurtas for various activities including the
construction of houses and the digging of wells.
Shardula or Shardula Vikridita is one of the metres
employed by Sanskrit poets. The ganas (unit of three
letters) are represented by letters as ma, sa, ja, sa, ta, ta

.and a guru at the end. The hiatus or caesura is after the
twelfth letter.

.,1'(<:iltl1~~~:~~:

mWls6r.i~iia ~IQ'HiI: f(lir~beCflIHIc::fq

~ i"lfUl~q:<:Nlii fglei'Hii ~1~QIft(Cflli~

~ ~r044Sflli~~ ~1'IC::filc,": wtt: II '4 II

With the help of Sanku and other instruments first
observe the Shadow at the time of birth. Determine the
nadis and vinadis that have elapsed from sunrise to the
moment of birth. Then note the duration of the day and of
the night op the day of birth. Take the position of the Sun
in the tropical Zodiac (Sayana) on the day of birth. From
this position calculate the position upto the nadis and
vtnadis that elapsed at the time of birth. Next ascertain the
exact positions of the various planets on the basis of drtg
ganita and place them in the various signs. Then calculate
the bhavas (houses, not signs) and their junction points. All
this can be obtained by the kindness and blessings of the
teacher. The intelligent one has to determine all these with
a delightful and clear mind.

Notes
The tropical (sayana) position of the Sun is needed to

determine the lagna and the cusp of the tenth house.
Having obtained these, deduct the ayanamsa from these.
The distance from the tenth house to the lagna is to be
divided by three. Add this to the tenth to get the eleventh
house. Add the same to the eleventh and we get the twelfth.
Sixty degrees from the twelfth is the second house. One
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hundred twenty degrees from the eleventh gives the third.
From each of these houses, the opposite ones are 180
degrees away.

Before we illustrate this, a few observations are re
quired. In the absence of watches and clocks, the ancients
measured the time by the shadow of the Sanku in day time,
and by the position of the star at midheaven in the night.
This is no longer needed now because time-pieces are
available; only the difference between the standard time
and the local time has to be applied to the time ofbirth. This
depends on the longitude of the place of birth.

Next he speaks of Drtg-gantta, This is the observed
position of the planets. Any modem ephemeris offers this.
Only differences exist in the ayanamsa (precession of the
equinoxes) followed. For all practical purposes, we may
take the value as given by the Calendar Reform Committee.

Then the author refers to Nadis. This is a term popular
in South India. particularly in Tamil Nadu and Kerala. The
author evidently belongs to the South. Nadiis ghatlka, and
vtnadi is vighattka. The day has sixty ghatikas. Each

. ghatika has 24 minutes; the Vtghatlka is equal to 24
seconds.

The distance between one bhava and the next is to be
halved. This added to the longitude of the concerned bhava
gives the point indicating where that Bhava ends.

For calculating the longitudes of lagna and the tenth
house. it is better to follow the tables of houses. The best
one is Raphael's Tables ojHouses which give the sayana or
tropical longitude. Deducting the ayanamsa from these we
get the nirayana positions.

A lady was born on December 5, 1932 at one Ghatika
and 51 Vtghatikas after sun rise at 13°,41'N, and 80°.0'E.
Sun Rise was at local time 6.13.6.

The Ohattkas and Vlghattkas multiplied by two and
divided by five give the local time of birth as 6.57.30 A.M.
The difference from the standard time shows 7.07.30 A.M.
(1ST). Calculate the Sidereal time of birth on this basis since
the tables of houses give the longitudes of lagna and the
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Std. Time

11.52.40

11.49.0

tenth. Here the sidereal time comes to 11°.52'.5". The ayan
amsa as per Lahirl's value is 72°.55'.22".

Raphael's Tables of Houses gives the troptcal Iongt
tudes. We take only the degrees of the tenth and the first
house. At 13° North we have the following:

Tenth House Lagna
Virgo Sagittarius

28° 23°.5'

27° 22°.15'

At 14° North we have -

11.52.40 28°

11.49.0 27°

At 13°.41', the birth place, we have -

11.52.40 28° 22°.47'.55"

11.49.0 27° 21°.58'.36"

By applying the rule of three for the required Sidereal
ttme,the tropical Lagna is Sagittarius 22°.40'.3" and the
Sidereal Lagna (Nirayana) is Vrischika 29°.44'.42". Simi
larly the tenth house cusp's tropical Virgo 27°.50'.26" or
Nira1aJ¥l Kanya 4°.55'.5".

The! distance from the tenth house to the lagna is
84°.49'.37". One third of this is 28°.16'.33". Adding this to
the tenth we get the eleventh is Tula 3°.11' .37". Adding the
same to this we have the twelfth in Vrischika 1°.28'.9". Half
of 28°. 16'.33". is 14°.8'.17". Adding this to the tenth we get
the junction of the bhava at 19°.3'.22" of Virgo. Similarly the
eleventh ends at 17°.19'.54" of Tula. The twelfth ends at
Vrischika t5°.36'.25". Deducting this half from thirty
degree we get 15°.51'.43". Add this to the longitudes of
the first. second and third houses to get their junction
points. The planets at or near these points are said to be
weak.

The present editor has serious doubts about the whole
method. The longitude of the tenth house is said to be its
central point. The longitude of the ascendant. however, is
representing the moment of birth. and hence its starting
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point.
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Note the Ghatikas and Vtghatikas that have elapsed
from sunrise to the moment of birth. Multiply them by four
and divide the total by nine. The remainder counted from
Asvini, Magha or Mula indicates the constellation at the
time of birth.

Another method is given. Convert the Ghatikas and
Vighatfkas at the time of birth into Vighattkas. Divide this
by 225. Take the remainder. We get parts - 1 to IS, 16 to
45, 16 to 90, 19 to 150 and 151 to 225. Note in which part
the remainder falls.

The above five groups indicate respectively male, fe
male, male, female, and male births.

Moreover, determine the portion of Mandi in Rasi and
Navamsa, and also of the Moon. The lagna at birth is the
sign occupied by the Moon or Mandl. Or it can be the
seventh, first, fifth, or ninth from either of the two signs
mentioned above. Of the navamsa signs occupied by the
Moon and Mandi find out which has greater strength than
the Rasis occupied by them in the main chart. The lagna
will be one of the houses counted from the stronger na
vamsa sign of the Moon or Mandl.

Notes

In the example given above the birth ghatikas are one
and Vighatikas 51. Multiply this by four we get 7.24. Divid
ing this by nine, we get the remainder 7.24. The constella-
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tion at birth should be the eighth one from Asvini. It comes
to Pushyami, Anuradha or Uttarabhadra. It is one star
behind. The intention of the author is to convert the time
into Vighatikas. Thus we get Ill. Multiplied by four it is
444 and dividing it by nine. the remainder is three.

Another way of counting is from Dhanrshtha,
Mrtgastra or Chitrao Then this agrees with the birth
constellation which is Purvabhadra. Either method can be
applied.

The division by 225 has not worked in a large number
of cases. It can safely be ignored.

Multiply the vighatikas of birth by three and divide it
by seven. The remainder counted from Sunday or Friday,
should give the weakday of birth. In our example III x 3 =
333. Dividing it by seven, the remainder is four. Counting
from Friday we get Monday which is the correct day ofbirth.

Readers may consult Bh, Satyanarayana's Nadi
Rectification. Only in a few cases his tables have proved
correct.

Sign occupied by the Moon or Mandi in Rashi or
Navamsa; 1, 5, 7 or 9 from these two in Rasi or Amsa-these
are many alternatives intended to justify the lagna some
how. or to adjust it.

Mantresvara's view is different and simpler. (3.16)
Find the Rasi occupied by Mandi at the time of birth and
also where the lord of the sign is situated. The lagna at birth
is 1.5.9 from that lord, or 1.5,9 from the navamsa having
Gulika. When the Moon is stronger. take these from the
Moon sign. not from Mandl.

There is a lot of confusion about Mandi and Gulika.
Some texts use these two words as synonymous. Mandt's
position is determined thus: When the duration of the day
or night is thirty Ghatis, Mandt's position is at the end of
26. 22. 18, 14, 10, 6 and 2 ghatis after sunrise in the
sequence of the weekdays from Sunday. During the night
the position of Mandl is at the end of 10. 6. 2. 26. 22. 18
and 14 ghatis from sunset in the sequence of the weekdays
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from Sunday.

The position of Gulika is determined thus: Divide the
duration of the day by eight. Count from the lord of the
weekday and Gulika's position is at the end of Saturn's
part. If the birth is on a Thursday, Gulika's position is at the
end of the third part. For the night birth, divide the duration
by eight. From the fifth lord of the weekday, count where
Saturn's portion ends. If one is born in the night of Thurs
day, the count begins from Monday (Moon).

In our example the birth was on a Monday in the day
time. Sun rise was at 6.13.6 and sunset was at 5.27;27. The
duration of the day was 28 gha~~, and 5.87 vighatikas.
If the duration of the day is 30 ghatikas, Mandt's position
will be at the end of22 ghatikas. By rule of three, on the day
of birth Mandi is at 20 ghatikas and 36;3 vighatikas.
Gulika's position will be at the end of the sixth part which
is 21 ghattkas, 4.4 Vighatikas. Mandl and. Gulika should not
be confused., The author of Uttara-Kalamrita appears to
equate the two.
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The duration of the day in Ghatikas and Vighatikas
multiplied by 26,22, 18, 14, 10,6 and 2 (respectively from
Sunday onwards) and divided by 30 shows the exact posi
tion of Mandi in ghattkas on the day of birth. It is from
sunrise. The duration ofthe day or night is to-be divided by
eight and counted from the day of birth to Saturday. In the
case of a night birth, the count begins with the fifth day
from the day of birth.

Notes

He refers to Gulika alone. For a night birth the position
of Mandi has to be in' the order given in the earlier notes.
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The eighth part has no lord. Gulika's position comes
at the end ofSatum's. In the case of the night the first seven
parts are to be counted from the fifth day ofthe day of'btrth.
Here also Ouhka's position is at the end of Shani's. Sage
Mandavya declared that these two sons of Shani are fully
malefic. The house where they are posited brtnge harm to
that house.

Note-
The postttons.of Mandi and Gulika are not the same.

For a day birth on Sunday, if the duration of the day is 30
Ghatlkas, Mandi will be at 26 Ghatikas from Sunrise.
Gulika's position will be at 26 Ohattkas and: 15Ntghatikas.
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The delivery room will be in the eastern part of the
house if the rising sign at birth is Aries, Cancer, Libra,
Scorpio or Aquarius. It will be in the southern part if the
lagna is Simha or Makara. It is in the western part, if the
Iagna be Vrishabha. It will be in the northern part if the
lagna is Mithuna, Kanya, Dhanus or Mina. Note whether
lagna or navamsa lagna is stronger. The place of birth will
correspond to this.

~~~~~~.~
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The child's birth takes place when the father is away,
in another village, or in his own village, ifthe Moon does not
aspect the Iagna. The three alternatives have to be taken
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when the Sun is in a movable, fixed or common sign
respectively. At the same time the Sun should be in the
eighth or in the ninth from lagna. If the Moon is in conjunc
tion with a malefic, the delivery is after difficulty.
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The number of planets between the lagna and the
Moon indicate the number of women attending on the
delivery of the child. The number of women outside the
delivery room are indicated by the number of planets out
side this axis. the portion to be covered by the Moon in the
sign at the time of birth indicates the quantity of oil in the
.lamp. The size ofthe wick is to be determined by the portion
of lagna left below the horizon. From the nature of the sign
occupied by the Sun, determine the nature of the lamp. The
wick is flickering, steady or both depending on the Sun
occupying a movable, fixed, or common sign.

Sun, Venus, Mars, Rahu, Saturn, Moon, Mercury and
Jupiter are respectively the lords ofeast, south-east, south,
south-west, west, north-west, north and north-east.

The planets in Kendras (1, 4, 7, 19) from lagna and
their strength determine the position of the door of the
delivery room. The strongest reveals the direction of the
door.

If there are no planets in the kendras, we have to
depend on the strength of the Kendras. This may be the
intention for the use of the word 'Viryavat'.
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All the twelve signs (Rasts) of the Zodiac rise one after
another in the east. The first six signs from lagna form the
right side of the native, while the other six represent the left
side. Houses 7 to 12 form the right side of the partner and
those from lagna to the sixth represent the left side of the
partner. 'The lagna is a symbol of life (prana). of the vital
force.vThe sign occupied by the Moon is the body of the
native. Everything about the vital force and the body should
be predicted from these two: lagna and the Moon. The
results of the several Bhavas are to be explained on the
basis of the strength of the Bhavas, their lords. and the
significations of the concerned Bhavas.
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Moon, Mars and Jupiter are the Sun's friends. Moon's
friends are the Sun and Mercury. Sun, Moon and Jupiter
are the friends of Mars. Sun and Venus are the friends of
Mercury. Sun. Moon and Mars are the friends of Jupiter.
The friends of Venus are Mercury and Saturn. The friends
of Saturn are Mercury and Venus. Saturn and Venus are
the enemies of the Sun. The Moon has no enemies. The
enemy of Mars is Mercury and that of Mercury is the Moon.
Jupiter's enemies are Mercury and Venus. The foes of
Venus are the Sun and Moon. Saturn's enemies are the
Sun, Moon and Mars. The remaining ones in each case are
neutrals. Relating these relationships to the temporary
relationships appearing in a given chart, one has to find out
those who are exceedingly friendly (adhi mitral and those
that are exceedingly inimical (adht Satru).

Note-

Planets in 2. 3. 4, 10. 11, 12 from a planet are the
temporary friends of the given planet. We have to relate this
to the natural relationship.
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The lords of the twelve signs from Mesha onwards are
Mars. Venus. Mercury, Moon. Sun, Mercury. Venus, Mars,
Jupiter, Saturn, Saturn and Jupiter. The vargas or divi
sions of any chart are to be noted. The first is the grtha or
house or sign. A sign has two horas of equal duration. One
third of a sign is called a decanate (drekkana). Other sub
divisions are saptamsa, navamsa, dvadasamsa and
trimsamsa. These are the major seven vargas.

Note-

In an odd sign the first hora is that of the Sun and the
second that of the Moon. In an even sign, these are the
Moon and the Sun. Each sign has three equal decanates
ruled respectively by its lord. the lord ofthe fifth fr~It! it! ~n,d_
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the lord of the ninth from it. Saptamsa is the division of a
sign into seven equal parts, each having 4°.17'.88:. In odd
signs these are governed by the lords ofthe first seven Rasis
from that sign; and in even rasis the lords are from the
seventh of that sign. Navamsa is the ninth part of a sign,
each having 3°.20'. For the signs Aries. Leo and Sagittarius
these are counted from Aries; for Taurus, Virgo, and Cap
ricorn, the count is from Capricorn; for Libra, Aquarius and
Gemini, the counting is from Libra; and for Cancer, Scorpio
and Pisces, the Counting is from Cancer. Dvadasamsa is
one-twelfth part, each having 2°.30'. The count is from the
sign concerned. Trimsamsa is one-thirtieth part. These are
grouped into five. In odd signs the trimsamsas are in Aries
(0° to 5°), Aquarius (5° to 10°), Sagittarius (l0° to 18°).
Gemini (18° to 25°) and Libra (25° to 30°). In even signs these
fall in Taurus (0° to 5°), Virgo (5° to 12°), Pisces (12° to 20°),
Capricorn (20° to 25°) and Scorpio (25° to 30°). These are the
Sapta Vargas.
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Simha is the mulatrikona of the Sun; Vrishabha for
the Moon, Mesha for Kuja, Kanya for Budha, Dhanus for
Guru, Tula for Shukra and Kumbha for Shani are the
mulatrikonas. Sun in Mesha, Moon in Vrishabha, Kuja in
Makara, Budha in Kanya, Guru in Karkataka, Shukra in
Mina and Shani in Tula are exalted. When a planet is
exalted, he gets full one rupa of strength. In his mula
trikona the planet has three fourths of a rupa as his
strength. In his own house the strength is half a rupa. In
a friend's house it is one-fourth. and in the house of great
friend (adhi mitral it is three-fourths. In an enemy's house
it is one-sixteenth; and in a bitter enemy's (adhi-Shatru)
house it is 1/32. In the house of a neutral it is one-eighth.
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Notes
The combination of natural (natsargtka) and

temporary (tatkalika) relationships have to be noted. The
following table is to be noted. Temporary friends are those
situated in houses 2. 3, 4. 10, 11, 12 from the planet
concerned.

Temporary friend + Natural friend Adhi mitra

Temporary friend + Natural enemy Neutral

Temporary friend + Natural neutral Friend

Temporary enemy + Natural enemy Adhi Satru

Temporary enemy + Natural frtend Neutral

Temporary enemy + Natural neutral Enemy

The degrees of deepest exaltation are-Sun 10°, Moon
3°, Kuja 28°, Budha 15°, Guru 5°, Shukra 27° and Shant 20°.

The Mula trikona degrees are Sun 0° to 20°, Moon 4°
to 20°, Kuja 0° to 12°, Budha 16° to 20°, Guru 0° to 10°,
3hukra 0° to ISO, and Shant 00 to 200

•
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When a planet is retrograde, his strength is equal to
that ofexaltation. A planet in conjunction with a retrograde
one has the strength of half a Rupa. A planet exalted in the
Rasi while retrograde is similar to a debilitated one and it
has no strength. A retrograde planet in his debilitation has
the strength of exaltation. A planet in conjunction with a
planet in exaltation has the strength of half a Rupa. When
it is conjoined with a planet in debilitation has no strength.
A planet in conjunction with malefics who are his friends.
or with benefics that are his enemies, has a strength of half
a Rupa.

Notes
Rupa is a unit of measurement to calculate the
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planets are retrograde. One
is the lord of the tenth as
pecting it. The other is the
lord of the ninth aspecting
the exalted but retrograde
Guru. This explains why he
was driven out of power fre
quently. Kuja's aspect on
Guru also is responsible for
this.

R Shani Chandra
Rahu Kuja

2

Guru
KetuBudha Ravi

Lagna Shukra

Ravi Shukra
Budha

Shani Ketu

1
Chandra
Rahu

Lagna Guru R Kuja

strength. It is the numeral one. The views regarding retro
grade planet in exaltation or in debilitation are found to be
inaccurate in actual experience. Any retrogression gives
strength to the planet and increases its Cheshta Bala.

Consider the first
Chart. Look at the fifth
house, the house of Chil
dren. Mars is aspecting it
as lord of one and 6. This
malefic aspects the sixth
also. The fifth lord who is
also the signlftcator of chil
dren is in the twelfth from
lagna which is the eighth
from the fifth. Both are in

the houses of their enemies. Guru is stronger by being
retrograde. The native has two sons and a daughter be
cause of this Guru and because Kuja is the lord of lagna.
Moreover, from Chandra la
gna the fifth house is strong.

In chart 2 Shani is
retrograde in his delibitation
and is aspected by a benefic.
Shani as the lord of the
fourth gave him plenty of
lands. It is the chart of a gen
eral.

In chart 3 that of Mr.
Morarjl Desai two exalted

9.54
Lagna

Rahu 10.58 7.40
Revl17.S4 Guru R

3

8udha 21,30
~896.2.29

Chandra
Shukr.14.38 25.10
Kuja 5.14 Ketu 10.5~

26.43
Shani R
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Cheshta refers to retrogression. The author asks us to
follow the earlier authorities who have elaborately ex
plained this. It involves many astronomical calculations.
These can be had from the texts of Kesava, Sripati and
others.

We'nave to calculate the mean position of the planets
Kuja, Guru and Shanl. The mean longitude of the Sun is
their Seeghrochcha. The mean position of the Sun is taken
for Budha and Shukra also. The Seeghrochcha of Budha
and Shukra (their apogee) has to be Calculated. Add the
mean longitude to the true longitude of a planet and divide
it by two to arrive at its cheshtakendra. This divided by 180
gives the Cheshta Bala of the planet. These calculations are
explained in Srlpati Paddhati and in Dr. B. V. Raman's
Graha and Bhava Balas.

The Cheshta Bala of the planets in our example Chart
are as follows:

Ravt Chandra Kuja Budha Guru Shulcra Shant

IVCheshta .6974 .938 .5429 .3786 .229

First three 3.83825 5.564 4.6825 6.72 4.5955 4.09825 4.74375
BaJas

Total 3.83825 5.564 5.3799 7.658 5.1384 4.47685 4.97275

The Sun and Moon have no Cheshta Bala as they do
not have retrograde movements.
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Shant has full aspect on the third and the tenth
houses from himself The other planets aspect their third
and tenth houses with one-fourth glance. Jupiter has a full
aspect on the fifth and ninth houses from himself. The
other planets have only a half aspect on these houses from
themselves. Mars has a full aspect on the fourth and eighth
houses from himself. Others have a three-fourths aspect on
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these houses from themselves. All planets aspect fully the
seventh from themselves. No planet aspects the second,
sixth, eleventh and twelfth houses from itself.

Notes
The aspect on the fifth and the ninth is the trine

(120°, 240°) aspect; that on the fourth and the eighth is
a square (90°, 270°) aspect; that on the third is a sextile
(60°) aspect. The last should include the aspect on the
eleventh (300°), though the author denies it. The aspect
on the eighth (210°) is quincunx; and 'this can include
the aspect on the sixth (150°), 'inspite of the author's
denial. The aspect on the seventh is called opposition
(180°) aspect. According to Parasara, Rahu aspects 5, 7,
9 and 12 fully, 2 and 10 by half, and 3 and 6 by a quar
ter.

Western astrologers speak of semi-square (45°, 315°),
sesquiquadrate (135°), Quintile (72°), Biqutntlle (144°),
Tredecile (108°), Decile (36°), and Vigintile (18°) aspects
also. .,--
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Deduct the longitude of the aspecting planet from that
of the aspected planet. The result is the range of the aspect.
By the rule of three we can arrive at the aspect-strength
from these degrees. We may have to add or subtract the
proportionate difference between the strength fixed for that
sign and that fixed for the next one. The resulting drigbala
is malefic or benefic according to the aspecting planet being
malefic or benefic. We have to enter these in terms of Rupas
under two heads. The total will give the exact aspect
strength received by a planet.

Notes
The calculation of drishtibala is not as simple as it
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appears from these lines. It needs much calculation. The
deduction of the longitude of the aspectmg planet from that
of the aspected one gives drishtikendra, aspect mgle. Then'
there are the special aspects of Guru (1200 to 150°, and 24<>:
to 270°), Shani (600 to 900

, am 270° to 300°) and KuJa (90°
0/

to 120°, and 2100 to 2400
) . Where these special aspects fall

we have to add .5 to Guru, .75 to Shant and .25 to Kuja.
Malefic aspects are those of the Sun, waning Moon, badly
associated Budha, Kuja and Shant. Benefic aspects are
those of Guru, Shukra, waxing Moon, and isolated or well
associated Budha.

The method of calculating Drishti values is well ex
plained in Srtpati Paddhatt and in Dr. B. V. Raman's book
referred to above.

- .333;

- .0256;

- .0123:Shukra+ .066;

+ .25.

Guru

Shani

On the basis of these calculations, our example chart
gives the following aspect-strengths:

Ravi + .2236; Chandra

Kuja - .105; Budha

From the total the drtshtt strengths ofChandra, Kuja,
Budha and Shukra have to be subtracted. The others have
to be added.

This is the fifth source of strength.
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The natsargtka or natural strength of the Sun is one
Rupa. The natural strength of Chandra is less than this by
a seventh. From each preceedtng.one the succeeding one is
less by a seventh in the sequence of Shukra, Guru, Budha,
Kuja, and Shant. The six sources of strength-8apta Varga,
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Dik) Kala, Cheshta, Drishti and Naisatgika have to be
added for each planet, This gives the Shadbala of the planet
concerned.

It is the rectified dngbala that should be taken into
consideration. If a planet is victorious in Oraha Yuddha, it
gets a strength of one Rupa. The vanquished one loses one
Rupa. The total of these six balas (as rectified) is the
planet's Shadbala in Rupas. A planet having less than five
Rupas is weak. It has the normal strength if its strength is
between five and ten Rupas.

In our example chart we get the following:

Rool Chandra Ku]a Budha Guru Shukra Shanl

4. The pre- 3.83825 5.564 5.3799 7.658 5.1384 4.47685 4.97275
vlous Balas

5. Nalsarglka 1.0 .857 .286 .428 .571 .714 .143
Bala

6. Drlshtl .2236 - .333 - .105 -.0256 .066 - .0123 .25
Bala

Total 5.06185 6.088 5.5609 8.0604 5.7754 5.178555.36575

The strongest is Budha. All have above five Rupas.
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The planet having more than ten Rupas will be
fully strong. Such a planet is beneficial. His major period
produces highly favourable results. The native will have in
that period all that he aspires for. His desires will be
fulfilled.
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When a planet is proceeding fro his debilitation to
his exaltation, and if it has average strength, his period also
will bring happiness. But if the planet is moving towards
his deltbttation, his period is unfavourable.

The period of a planet having less than five Rupas
brings misery and unhappiness.
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Chapter III

••

Determination of Longevity

~~~~~~
~ ft·· "q~Vl lji"gCktqjC(t4 11 EI'~jjg"j ~:

.e~6CNC(1 k1(IfI;'iElt"ill'il tt ill t41~q\

lPlol\qlr~II('i.~~EI ~: t4fq4qiC(I~41'l II ~ II

The author now describes how to calculate Amsa
Ayurdaya. This is to be taken as final when lagna is stron
ger than the Sun and the Moon.

Count the number of constellations from Asvini that
have elapsed with reference to the position ofa planet in the
chart. Dividing this by three. take the remainder and mul
tiply it by four. Add the number of padas covered by the
planet in the constellation. This gives the number of na
vamsas from the beginning of Mesha. This is the number of
years contributed by that planet in the Amsa Ayurdaya
method. From the quarter (pada) in which the planet is,
calculate the months and days by the rule of three. The
years. months and days contributed by the two luminaries.
five planets. and lagna have to be added.

Notes

Longevity can be calculated in eight possible ways. It
is the strongest among the eight that determines the Ion
gevtty which is applicable to a given chart. The strongest is
found after calculating the Shadbala of the planets and
Bhava Bala. The author has not touched upon Bhava Bala.
This is arrived at by adding three factors. These ar~ the
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strength of the lord of the concerned Bhava, the direction
(dik) of that bhava, and the aspect strength on the same.

The various types of longevity that depend on the
strongest factor-this is mentioned within brackets--are
the following:

Amsa (Lagna), Pinda (Sun). Naisargika (Moon). Bhinna
Ashtakavarga (Kuja), Rasmi (Budha), Kakshatra (Guru).
Kala Chakra (Shukra), and Sarmday Ashtaka varga (Shant).

The first three are explained elaborately and with
utmost scientific accuracy in Srtpatt Paddhatt. Nearly
eighty per cent of the charts show that we have to apply
Amsa or Pinda Ayurdaya only. Amsa Ayurdaya is applicable
to a larger number of the charts. Hence the author explains
it.

Note how many navamsas have been traversed by a
planet. Each navamsa constitutes one quarter of a constel
lation. The example chart will be the basis for our study.
The navamsas have to be counted from the beginning of
Mesha.

21.40
Chlondra
19.24
Aahu 1932.12.5

8.20 Aul Kuja 18.33

Shani
Kelu 19.24
Guru 28.34

Budha 18.!!!! 17.0
Rav119.49

ShukraL 29.45

The elapsed navamsas
in our example are given
along with the decimal
showing how many of the
navamsas are traversed.

Lagna 71.925; Ravi
68.95; Chandra 96.5; Kuja
40.965; Budha 68.665;
Guru 44.57; Shukra
59.105; and Shani 83.5.

When the number of
the navamsas exceeds
twelve. expunge multiples
of twelve. Thus we get La
gna 11.925; Ravi 8.95;
Chandra 0.5; Kuja 4.965;
Budha 8.665; Guru 8.57;
Shukra 11.105; and Shani
11.5

Shanl
Rahu

ChandraShukra
Lagna

Navamsa

Kuja

Guru
Ravi Ketu
Budha
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The total comes to 66.18. This comes to 66 years, two
months and 5 days.

~: ~"§q;~lfl.,a«milj~ft:'tfi'qf-

-;T1t 'llI'?Ji~~ ll'ftl:~ q jq (iI' ~11sr(iii( I

;ft~I~In.'J~ wit~ It:ftf,'wnP-tn
~ fl~~fQl~(iI\ilI~~ II ~ II

Malefics occupying houses 7 to 12, lose a part of the
years they contribute. The loss is full in the 12th, half in the
lIth, 1 /3 in 10th, 1/4 in 9th, 1/5 in 8th, and 1/6 in 7th.
Benefics in these houses lose half of what the malefics lose.
That is, from the twelfth onwards they lose 1/2, 1/4, 1/6,
1/8, 1/10 and 1/12.

A malefic occupying lagna removes the years contrib
uted by the Lagna.

A planet in delibitation loses half, a planet in an
enemy's house loses one-third, and a planet in combustion
or defeated in. war loses. one half of its years. This is the
peculiarity of this method..

Notes

There is not only reduction, but also an increase which
1s taken for granted by the author.

(a) The years contributed by a planet are trebled when
it is exalted or retrograde.

(b) The years are doubled when it is Vargottama (same
sign in Rasi and Navamsa), when it is in its navamsa
sign or Rasi sign or in its own Drekkana. Only the
maximum multiplication has to be done, not two or
more.

In our example Budha is retrograde and his years have
to be multiplied by three. Shukra and Shani are in their
own houses and Guru is in his own house in Navamsa.
Kuja is Vargottama. Thus the years contributed by Kuja,
Guru, Shukra and Shani have to be doubled. We thus get

. the following figures:
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Ravi 8.95, Chandra .5, Kuja 9.93, Budha 25.995, Guru
17.14, Shukra 22.21, and Shani 23.0. The total comes to
107.725 years.

Next comes the reduction known as Chakrapata as
explained by the author. When there are two or more
planets in the same house, only the strongest is subject to
reduction.

The Shadbalas of the example chart show that Budha
is stronger than Ravi, and Guru is stronger than Kuja.
Guru gets into the tenth bhava. Hence the reduction is for
both Kuja and Guru.

Budha as a malefic loses half the years he has contrib
uted. Guru in the tenth bhava loses one-sixth. Thus he
gives 14.283 years. Kuja loses one-fourth and he now gives
7.4475 years. Shukra in the eleventh loses one-fourth. His
contribution now is 16.6575 years.

Let us tabulate thus far:

Ravi

Chandra

Kuja

Budha

Guru

Shukra

Shani

Total

8.95

0.565

7.4475

12.9975

14.283

16.6575

23.0

83.9005 years

The next deduction is one-third for occupying an
enemy's house. Here no planet occupies such a house.
Then we have to apply for combustion. It means a planet
with the Sun. The distances from the Sun where combus
tion begins and ends are in degrees-Chandra 12, Kuja 17,
Budha 14, Guru 11, Shukra 10, and Shani 15, Retrograde
Budha 12, and Retrograde Shukra 8.

Budha is combust and he loses everything.

Finally there is the reduction due to a malefic rising in
lagna. In our example there is Budha.
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The author's treatment of this reduction is sketchy.
The last arises after all the increases and reductions are
made. Multiply the number of Amsas elapsed in lagna by
the total number of years given by the planets. This is to be
divided by 108. The quotient gives the years to be deducted
from the total.

For a more accurate method of calculating Amsa
Ayurdaya, the best text is Srlpatl Paddhatl.

~ 'lClk1rC!l"I~q;1 "Cil!l0IlRl;qI"~:~

~ +Cl!lo'1thfi:l om n;qlflEl~lrd:q;i{ I

~m~fClfCllr...gcFt~

~~ ~1~lflfl:qnflll,~:ai"tf~4; ,!m: II l II

Find how many ghatikas and vtghatikas have elapsed
in lagna, Multiply this by nine and divide the product by the
total duration of the lagna. This gives the years contributed
by lagna. The remainder has to be converted into months
and days.

The lagna becomes strong when its lord or a benefic is
in it or aspects it, or when its lord is exalted. Then the
number of years contributed by the lagna are to be counted
from Mesha to the lagna. This is the view of some astrolo
gers.

Notes

When a malefic is in the lagna or aspects it,
the deduction is only half of what was arrived at in the
notes of the previous verse. If two or more planets are in
lagna, we have to consider only the one who is nearer to the
lagna.

The years contributed by lagna have to be noted. In
our example only eight navamsas elapsed, and in the sec
ond .925 was over. Thus it gives 8.925 years. The aspect of
its lord does not fall on it as there is only a distance of
103°.12'. It is not 120°. Adding 8.925 to the previous total

, we get years 79.828. This is not true, as the Krurodaya
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harana has not been applied. The method explained under
these three verses is too general.

SiICWNCfI"I1"11'ldrtiJlf\tdq ~CMlIOI~+<'l~:

SiI'CIIli'{'lidh\qfalft:l"ri "T"i ~ "qlft(Cfl"l

"C«:a:lM 5i qlqrq~ ~~

~ "qElgose4~ "Ia"irlt~il;i~Wi«~(( II ~ II

Lagna has three drekkanas. It has one drekkana on
each side. Calculate the Sapta Varga strengths of the lords
of these three drekkanas in terms of Rupas. This represents
the Punya (religious merit) of the native. When this is
deducted from four, it shows the papa (sin or evil) of the
native. If these differ by four or more Rupas, and if the
Rupas of Punya are more, the native achieves final eman
cipation.

Notes

The previous drekkana refers to the past, the drekkana
of lagna to the present, and the next to the future births.

In our example the next drekkana falls in the next
sign. The author does not tell us what to do in such cases.
We follow the traditional lords of the drekkanas. The three
drekkanas in our example are owned by the Moon, Guru,
and Kuja. The Sapta Varga strengths are-Moon 1.812,
Guru 1.4175, and Kuja 1.6875. Deducting these from four,
we get respectively 2.188, 2.5825, and 2.3125. These are
the malefic portions in Rupas.

gI1,*,1~"I41 4Cl 1f11f\:J 1i'1 IG:actCfl l0 I&: mft«rr
~~~~:~:I

~: Q11~Clf1t:llchhfi:l \:ja«lg~ ~

+ic:II«lefrq~Cl d("(i1gd~' ~ '1C1i~lIgbl: II ~ II

After obtaining the benefic and malefic portions of
Sapta Varga strength of the three lords of the drekkanas,
take the malefic portions only. Multiply these by 120 and
divide the product by seven. Expunge multiples of 120. The
result shows the number of years the native lived in the
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7.30 23.30 18.30
Nep Uran Ketu

7

18.54 1861.9.15 Guru 16
Kuja 25.30

Chandra Shani22

18.30
5.30 Rav; 0.50

Rahu
Shukra

6udha7.45

L 20.30 Pluto 29.15

past birth, lives in the present and will live in the future.

This method is suggested only to open up some dis
, cussion. It is simpler than the method of Amsa Ayurdaya.

Notes

This method does not work. It is faulty. For the previ
ous birth of the native, the malefic portion of Chandra is
2.188. This multiplied by 120 and divided by seven given
37.51 years. For the present birth Guru's malefic portion is
2.5825. This gives 44.27 years. The native is alive even after
fifty six years of age.

q 4lIUliJ~ ~: 4l~!l~~1: 'f:'Ifql~1f4

;q~I~l5Qqei1 ~ ~~~~~:

~~ &I4U!llhflll~ 'E'C*(oc:f1~(~ ~:
~ , .

'1%lteCQ441jUlili ';f~~~: ~ II ~ II

(a) The native has a long life if Shukra, Guru and
Budha are in kendras and konas. (b) When these are in
houses 2, 3 and 11 the native has a medium life (madhya
ayurdaya, which does not exceed 66 years of age). (e) If
these planets are in houses 6, 8 and 12, the native has a
short life. (d) Planets other than these, the malefics, posited
in 8, 12, kendras 0,4,7, 10) and konas do not give rise to
any benefic results.

Notes

. Four kinds of yogas are given. The first three refer to
the benefics Budha, Guru
and Shukra. Budha, how
ever, should not be with a
malefic. The first combina
tion is for long life. Guru,
Budha and Shukra should
be in kendras and konas. In
Chart 7 Guru is in the
strongest kona and is the
lord of lagna. Budha is in
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Rav; 21 5 18 25Chandra 25
Shan; 5 Budha Kuja Lagna

8
Shukra Ketu 2

14

Guru 11 1878.4.1

Rahu 2

Shan; 2.8 Chandra

Rav; 1.7 2.11 26.49
L 23.26 Shukra 9.49 Ketu

Uran 14.10

21.45
Budha 13

1937.3.15 24.15
Nep

28.56 Aahu 26.49

Guru Kuja 7.36

The fourth combination is peculiar. The malefics have
to be in Kendra, Kona, and houses 8 and 12. This is
inauspicious. A malefic like Shant in the eighth does give

long life. Kuja in the eighth
does disturb the health. In
the 13th chart Shani is in
lagna aspecting the tenth
Guru. Kuja is in a trine with
Rahu. Ravt, another malefic.
is also in lagna, Only one
Kendra has a benefic. The
native had no robust health.
He died in March 1972 after
lying unconscious for a

month. eighth house has no planet. The twelfth has a
natural benefic.

The author's view has
to be modified. In chart 14
the eighth and twelfth have
maleflcs, a malefic is in the
tenth with the Sun and
combust Moon. She mar
ried a rich person who be
carne poor. From the lord of
lagna, who is in an enemy's
house, the twelfth has
three malefics.

~ Of~ mw~ 4i~f:ltf;lol~~

t4'~~jf~i'H1f$I~i1n ~ Of ~~:

~: tlMI~GJ;f~~rt(1j ~ \:!a~:tlell

~~.,qfilf.\('Q \:!!lNllfJql1. II \9 II

Another combination for short life and an exception
are given. When (1) the Lord of the Lagna is not aspected 9Y
any benefic situated in a Kendra or Kona and (ii) at the
same time the owner of the sign occupied by the Lord of the
Lagna is not having the beneficial aspect from Kendra or
Kona and (iii) the lagna is devoid of benefic aspect from
Kendra or Kona, then the native has a short life and is
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1.46 Budha 3.22 3.44 9.3
Urau Rav128.45 Shukra Kuja

16.29
15.52 Rahu

L 15 27.7 Nep

15.52 1925.5.12

Ketu

29.42 Pluto 17.22
3 ...uR 21.46 Shani R:;han<lra27.1

denied spouse, children and intellect.
But when the Lagna, Lagna Lord and the Lord of the

slgn occupied by Lagna Lord are having benefic aspect from
Kendra or Kona then one has a long life, plenty of fortune.
wealth, intelligence and fame.

Notes

The combination wants the aspect of a benefic situ
ated in 1, 4, 7, 10,5 or 9 on
the lagna and on its lord. if
there is to be a long life. In
chart 15 the lagna is not
aspected by any. The lord of
lagna is not aspected by.
any benefic from kendra Or
kona. The lord of the sign
occupied by the lord of la-

gna is in a kendra, but is
not aspected by any. The
lady died in July 1946 at
the age of 21. The combina
tion prescribed fits in ex
actly. In chart 16 the lagna
is devoid of any aspect and
so is the lord of the lagna.
The owner of the sign.

19.59 25.28 0.42
Ketu Chandra ShaniR

17

1884.12 14.32
Guru

Kuj" 7.30 26.47 14.35 19.59
Budh" 8.7
L 20.5 Ravi Shukra Rahu

6.16 28.48 Pluto Shuk,,, 10.50

Shani Rahu 24.0 KuJa17.17
GUN 24.23

RavI8.52

16 Budha 24.22

1966.7.25 21.35
Lagna

Ketu 28.48
Chand'" 3.7

Moon. is aspected by Guru.
but not from any kendra or
kana. He committed sui
cide in November 1985, at
the age of 19. The combina
tion is fulfilled.

An example for the
exception is chart 17. Here
the lord of lagna is in a
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kona. He is aspected by Shant and he, as a benefic, aspects
the lagna. The owner of that sign is aspected by the full
Moon. He had a long life, fame and fortunes. It is the chart
of late Dr Rajendra Prasad.

Chart 18 is another
. good example for a short

life. There are no planets in
4.54 Shukra 1.47 any kendra. One kona has
Kuja R 18 Rahu29.10 Ketu. The lagna and its lord

Ketu 1924.9.3 Ravi are aspected only by a ma-
20.10 17.26 lefic. He was married at the

Shan16.9 Budha R
age of 19 and had no chil-

18.22 dren. His intelligence was
Guru

Chandra 2.41
3.46 L. 5 above the average because

L 11

the fifth is aspected by
Ravl9 Chandra 5
Budha21 Shukra 2

Shukrawho is subjected to Rahu2

Guru's aspect. The fifth lord
is exalted. Inspite ofall this, 19
he died in November 1946. 1890.5.21 511
In chart 19 the lagna is not Guru Shani
aspected by any and it has
two malefics. The lord of la- 2 18

gna is in the twelfth as- Kelu Kuja

pected by Kuja, Shant, and
debilitated Guru. These are not in any kendra or kona. The
lord of the sign having Budha is Shukra who is not as
pected by any.benefic. She died in July 1922.

Hllcft'lr..fl~d~ ('1i~SWj('1i1s&4ql I

\ij;Q1iEeql'1ii,q~ ~ In'~ II

, l'1'~'Ii~ ~~~: S~q~'NtldcM I

ql'o.q~qlg:tCCOlrad~lq("l:lIg"''CIIIf'Clf\: II (. II

Now a oombinatlonfor a short life is given. The lagna
or the moon should be aspected by .he lord of the eighth
house; or the lord of the eighth house from the Moon or
.lagna must be aspected by Shant or Kuja. In both cases no
benefic should aspect the lord of lagna or the lord of the
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sign occupied by the lord oflagna. Then even ifhis longevity
is normally expected to be similar to that of Markandeya,
the native has a very very short life.

5 25 8 Shukra

Kuja Budha
Ravl12
L8

Rahu 5
18

20 Guru

1896.6.26 5
Ketu

21 21
Chandra Shani

L 11
Ravi 9 Chandra 5
Budha 21 Shukra 2

Rahu2

19

11 1890.5.21 5

Guru Shani

2 18
Ketu Kuja

Notes

Here are two important combinations:

(a) The lagna lord and the lord of the sign occupied by
the lord of lagna should not have any benefic aspect. The
lord of the eighth house should aspect the lagna or the
Chandra lagna.

(b) The lord of the lagna and of the sign having the
lagna lord should not be aspected by any benefic. The lord
of the eighth from lagna or from the Moon should be
aspected by Shani or Ku]a.

Chart 12 fulfills the second combination. The lagna
lord is aspected only by malefic Kuja. The eighth lord from

the Moon is aspected by
Shant. But there is the
benefic aspect of Guru also
on Shukra. The lord of the
eighth from lagna is Kuja
who is aspected only by the
Sun. Chart 10 shows that
the lord of lagna is aspected
by the eighth lord. The
owner of the sign occupied
by the lagna lord has no

benefic aspect. The lord of
the eighth house from the
Moon is aspected by Shani
and Kuja as well. In chart
20 the lord of lagna is not
aspected by any benefic,
though the lord of that sign
is aspected by the full
Moon. The Moon is as
peeted by the eighth lord.
The Moon is also the lord of
the eighth from himself. He died in September 1926. There
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L 28 24.53
Ketu

22

1901.8.24 8.15 Rav;
5.20 Budha

17.39 Shan; R
Kuja 3.13 8.5210.48 Guru R

4 Chandra
Rahu 24.53 Shukra

is also a malefic in the
twelfth house from the lord
of lagna; and this too is an
indication for short life.
Shukra, lord of the stgn
having the lagna lord. is
combust. Consider chart
21. Here lagna and the lord
of the sign occupied by the
lagna lord have no benefic
aspects. The Moon is as

pected by Shant. The lord of the eighth house from lagna,
Guru. is aspected both by Shani and Kuja, He was fatally
shot in January 1974.

In chart 22 the lagna
lord is in his own house and
is not aspected by any
benefic. The lord of the
eighth is Venus and he is
aspected by Shani. She
died in November 1916. The
lord of the eighth house
also aspects the lagna, and
he is debilitated in a mar
aka house.

15.14 5.49 1.45
Guru R Lagna Chandra

15.37
Rahu 21

Pluto 1951.10.17 Ketu 15.37

14.45 Kuja 17.26
Shukra 20.27

Rav; 1.5 Shan; 18.18
BOOha8.27 Nep.27.49

Rahu 2.18 11.10 12
Shan; 21.18 Kuja Lagna

23

12.32 1912.2.10
BOOha
27.42
Ravl

21.14 Chandra! 2.16
Shukra Guru 19.0 Ketu

In chart 23 the lord of
lagna is aspected by Shant,
who is the owner of that
sign. There are no benefic
aspects on either. The la
gna is aspected by the
eighth lord. The lagna is
also the eighth from the
Moon. She died in January
1937. There is also a ma-
lefic in the twelfth from

lagna, The Moon is debilitated and is aspected by the
malefic Mars. The lord of the third is in any enemy's house
aspected by Shant. Hence there is short life.
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These examples show that the combinations givca for
short life are valid. We give some more examples for short
life without offering any comments because the rules laid
down can be applied easily. Within the chart we give the
date of birth and the date of demise as well.

0.20 Shenl22
Guru R Kuja 28

6 22
Chandra 24 Ketu

22
1915.9.21

Rahu
1934.1.7

Shukra 8
Budha29
Ravl4
l15

L 25 13
Guru

Shani 19
R BOOha 27

25 Rahu 17

Ketu 17
1~.8.31

Ravi 15
Chandra 13 1930.1.11

Kula 1

1
Shukra

2
L 25 Shani

R
Ravi 3
Guru 10
Chandra 15 26
BOOha14 R
Rahu 4 1915.2.15
Kuja 19 1934.11.27 Ketu 4

16
Shukra
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9 9

Guru R Chandra
L

Shani7
27 Ketu 1

1916.10.14
14Rahu 1 1934 Jan.
Shukra

1 Ravl28

Kuja
BOOha 13
R

..
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4 29
Shani R Rahu

Ch1
BOOha9

28 G....e s
Aavl21

1907.8.7 Shullf.. 11

1934.11.25

Ketu 29
Kuj.. R 14
L 11

4
Shani R

Rehu5
G....u3

29Chandr.. 4

Budha 12
1915.1.18
1938.10.8 5

Aavi 4 Ketu

Kuja 28 Shukra
L18 19
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Shukra26 27Budha 23 Ravi 1
Shani 22 Rahu

30

1909.4.13
12Chandra 2 1934.12.5

Kuja9 Guru R

L5 27
Ketu

63

6
Guru R

Ketu 8 28
Shani5 31 Chandra

29
1905.12.16

Kuja
1926.11.2 Rahu 8

Ravi 1
Shukra 17 9
29 LBudhaA



Chapter IV

Effects of the Planets and
Houses

(Oq1i);;j'E'Clttf~l~cil0 118*11: ~:s{l '"qi¥liF-<!ldl:

~4~Rtidgc:RlqQjq*ldj: '!t'1Ri41)olif~Il'IT:'

,mm180UJiIIO:~: ~<llfilolifQql:

+l"'~" ~~~ ~I'ii),"*( II ~ II

When there is a mutual relation between the planets
of the following six groups, they bring much fame and make
the person the best ruler or administrator (literally. a king)
and auspicious.

(t) Planets in their exaltation. own houses, friend's
houses. and trikonas (1, 5. 9);

./

(tt) Planets in Kendras (1, 4. 7, 10) and in Vargottama:
(ttl) Planets aspected by or conjoined with benefice, and

those that are between benefics;

(tv) Planets situated in their mula-trikona houses;

(v) Planets moving towards their exaltation; and

(vt) Those that own both a trikona and a kendra.

Notes

The groups are too general. The last combination
applies to Vrishabha, Karka, Simha, Tula, Makara, and
Kumbha lagna natives only. The planets involved are
respectively Shani, Kuja, Kuja, Shant, Shukra and
Shukra.
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12.15
Rahu

17.56
Chandra

33 22.56
L

1889.11.14 10.47
Shani

12.15
0.19

17.14
Kelu BOOha 9.59
15.10 Ravi 7.23 Kuja
GIIU Shukra

23.27 13.2 10.35

PI~,o Guru R Ketu

14.23
NepR

32 Shani 21.48
It 255Q

Urau 27.16 1917.11.19 16.24Chandra
5.35 Kuja

13.15
121.5Shukra BOOha
10.35 Rahu 4.7

Aavi

The fourth combination refers to Mesha (Kuja), Vrish
abha (Chandra), Simha (Ravt), Kanya (Budha), Tula
(Shukra), Dhanus (Guru), and, Kumbha (Shani).

Benefics are Guru, Shukra, waxing Moon (from the
eighth day of the bright half of the lunar month to the
eighth day of the dark half), and Budha who is not with any
malefic like Ravi, Kuja, Shani, Rahu, and waning Moon.

In chart 32 Shant and Chandra (lords ofkendras) , Ravi
and Kuja (owners of kendra), and Guru and Shukra (bene

ftcs) have exchanged
houses. Two planets are in
friend's houses, and three
are in a trine, while one is
in a kendra (combination
1). Benefic Guru is as
pecttng Ravi, Budha and
Chandra (iii). All have left
their debilitation signs.
Kuja owns a kendra and
kona, and had exchanged

houses with his friend, Sun (vi). The results are fairly
evident as this is the chart of Mrs. Indira GandW.

Chart 33 is that of Pt. Nehru. Three benefics (Chandra.
Shukra and Guru) are in
their own houses and two
are in friend's houses
(l) Three are in kendras,
(il) Shant is aspected by the
benefic Guru, and Budha is
with a benefic, (ill) Shukra
is in his mula-trikona,
(lv) The results stated were
revealed.

Consider chart 34 that .
of Ramana MaharsW. Kuja is in hls own house, while the
Sun and Moon are in friends' houses. Guru and Chandra
are in konas (l) Kuja is in a kendra. Chandra, Guru and
Lagna are Vargottama, (il) Guru aspects Chandra and
lagna. Benefics Budha and Shukra are together, (ill) The
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results are plain. Instead of
civil or administrative
power. he had the spiritual
power.

Chart 35 is that of the
great sage Svami Vidyanar
anya, the founder of the
Vijayanagar empire. Ravi
and Shukra are exalted.
Guru and Chandra are in
their own houses. Ravt and

Shani are in friend's house (l) Budha, Shukra, Shani and
Guru are in kendras, (ii)
Shani and Ravi are as
pected by benefic Guru,
while Budha and Shukra,
two beneflcs, are together,
(ttl) Guru is in his mula
trikona, (iv) Guru is mov
ing towards lagna, (v) Out
of the six factors five are
fulfilled. He wielded spiri
tual power directly and
temporal power indirectly. The author's view is well sub
stantiated in this chart.

·fhl+'4I~'" qUf~H'IIf(q~ah'll: qlqf$('jll)ll=+ig~

~ C!iiJiflJlClflM+Cl'4fj,i+lafan: I

"l1C!iI=+in·'h,«I"'~I~'" ~: qiSdllSG~:~:

4l"«lcfl'C!ikq,lUlq~C!ik~If('jl(4jal~: II ~ II

The yogas mentioned in the first verse are destroyed by
the following groups of planets:

(t) Debilitated planets;

(it) Planets defeated in war;

(iit) Planets in the houses of their enemies;

(iv) Planets aspected by, or are with. or are placed be
tween malefics;
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(v) Planets with a retrograde one, with the Sun, or with
Rahu;

(vi) Planets in a Bhava-Sandhi;

(vti) Weak planets; and

(viii Planets owning 6, 8, 12 houses but with the lords of
kendras or trikonas.

Notes
When two or more planets are within one degree in the

same sign, the planet that is ahead is said to be victorious.
The planets Budha, Guru and Shant are called Paura. Kuja
and Shukra are named yayt. The war between one Paura
and another Paura is the worst. The war involving two yayis
is mild. The war between one Paura and one Yayi is worse.

A weak planet is one weak in Shadbala having less
than five Rupas of strength. According to Sripati, the mini
mum strength required in Rupas is-Ravi 6.5, Chandra 6.0,
Kuja 5.00, Budha 7.00, Guru 6.5, Shukra 5.5 and Shani
5.00. The minimum required under various heads is as
follows:

Sthana Dile Cheshta Kala Aydna

Ravt 2.75 0.583 .833 1.867 .5
Chandra 2.217 0.833 .5 1.667 .667
Kuja 1.6 .5 .667 1.167 .334
Budha 2.75 0.583 .833 1.867 .5
Guru 2.75 0.583 .833 1.867 .5
Shukra 2.217 0.833 .5 1.667 .667
Shant 1.6 .5 .667 1.167 .334

Consider chart 36.
Kuja, a powerful lord, is
vanquished by Stiukra (tt).
Shant, a yoga karaka is in
an enemy's house, (ttl). and
he aspects the seventh
house (tv). Budha is com
bust (v). Shani, Shukra
and Budha own houses 6,
8, 12. He was destroyed in

RaYl8.28
BudhII3.21 23.38
KuJa24.3 Rahu
Shukra 24.22

21.9

36 Shani

1889.4.20

Kelu 23.38
0.54Guru Hi.55

Chandra Lagna
114.18
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the major period of Rahu,
inspite of the aspect of
Guru from his mula
trikona. This is the chart of
Adolf Hitler. In Chart 37 of
Mussoltrn, Shani and
Chandra are vanquished
(it). Guru and Budha are in
enemies' houses (lit). With
malefics is Chandra arid
the malefics aspect lagna.

Guru and Shukra are hemmed in between malefics (lv).
Budha is combust (v). Kuja, Budha and Shukra own
malefic houses (viti). 'These have destroyed the other yogas
present in the chart.

In chart 38 the lord of lagna and the sixth is with the
debilitated lord of the tenth in the twelfth. Kuja is well
behind the Sun. The lords
of 2 and 7 have exchanged
houses and are in 6 and 8
relationship. The native is
bound to suffer and to lose
his position. Guru and
Shukra are in enemies'
houses. while Kuja and
Budha are in the houses of
neutrals. He has an ordi
nary education. Mars as
pects Guru in an adverse way. The ninth lord with the lord
of the twelfth made him lose much. He lost his wife.

~ lfilifVr~ f.rteH'Inltl4i5i ~~

~~ if ~1'i141'I$I~

ifl"'Iq"\c~q."'l~''Cil~~ lIT ft:e«h
" ....~844i~ ~.,1iH"lI\4IRiqf'4 ftm II ~ II

Wealth and happiness come tc the native under one of
the following combinations of Raja yoga:

(t) The lords of the ninth and the tenth should beIn
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27.24
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their own houses;

(it) These lords should be together in the 9th or 10th;

(iii) They should exchange houses (or stars);

(tv) They should aspect each other;

(v) They should be with the lords of I, 4, 5 or 7;

(vi) They should be in houses I, 4, 5 or 7.

But these two lords should not own the eighth or
eleventh house.

Notes
The ninth is the strongest kona called dharma,

bhagya. The tenth is the strongest kendra known as karma,
rajya.

Chart 39 shows the exchange of houses between the
ninth and the tenth lords. The ninth lord is with the lords

of 4 and 5--educatlon and
intellect. Guru as one stg
nificator of education is
aspecting Iagna. The fifth
lord is exalted, from Chan
dra lagna the exchange is
between the lords of 4 and
5. This is the chart of the
author of relativity, Ein
stein.: The effects of Rajya
yoga were well manifested

even though Shant owns the eighth and Shukra the twelfth.
But because of the ex-
change, Shant has lost the
ownership of the eighth.

Chart 40 is that of B.
G. Tilak. The ninth lord is
in his own house with the
waxing Moon. The tenth
lord and the ninth lord are
aspecting each other. The
tenth lord also owns the
fifth. It was in the major
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period of Kuja that he became the undisputed leader of the
independence movement. K. Kamaraj also has a similar
placement of Kuja and Guru for the same lagna: and his
Kuja's period was a spectacular one.

In chart 41 the ninth lord has exchanged houses with
the lord of lagna. The tenth
lord is in the fourth with
the fifth lord and lord of
lagna. Kuja aspects
Shukra, the tenth lord. It is
the chart of Hart krishna
Mehtab, who was a former
Chief Minister of Orissa.
The Raja yoga is strength
ened by the lords of lagna
and fifth house.

In Mahatma Gandhi's chart (42) the ninth lord is in
lagnaand the tenth lord is
in the tenth. The ninth lord
is with the seventh and first
lords. They are all aspected
by Guru. The Raja yoga ef-

. fects were well manifested
from the major period of
Mars onwards. In the major
periods of Rahu and Guru
they were revealed to the
full.

Chart 43 is that of Akbar. The ninth and the tenth
lords are in mutual aspect.
The ninth lord is aspected
by yoga karaka Shant.
while the tenth lord has the
aspect of beneftc Guru. It is
a clear case of Raja yoga.
Note also the tenth lord in
the ninth. From Chandra
lagna the lords of 9 and 10
are in the fifth.
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Dr. C. Siva Rama Murthi, the notedart-critfc, has the
ninth (Ravt) and tenth (Budha) lords together in the sev
enth. Yehudi Menuhin has these In the fifth Aries. AIjun
Singh (Mithuna lagna) has the ninth lord in the seventh
and the tenth lord in Lagna.Radhakrishnan's chart has the
ninth and the tenth lords in Kanya lagna aspected by the.,
fifth lord from Cancer. M. Visvesvarayya whose chart was
earlier given (Lagna Dhanus) had the ninth and tenth lord
in the tenth, unaspected by any. Tippu Sultan with the
same lagna has them unfortunately in the twelfth with
Shant and Rahu.

'" I., 1l("lIIQQCfiq~ '4'ft{~~ ,IQCfiitfftl~

~q(~qt<llWIR1ChI(I: 1IilmI. I

~""Ol!lSlQij~ ';!f ~iiiI('1lq"41:tl"=«I~",

~~C:CHllll"IQ.Cj", ~ 'Toft'~: II ~ II

There are three pairs ofplanets: (l) owners of the ninth
and tenth houses from lagna: (it) owners of the ninth and
the tenth from the ninth house; and (itt) lords of these
houses from the tenth. These three respectively give high.
medium or small position to the native.

These three pairs can have three kinds of relationship
between them: (a) conjunction, (b) interchange, and
(c) mutual aspect.

1. Anyone of these pairs may be mutually related
by any of the three relationships. They should be
strong.

2. Anyone of these pairs may be in mutual kendras.

3. Any pair must have conjunction with the planet
owning the house occupied by the lagna lord.

Anyone of these combinations will make the native
wealthy and he will be a ruler (literally, a king).
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Notes

In Einstein's chart (39) the lords of 9 and 10 have
exchanged houses and they are strong. He is the presiding
deity of modern mathematical physics. In Tilak's chart
there is mutual aspect of these lords (40). They are in
mutual kendras. In chart 41 the ninth lord aspects the lord
of the tenth. A similar Kendra position appears in other
charts. Chart 40 also shows Kuja and Guru as lords of 9
and 10 from the ninth. It is a medium yoga. In another chart
the ninth and tenth lords from the tenth are Kuja and Guru
who are in mutual aspect and who are in mutual kendras.
The yoga is small. This may explain his suffering. In a chart
given earlier the lords of 9 and 10 from the ninth are Guru
and Shani who are together in Shukra's house with
Shukra.

In Stalin's chart (44) the lords of 9 and 10 from the
ninth are Shant and Guru
who have exchanged
houses. This confers only a
medium Raja yoga. Their
ownerships from lagna and
Chandra did not make his
rise smooth or orderly. A
certain ruthlessness was
clear from the Moon (tenth
lord) in conjunction with
Shani in the sixth.

In chart 45 yogakaraka Kuja is in the tenth aspected
by Shani (lord of 6 and 7) and by Guru (lord of 5 and 8). Kuja
aspects lagna also. The
lords of 5 and 7 are in
mutual aspects; and these
are lords of 9 and 10 from
the ninth. He became a dis
tinguished Dewan of Tra
vancore, Mysore and Bar
oda. Jupiter aspects the
lord of the ninth in the
tenth, and also the lord of
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the tenth.

In chart 46 the lords of 9 and 10 from Iagna, from the
ninth. and from the tenth
are in mutual kendras.
This is a strong Raja yoga
by itself. There are other
yogas as well. He made a
distinguished contribution
as the Dewan of Mysore.
The lord of the ninth is in
the tenth. The lord of 4 and
11 is in the eleventh. Guru
is with the Moon.

In chart 47 the lords of
9 and 10 are in mutual as
pect and in mutual ken
dras. The tenth lord is ex
alted. Shant and Guru are
the lords of 9 and 10 from
the ninth and they are in
mutual kendras. He was an
I.e.s. -offtcer. He was
wealthy and prosperous.

Shukra 22 Ravi25 16Chandra 20
Shanl2 Budha8 Guru

4
47 Rahu

1907.5.9
4 1948.1.30 L21
Ketu

22
Kuja

\H'c:i,n«*ONI''iii~dhJI~":Qj+<'lqj
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Note the following:

(t) The lords of the Lagna, navamsa lagna and of the sign
occupied by the lord of lagna,

(it) The lords of the ninth and tenth houses.

(llt) The lords of houses 3. 4, 5 and 7.

(lv) The lords of 2 and 11.

These four sets of planets must be placed in anyone
of these houses; or they should exchange houses; or they
must mutually aspect each other from a friendly. own or

I
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exaltation house. Then they give respectively (i) prosperity,
(ii) vehicles like horses and elephants, (ill) happiness and
children, and (Lv) wealth.

Notes
In chart 48 the lords of 9 and ten are 1n mutual aspect

and in mutual kendras, (ll).
Shani (lord of 3 and 4),
Guru (lord of 5) and
Shukra (Lord of 7) are in
mutual aspects, (iii) She
has vehicles, children and
happiness She wielded
power as the Chief Minister
of a State.

In chart 49 the lord of
lagna is in the ninth with
his friend Shukra. The lord

of lagna and the lord of the sign occupied by its lord are
together in the ninth (l),
Lords of 2 and 11 are con
junct in the tenth (ii): The
third lord with the seventh
lord is aspecting the lord of
4 and 5, (ill) ~ There is a
strong Raja yoga. The na
tive has great wealth aris
ing from his powerful posi
tion in life. The lords of 10
and 11 have exchanged
houses, as required by the
author. He was an I.C.S.

Chandra 24
Kelu 22

50

1901.10.1

Shani 18
BOOha7
Rahu22 Ravi 15

Guru 12 Ishukra 24 L25
Kuja 28

officer.
Chart 50 is that of a

highly placed influential
person. Shukra and Guru
are in their own houses,
and they are the lords of 4,
5 and 7 (l). The lords of 9
and 10 are conjoined in the
second (ll). The lord of
lagna and the lord of the
sign' having him aLe ia-
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gether (lit). The lords of 2 and 11 are in mutual aspect (lv).
Shant's aspect on 10 gave him valuable public service.

In chart 51 the lords of 9 and 10 are in mutual aspect
and in mutual kendras. The Sun as the second lord is

exalted in the tenth. The
lord oflagna is in his mula
trikona. Shant is at the very
end of the eighth. The lord
of the sixth is in the twelfth.
The chart has Raja yoga.
The ninth house is as
pected by the tenth lord.
The lord of the fourth in the
eighth denied happiness.
The exchange of the lords of

9 and 12 brought misfortunes as well. The welfare of his
children is assured.

""''f¥I,.,'nfl Pct:q,cfHCfl~t1~ 4t('Il,q)
oft.,.H1M'lfflsmrr~ \4~M.a(~~i'f:

f1~ICI('4 ~~: ~~-

,-a*l:llfq~ Of fW~~~ II ~ II

The lord of a bhava posited in the eighth house and
eclipsed by the rays of the Sun; occupying his sign of
debilitation or an enemy's house and not With or aspected
by benefics-then such a bhava is destroyed. Even if that
bhava is associated With beneflcs, it does not give good
results at all. In this manner we have to judge the lagna and.
the various bhavas.

ft'''+4lf~qqU:U4lfOi'fq*,')(i'i,.,I~"''':~

'!lColf(Osqffl 'if qOsftqrw WqlllW dR:u:u'l.

~l)1la~",eft~M'" +lft!d,-aMi4q.iftwi'f:
~ Cllftstft'{l~.:jqlftCflqg 'l"I1('i1C1:d~ II \9 II

The lord of the lagna occupying the first. second or
third drekkanas Will make the native respectively a judge.
a ruler of a mandala (district or extended area), or a head
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of the village. If this lord of lagna is with or aspected by
benefics Shukra, Guru or Budha; or if he occupies the
vargas of a benefic; or if he is exalted-then the native
becomes the chief ruler of the land and he will be respected
by other rulers.

~""\'ClI.ii"·I:~~~~
eflq{l(4l 1~~'Jld\.0ISn: ~ n.'l'~'\1«1

lGt,.,IW<ilH·tWft i§\JiI'Mc:ft ~~~

~: «10114;\1 ~: ll' Wlli«I~'~ II t II

(l) The full Moon strong in Shadbala should be exalted,
in his own or in a friend's house and it should be the
fourth, seventh, ninth or tenth house from lagna: and
this full Moon should be with or aspected by Guru or
Shukra.

(tl) Or, Kuja and Shant should be strong in ShadbaIa,
have the aspect of a benefic and be posited in the
second or the tenth house from Lagna. In either case
the native will be all-knowing (Sarvajna), full of vir
tuous qualities, Charitable and praised by the people
at large.

Notes
In the chart of George VI lagna is the first drekkana of

Tula; and its lord is posited in the second drekkana of
lagna. fie became the king of the United Kingdom. emperor
Hirohito was born in the first drekkana of Dhanus and its
owner is in the third decanate of the same sign. Ravi, Budha

and Shukra are in the fifth,
Ravi exchanging signs with
Kuja. Shant also being in
lagna he was transformed
into a titular head of a
democratic nation.

In the chart of
Ramana Maharshi, given
earlier, the full Moon is in
the ninth from Tula lagna
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and is aspected by Guru from the fifth house. He was
virtuous, wise, generous, famous, and adored by millions.
In chart 52, that of Swami Vtvekananda, the waxing Moon
is in the tenth with Shant who made him a yogi also the
spiritual benefactor of millions. The ninth lord is in lagna,
and the fifth lord is in his own house. Lords 2 and 10 have
exchanged houses.

22.46
Chandra

Kuj1l15.14
Rahu 24.!50

53
Shant
ro.i t

24.50 1887.9.8 SudhII20.8

Ketu RllYI22.41

11.20 12.33
Guru Shukra R

the bhava chart.

Consider chart 54. The
full Moon is in the ninth in
a friend's house with debili
tated but retrograde ShanL
This Moon receives the as
pects of the lord of lagna
(Ravi) , Budha, and Guru
(the lord of the fifth), Kuja,
yogakaraka for this lagna is
posited in the tenth havtng

2 21 30
Shukra Guru Shani

Rahu 25
Budhll15
Ravl28 55

15 1858.3.11 25
Chandra Ketu

Kuja5 L8

In Swami Sivananda's
chart 53 the full Moon is
the lord of lagna placed in
the tenth. He is well as
pected by Guru and Shant.
Apart from other yogas, the
yoga mentioned by the au
thor is proved in this case.

It may be noted that
yogas have a reference only
to the Rasi positions, not to

Chandra
17.40 17.45
Shanl 23.23 Kula R
R

Ketu
54

Rahu 1469.11.3 Guru 14.20
L 14

6.25 BudhII 9.!50

Shukra AIIvl20.5

a mutual aspect With.
Shukra. This is the charl~
Guru Nanak who was virtu
ous, famous, liberal and
wise.

Chart 55 is that of his
Holiness Sri Nrisimha
BharatL Shani is practi
cally in the tenth and Kuja
in the second, his own
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house. Jupiter is in the seventh while the tenth lord is in
the fourth unblemished. The lord of lagna is exalted. The
native had power, influence and all the virtuous qualities.
Budha is Vargottama and has exchanged signs with Shant.
This made the native highly philosophical and sptrttual.
Shani also is Vargottama.

In chart 56 the yoga
karaka is in the tenth as
pected by Guru. Ravi, Kuja
and Budha-Iords of 11, 2
and 7, 9 and 12-are in
their own houses. The lords
of 9 and 10 are together.
though in the 12 th as
pected by Shani. He was an
officer, holding a high rank
in one of the States of India.

Strong Kuja in 2 and Shant in 10 have caused the Raja
yoga.

Cc::i1ti1~1!'i~,f~(ff€l fit! \ill "fQlgft~I(flfi ~"

@ltfl~c::H(f1 iSGq~ftt~fq f€llm'I1i~ft"I"( I
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Jupiter as lord of 3 and 12 is a yoga karaka producmg
benefic results.

(li) Jupiter as lord ofthe eighth or in the eighth is equally
beneficial.

(iii) Shukra in the sixth.

(tv) Rahu in 4. 7, 9, 10 or 11, and

(v) Ketu in the third are Yoga Karaka.

Notes

The first applies to Makara lagna. The second refers to
Vrishabha and Simha lagnas.
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Chart 57 is that of
Guruji Golwalkar. Guru as
lord of 3 and 12 is posited
in the fifth, the house of
intellect and mantra. The
lords of 9 and 10 are to-
gether in the second with ,
Shani, lord of Iagna, pos-
ited in the mulatrikona.
Though he could not have
the full dasa Guru, his re-

sults appeared in the previous periods. Swami Yogananda
had Guru and 'Kuja in the eighth for Simha lagna while
Shant was in the second. Rahu in the seventh caused yoga.

It is difficult to agree that Guru in the eighth gives
benefic results, unless it be his own house. If he is in the
eighth he does affect the health or property adversely.

In chart 58 Shukra
was in the sixth, and he
gave the native good medi
cal education. Guru as lord
of the ninth is aspecting the
lord of the tenth posited in
the fifth, his own sign.
Shani is Vargottama. This
is the chart of Dr. Pattabhi
Sitaramayya. Here Shukra
has given favourable re
sults.

Shukra Budha Rahu25.8 21.44
Rahu 28.8 Guru 10.5 10.43

59

18.55 1929.6.25 Kuja 1.56Chandra

3.51 Kelu 26.6
ShaniR L20.31

Mrs. Indira Gandhi
also had Shukra and Rahu
in the sixth for Cancer la
gna. But her Shukra ex
changed houses with Guru
(6 and 11).

In chart 59 we find
Guru in the eighth. The
chart belongs to the former
Maharaja of Bastar. He was

. .
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16.18
Guru

18.41 18.39
Shani

60
Aahu

Ketu 1906.9.17 Kuja 11.38

18.39 Chan 15.26
Budha6.3

L
19.23 0.7
Shukra Ravi

killed. in the subpertod of Ketu during the major period of
Guru. The eighth Guru made him the bitter foe of the then

Government of Madhya
Pradesh.

Chart 60 belongs to a
leading advocate. Note
Guru in the eighth, as lord
of 2 and 5. The sub-period
of Kuja in Guru put an end
to his life. The start of
Guru's major pertod was
the beginning of failing
health.

Chart 61 shows
Shukra in the sixth. As lord
of 3 and 8 hi,. placement is
sound. But he came to
prominence in the major
period of Budha and Ketu.
Though Shukra showered
great honours he passed
away in the major period of
Shukra. This is the chart of
President Eisenhower.

L 27.34
25.0
Rahu

81

10.28 1890.10.14 20.26
Guru Shukra

25.45 Shani 13.26 11.28 Budha
16.12

Kuja Kelu 25.0 Chandra RavI26.36

1:lell"Ir;.ij(ns~;ft'i5liJl'!il~"II+6ih1j~~

'UQr: ~ciIi'Cif6edti1: iJt!(I~gcMfi{ffi: I

ofl"l14"ili1: q(l;jjq6i1~"'Nifq~:

"~ICllf€4~~~ 'Ji1mt. II ~o II

If the owner of a bhava (l) is in a malefic house like 6,
.8, 12; (it) is debilitated or in an enemy's house; (itl) is
.combust; (tv) has no conjunction with or aspect ofbenefics;
(v) is with or aspected by its enemy; (vi) is in an enemy's
amsa: (v it) is in a debilitated amsa; (vlil) is defeated in a
planetary war with malefics-then that bhava is completely
destroyed. It becomes futile. All the bhavas from lagna
onwards have to be examined in this manner.
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Qa~lqqfttfl;;lc6101'J8il:~

fq5i"l;;i6jfClliJ8i~liil .('1C:h,j~(Q fta:m: ~:
~ f1Nn,'{"OiCilll'1 "<if~ lU 1Jl'

+ai'l~lcNi('1fQ '!f.&q~('1i ~~ 'Jilm'l II ~~ II

(1) If the owner of a bhava (t) is in a kona or
kendra, (it) is in the third or eleventh from it, (tit) is
in a friendly or exaltation sign, (iv) is in his own
Rasi or Navamsa, (v) and is between benefics-then
the owners of such kona, kendra, third or eleventh
houses also should be in exaltation; (2) or if the owner
of that bhava is with or aspected by benefics-then
such owner planet brings unequalled prosperity in a
short time to that Bhava.

~ \41C5iqn,~Ei CfiI(41&il~ qlqqud~.h'u:

~:~~:«I~(gieft~ftl:
~ ft • ~
flllli "llillt(&I6G€fOQllilftl: qlqlf?h~~I8:NI:

~ ~g;ftEi'iii~~ftll(:6l(~~ II ~~ II

(1) When a bhava, its lord, and its signtftcator (karaka)
(i) are all hemmed between malefics, (it) are in conjunction
with malefics and are weak, and (iii) have no aspect from
or conjunction With benefics.

(2) (i) When malefics are in houses 4, 5, 8, 9 and 12
counted from the concerned Bhava, its lord and its Karaka,
(li) and when the lords of the navamsas having these
malefics are inimical, combust, or defeated in Graha Yud
dha.

Then one has to affirm that Bhava is destroyed (liter
ally harmed).

~*4lfGt(&:~~:ilcti\olflf(lil(1~4~IC5iiif'Hq

~~"' "'~~...~1W04: ~ &ll410~ qlq&EiH.........,..."""f""~..:
~.Wj"I~:6l'H~cil ~

~~~:~sftf~: II~~ II
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A benefic (t) in his own house, (it) in his
exaltation, (ttl) in his friend's house, or (tv) in Vargo
ttama brings happiness to the native. If such a planet
is a malefic one, placed in any of these positions will
give favourable results. The planets owning the Rasi
and Navamsa of the lord of a Bhava, should be strong.
Then the owner of that Bhava will give profitable
results. A powerful benefic in a friendly Rasi and
Amsa of any Bhava will confer the benefic results
of the Bhava.

Notes

26.56
L Chandra

Kelu 15.27

6.19

62
Guru

4.52 1954.10.8
Kuja

15.27 5.52 Shan116.17

Rahu Shukra BOOha1.30
Rev; 21,21

22.7 26.41
ShaniR Ketu

63

29.54 1938.10.2 L 16.49

Guru A Kuja 22.19

26.41

20.1 Rahu 6.27 Budha

Chandra 29.14 15.6 Raotl
Shukra

It is not clear whether natural' or functional
benefics are intended. For Vrishabha lagna the
natural benefic is a functional malefic. We have

to fuse natural with tempo
rary relationships to
determine the nature of a
planet. This is logical and
proper.

In chart 62 the
fifth lord is in the
twelfth from it. The fifth
is aspected by Shani
and Kuja. The ninth
has the eighth lord and it

is between malefics. The stgntflcator for children is
afflicted by Kuja and Shant. She had many abortions
and there is no
surviving child. The
house of children is
spoilt.

In chart 63 the
seventh house and its
lord are afflicted by
KUja. The significator
for marriage is
conjunct Rahu. In Navamsa
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22 Shukra 11 15

Chandra Ravl21 Budha

Shanlll
Rahu 11

65

Ketu 11 1888.6.4

Guru 8 Kuja 21
L5

10.50
L29
Budha 14.7

Chandra Guru 29

22 1.34
Rahu

,
Ravi64

1895.7.16 KujaO.13
Shukra17
Ketu 22

9
Shani

Kuja is in the second and Shant in the fifth, the two having
mutual aspects. The seventh Bhava is spoUt and she was
denied marriage.

Chart 64 is that of the noted astronomer and astrolo
ger, the late K. M. Kharegat. The fourth lord Budha is also
the stgntftcator, posited in his own house (lagna). He is with
the benefic tenth lord Guru. An exalted planet aspected by

the benefic Guru is in the
fifth. The lord of speech is
in the eleventh having a
mutual aspect with exalted
Shant. The lagna, Guru
and Ravi are Vargottama.
Fourth and fifth houses
along with lagna are ren
dered strong explaining his
astronomical and astrologi
cal skills. The seventh is

aspected by Shani, while the stgniflcator of marriage is with
Ketu; and this is one reason why he did not marry. Also the
seventh lord is in the house of his enemy. The tenth is
vitiated. by the malefic aspect of the lord of the sixth and
eleventh.

In chart 65 the ninth and tenth houses have benefics
and a benefic aspects the ninth. The benefics are in their
own houses. The Moon as
pects the lagna. These
benefic points strengthen
the houses. The aspect of
the malefic sixth lord Shant
on lagna having Kuja made
him struggle. Mars is also
the lord of the eighth as
pecting the fourth. The
conjunction of the ninth
lord with the twelfth lord in
the ninth added to the struggles. Guru's aspect on the
Moon and his mutual aspect with Shukra made him a good
philosopher.
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3.43
Rahu

67

18.57 1874.11.30 11,20
Shani Chandra

1.18
Budha 27,8

17.16 GlinJ 2.58 26.2
Shukra Ketu 3.43 KujaRavi L 28,33

L. 10,12
23.50 Rahu
Chandra

66

2.25 1890.1.1 11.17
Budha Shani R

Ketu 10,12
Guru 25.32 7,56
Rav118.31 Kuja
Shukra 8,57

Chart 66 shows Budha in the tenth though he owns
the sixth house and is aspected by Kuja. TWs explains Dr.
Sampurnanand's astronomical, astrological and Sanskrit

scholarship. The tenth and
fourth lords are beneficially
aspected by Guru who is in
his m ulatrikona, ninth
house. Guru is with an
other benefic Shukra, the
lord of a kendra. Houses 4,
5, 9 and 10 are rendered
strong. Chandra in lagna
and the aspects of Kuja and
Guru in lagna have made

the lagna equally strong. Of course Sham's aspect on the
seventh and Kuja has adversely affected the seventh house
matters. TWs educationist-cum-statesman passed away in
1968.

Chart 67 has many brilliant features. Lord of the
ninth, Vidyakaraka Budha, is in lagna with the benefic
Guru who has exchanged
houses with Shukra, the
lord of lagna. Yogakaraka
Shani is in his own fourth
house. Lord of the tenth is
in the eleventh, and in his
own in the Amsa. Guru is

, Vargottama. Shani aspects
the tenth. A famous admin
istrator, strategist and
Nobel Laureate in Litera-

-;ture is assured by this chart of Sir Winston Churchill.

The sign owned by a planet posited in houses 6, 8, or
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12 is inauspicious. The sign having the lord of 6, 8 or 12 or
the one aspected by such a lord is destroyed. Shukra in 12,
Budha in 8 and G!Lru in 6 give happiness. If the planets in w..r.vc..
a, 8 and 12 are in a friendly, own, or exaltation si n or if]_(1"

ey are aspected by a ene c planet, they will prove '
beneficial. ~~ets in 6,8 and 12 are iri an enemy's
house, debilitated.. combust, or defeated in p1ane~war, ?

then such planets will be favourable and auspicious.
r

m C!4ijiin~ ~: q,cPN¥QfQ'"

l(l*",I(l*",I\~: ~'qWilT: l(C!li~ijil'(9i'"(( I

\lfQiCJfkSnl ¥: ~!l~q<J ~: ¥Ifi:fflill'(

~sftr 'r.I:~~ $iTsft1iT i!IT~ II ~t.. II

A planet anc ,in old age, combust or defeated in
war, does not aspect, even appears to be aspec .
Benefic planets during the bright half of a lunar month
aspect towards the east. Malefics during the dark half of a
lunar month aspect towards the west. Jupiter in his aspect
towards the west is strong. In his direct motion Saturn is
strong. Even if they are combust Shukra and Shani do not
become weak. Kuja is strong even if he is in an enemy's

house. "'t: 0", n .k
~~V~~"'?'

"Notes

In an odd sign according to the number of degrees
advanced. a planet is respectively in infancy. boyhood.
adolescence, advanced, and dead. In an even sign this order
is reversed. Each stage covers six degrees of the Sign.

Sun, Venus, Mars, Rahu, Saturn, Moon. Mercury and
Jupiter are respectively the lords of the east. south east,
south. south west, west, north west. north. and north east.

Mesha and Vrishabha, or lagna and the second house
rule the east. Mithuna or the third house refers to south
east. Karka and Simha or the 4th and the 5th govern the
south. Kanya or the 6th rules south-west. Tula and Vris
chika or the 7th and the eighth refer to the west.Dhanush
or the flth governs north-west. Makara and Kumbha or the
l()th and 11th refer to the North. Mina or the 12th rule
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5 Ketu
Guru R

23
Chandra

68

1749.8.28 Budha 9
Ravi 14

Rahu ~hani25 6
Kuja 13 27 Shukra

North east.
Shukra and Shani when combust do not lose strength

as far as the calculation of longevity is concerned-Amsa,
Ptnda, Natsargika ayurdaya.

~ "1~'4"ltjdi"Cliq'lI:~~: ~:

tiU''=Ilqilltlft:tffi'T~~~
t'4'j WifCIIl(f'l( ~"'f'Q '(~;M ("Ii.,ffelfflsofl6i!¥it.
~ (i1C"I~fflsft.r ~ q,<i'HI~i ~ II ~~ II

(t) Benefics in a kendra, in houses 2,3,5,9 and 11 and
even in the sixth are auspicious.

(it) Malefics are auspicious in houses 3, 6. 10 and 11.
.- "_...__.. ... --"----

(tit) Sun ahd Shani are favourable in the ninth.

(tv) Mercury is beneficial in the eighth.

IfVf Shant in exaltation. own sign, or in a sign owned by
',-- Guru will give benefic results, even if it is the lagna,

(

Even when placed in the twelfth Shukra is auspi
cious except when he is in Rasi or Amsa belonging to
Shant.

Notes

Only for Mina Shukra in the twelfth is inauspicious,
according to Bhavartha Ratnakara. --

(i) In chart 68 Shani is exalted in Lagna and he is a
Yogakaraka (v) Shukra is in
the twelfth and he is the
lord of Lagna debilitated
(vi). There is a mutual
aspect between Guru and
Shukra. The benefic Guru
is in the sixth in his own
house (tit). The malefics
Mars, Ravt, Budha and
Rahu are in upachaya
houses which are 3, 6. 10
and II (it). This is the chart of famous German poet.
Goethe. who gave a new direction to German literature.
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14.34 Ketu Kuja13.4
15.Hl 21.21
Chandra Shukra

14.21

69 Budha

1900.8.18 2.33
Ravi

6.11
9.12
Guru

Shani R 14.34 Rahu
L

In chart 69 two bene
fics are in kendra and one in
the 9th (t). Malefic Ravi is in
the tenth in his own sign (li).
Shant is in a sign owned by
Gurulltt). This is the chart of
Mrs. Vijayalakshmi Pandit.
From the middle of Guru's
major period and in the first
half or Shant's major period
she acquired an interna-

15 Ravl25 Kuja 1
Chandra

Shukra 24
Ketu 26Budha 9

24

70
Guru

1861.5.6 12
Shani

Rahu 26
L 11

28 15
Guru R Rahu

71

25 1892.10.18 Chandra 8

Kuja Shukra 18

Ketu15
Budha 5 15
Ravl1 Shani
L21

tiona! reputation.

In chart 70 two bene
fics are in a kona (t). Fifth
and seventh lords, and lords
of 4 and 8 have exchanged
signs. The ninth lord is ex
alted in the fifth. Shant is in
the ninth (ill). The major
periods ofChandra and Kuja
from May 1913 to May 1930
were very active and influen
tial years in the life of Moti
La! Nehru.

TWo benefics in the eleventh, one in lagna, and one in
his own sixth house are present in chart 71. The lord of

.r
2 and 7 is exalted. Ravi and Guru are Vargottama. In

navamsa Budha is in the
eighth. This is the chart of
His Holiness Sri Chan
drasekhara Bharati, the
Pontiff of Srtngert Pitha. He
was a scholar, Philosopher
and a realised soul. The two
philosophical planets.
Guru and Shani, are in
mutual aspects. The Yo

gakaraka Shani in the twelfth indicates his renunciation.
This is heightened by the Sun (soul of Kala Purusha) and
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Rahu 25
Ravi 18
L15

Budha 21
Shukra 5

72

Shani 28 1875.4.1
Chandra 12

Kuja 2
25

Guru 8 Ketu

Ketu (significator of moksha) in lagna. Guru and Shani
are lords of 9 and 10 from the ninth. and they are
yogakarakas. The lord of 2 and 7 exalted in the fourth
from lagna and Budha have made him a highly learned
man in scriptures and philosophy. Exchange of houses
by the Sun and Venus show his great penance (tapas)'.
Moon representing the mind and Shukra the body in the
eleventh. aspected by exalted Kuja, intensifies the above
qualities.

In chart 72 the three benefics are placed in malefic
houses 8 and 12. Shukra is
in the twelfth. He is the lord
of the eighth'. Waning Moon
and Shani are in the elev
enth. Shani aspects lagna
and the eighth. She had a
short life which ended in
February 1928. The fifth
house has the aspects of
the maleflcs Kuja, Shant,
and waning Moon. while

the stgruflcator of children is badly placed. He had no
surviving children.

aflo1 "'F€l ~i:U;jj~€l 'PJ'!f: '{ul"'lmefJ~

l(41f(;f5l€ltl&:ld\I~4i:ucql~€lI14'Jtl:Uf)' ~ I
, :tt~~ .......-r.:o'\. '" q ~f1~w "'41~ .,1<4cn., 'Q""" ¥IU1"'lqj "'lJli

~ (I~'iti;jj') ;;r 4:itl~fClJl' ~4iI(qlqd\l: II ~\9 II

(1) The w~ing Moon. (il) Budha, (iii) Shukra, and
(lv) full Moon and Guru are auspicious respectively in the

. proportion of 1/4. 1/2.3/4 and 1. When Guru and Shukra
are in the house of a benefic with the lord of that house.
they are beneficial.

• ~/~')\illl'
(v) ~ Moon and malefic Budha, (vl) the Sun.

(vii) Kuja and Rahu, and (viii) Shani and Ketu bring malefic
results in the proportion of 1/4, 1/2. 3/4 and 1.
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tmn"Wt Qi(i1q;H4i1'ili~~+lf1iq;"ililR:r If

('4la'lip.qfti4i"qICllfi:l 'ftm ft~ICllftMiH41' ,

CiaN"\4i\lfllail~qijjalf('j'i'tNl(i1at+l4i-

+d'i'tMiI\4ii41C114I aICII' lft:~ Q ~ II ~{. II
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(1) If the Karakas (signtncators) of the Bhavas are
inimical to those Bhavas (houses), and if the owners of the
Rasi and Navamsa having the lord of the bhava are hostile
to the Bhava and its signtfieator, the effects of the con
cerned Bhava are ruined.

(2) If a malefic is posited in a sign owned by a Karaka
(stgnifieator), it destroys the effect to be given by the signt
fieator.

(3) A malefic occupying a sign owned by a stgmflcator
will lessen the effects of that Bhava.

Notes

The stgntfieator of the father is the Sun, and the house
is the ninth. For Vrishabha lagna the ninth is owned by
Shani who is hostile to the Sun. The same applies to
Mithuna, Kanya and Kumbha lagnas as far as the father is
concerned. The fifth house and the Karaka for children are
hostile to Vrishabha, Mithuna, Makara and Kumbha la
gnas. The seventh house and the Karaka for partner are
hostile in the case of Mithuna (neutral), Karaka (neutral),
Simha, Kanya (neutral), Vrishabha (neutral), Tula (neutral),
Vrishchika (neutral), Dhanus, Makara, Kumbha, and Mina
lagnas. In this way we have to judge the chart for the other
bhavas as well.

'lUfRi:rQ'If.,~:~1iQ....ln:ia:'I15U1 a:q;l:

Sse,ilf~6Ionsfq ft:~ m: ~\15UIa:q;,:

~~CIT~CIT
wi ~ICllq;Hl.fiijjill: ~: ~qlti)ila:l: 'I ~~ 'I

The full Moon, Guru, Shani and Ketu are cal~ed
Chadakas for the second and the twelfth houses from them.
When Guru owning a malefic house like 6,8 or 12 becomes
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-"a malefic, he is a Chadaka only for the twelfth from himself.'
The others are Chadakas only for the second house from
themselves.

The owners of the various Bhavas and their Karakas
bring good luck or auspicious results when they are related

i by way of aspect, position, conjunction, or exchange.

~fif~('j§'IRl"0Ia:CfiIt.§Qfi3('j

~sfi:r~Cfi&'IRlC(o!I~~:

wp1 \lIf(jdli:t(Cflls;r~

~~('j;:qHCfiI~ ~ II ~o II

A planet in the second from a Bhava is its Chadaka, in
the third from it is Vedhaka, in the fourth from it Bandhaka,
and in the eighth from it Prati-bandhaka. From the planet
in the the eighth from a bhava one should interpret the
increase or decrease of that Bhava. The owners of til
second and the seventh houses from a Bhava are its mar
akas (destroyers).

Notes

Chadaka is that which shadows or over-ShadOWs]
Bandhaka is one who imprisons. Pratibandhaka is an op
posing force. Vedha is an obstructing power.

rq"'tWlllll+4 'iF6G(.,~:~~

'1~~(f.,(1f~;;r 'tRT41"I@Q~~~ I

~:~ mnSf41QCfiM ~: ~~RlICiO,i

«II04H1'h:lH§I~fliMlf~:~: ~ II ~~ II

The aspect by friendly planets on a malefic planet
is called 'Svadhina Vedha'. The aspect cast by unfriendly
malefics on the malefic one is 'Paradhina Vedha'.
The aspect of the benefics gives similar results; and these
are experienced at the beginning, while those of the male
fics are a little unfortunate experienced towards the end.
The 'bhagya' or fortune and longevity of the native is simi
larly determined by the strengths of the benefics and
malefics.
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Revi 2512 Guru 10.35 KUja 13.46
Shukra 18.39 Rahu 7.3 L 29.22
Budha 14.34

73

1893.4.7

29.47 7.3 16.27
Chandra Ketu Shani

Notes

/' 'Svadhina' isthat which is under control and therefore

l n ot productive of bad results. The other is beyond control
and hence malefic. The enemies of the malefics are:

Sun - Shani and Shukra; Waning Moon - no one; Kuja
Budha; Budha - Chandra; Shani - Ravi, Chandra and

KUJa.

Actually the term Vedha plays a major role in transit
(Gochara) results.

wm C£ltj"IlIOin~W ~ -m~
ft:~sftr.~ "l~::"IIFBi "ffl'l:<l~(( I

~~olq"l~al-a(qcRl~

~.mt~: g~IRlfCl~~: II ~~ II

There are three yogas: (l) The lord of the eighth in the
sixth or twelfth; (ti) The lord of the sixth in the eighth or
twelfth; and (iii) The lord of the twelfth in the sixth or
eighth.

These three are Viparita Raja yogas-extra-ordinary
Raja yogas. These lords must be related mutually by con
junction, mutual aspect, or mutual exchange of houses.
They should not at the same time have any such relation
with other planets. Then the native becomes a famous.
prosperous and powerful king or emperor.

Notes

The relation mentioned is only between the two. If all
the three are involved, it is
all the more powerful. It is
an extraordinary Rajayoga.

In chart 73 the eighth
lord. a functional malefic. is
in the twelfth with the ma
lefic Rahu. The first combi
nation is fulfilled. The sixth
and first lord is exalted in
the eleventh with the lords
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2, 5 and 4. They are directly aspected by the yoga Karaka
Shant from the sixth. The lord of 7 and 12 is Vargottama.
The industrial and financial potential of Mr. R. K. Dalmia is
well known.

21.26 10.41
Ravi

BudhaL 28

17.9
Shukra 5.16
Chandra

Shani 74
15.57

• Kelu 0.57

0.57 1935.6.6
Rahu

23.1 15.19
Guru R Kuja

Chart 74 is a powerful
one. The eighth lord is
retrograde in the sixth and
unaspected. The yoga Kar
aka Shant is in his mula
trikona, the tenth, and
unblemished. Also Budha
and Chandra are in their
own houses. In April 85 the
major period of the Moon
has started. This is the

13.23 Ravi 28.55
Shukra BOOhe 25.5B

14.28
76 Ketu

Rahu 14.28 1897.7.13
Kuja 10.30

L 8.38 Guru 15.41

Chandra 1.54
20.37 Shani R

3.0
Ketu

L
75

Chandra 23 1902.10.11 0.20
Guru 15 Kuja

28.53 Rahu 3.0 Ravi 25.4

Shani 10.43 Shukra
BOOhe R 13.25

chart of H. H. Dalai Lama
the Nobel Laureate for
peace in 1989.

Chart 75 is that of
Jaya Prakash Narain. The
eighth lord is in the sixth
while its owner is in Sham's. .
house. Thus the two are
related. His Shani Dasa
started in August 1955 and
Shani, Rahu and Ketu are
Vargottama. Sham's period was one of a struggle and
achievement. In the subperiod of Shukra in Budha (lord of

12) he toppled the govern
ment of Mrs. Gandhi.

Note also the ex
change of houses by the
lords of 3 and 4. He passed
away in October 1979.

In chart 76, the sixth
and eighth lords are con
junct in the sixth, aspected
by the full Moon. The yoga
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is spoilt. From the beginning of the major period of the Sun
his decline started. He lost a very huge property. His was
a hand-to-mouth existence till the end of Kuja's major per
iod. The twelfth lord is in the eighth with the lord of 4 and
11. and aspected by Shant, the lord of Lagna. His recovery

began rapidly in the major
period of Guru which
started in August 1947. In
the same period of the first
of May. 1956. he died.

In chart 77 the lords of
8 and 12 have exchanged
signs. The owners of 6 and
8 are in the twelfth with the
functional malefic Budha.
He was very wealthy.

The position of Kuja,
lord of 2 and 9. in the tenth
and his aspects made him
highly prosperous. Budha
and Shani are Vargottama.

In chart 78 the lords of
6 and 8 are conjunct in the
twelfth. Shukra and Lagna
are Vargottama. The twelfth
is unaspected. The Sun is
exalted. The twelfth shows that he was free from enemies

and that he had some good
property. But he worked
more and received less. He
died in January 1914.

In chart 79 the lords of
6 and 8 have exchanged
signs. without receiving
any aspect. This yoga gives
a long life. She is lucky.
wealthy and prosperous.
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When malefics are debilitated, strong benefics are
posited in kendras and konas, and the lords of 4,9 and 10
are together in the ninth or tenth house from the lagna, the
native becomes a ruler, wise or intelligent, highly wealthy,
famous, valorous and longlived. Such a wise one will be
respected by other rulers and is similar to an all-knowing
one.

(i1..t1~ItC!!ijj" Eifi6G~f~<i~~
~ . ~ . 'fc .d "i{IN~"" NOlqH ii1lttl Cf("jq~ I

~~ f;jCflIolftlfd ~ISlI~CflqHhi

~~~~'iiI'~:11~'d II

Houses I, 4, 7 and 10 from lagna are called kendra,
kantaka (literally, thorn), and Chatushtaya (four). The
houses following these are 2, 5, 8 and II, and these are
known as Panapharas. The remaining ones that follow
these are 3, 6, 9 and 12 and these are termed Apoklimas.
Houses 5 and 9 from lagna are the Trikonas. Houses 3, 6,
10 and 11 are known as Upachayas (houses of increase).
The sign where the Moon is posited is the Janma Rasi or
Chandra lagna. The lagna is the first house.

Notes

The term Trikona means a triangle having three
angles. The author has mentioned only the fifth and the
ninth houses. Lagna is the third member of the Trikonas.
Lagna is both a kana and a kendra.

~ mlm ftmr 'iii'~ ~ICRtIINq;~ii1"i{ql:

qjq"\C(\ICI~jCi~'Jl(i'lit"'I+?INS'6l~: II

t4fCll::KiflCiq;C!ft"\i"'I~Ei~ ~q~4l"': vrf.r:
~ "' 'fi qHq;IClf~d4')~ II ~~ II
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The Sun has the soul or nature of God Rudra, and he
represents the father. The Moon has the soul or character
of Shakti and stands for the mother. The planets KUja-:-J
Budha, Guru, Shukra and Shani have arisen from (born of,
produced by) the five elements which are respectively
Prithvi (earth), Apas (water), Tejas (fire), Vayu (air), and. ~.

Akasha (ether).

Guru, Shukra and Budha are born of (have the nature
of) Sattva Guna. Mars arose out of the Guna called Rajas
(desire, attachment). Shani is born of the Guna Tamas
(appetite, passion).

The Sun and the Moon do not bring about the deatfrJ
of any native. But when they own the malefic houses 6 or
8, they cause much suffering.

Notes

In the Sankhya system of Philosophy and in the
Bhagavad Gita we come across the three gunas, Sattva
refers to the causal body, Rajas to the subtle body, and
Tamas to the gross or physical body with the senses.

Mars stands for the earth, as he is called the son of the
earth in our mythology. Mercury being the son of the watery
Moon, he stands for water. As fire is opposed to water, Kuja
is inimical to Budha. It is to be noted that the watery signs
are ruled by the Moon (Karka), Kuja (Vrishchika) and Guru
(Mina).

Varahamihira gives fire to the Sun, water to the Moon,
fire to Kuja (2.5), Earth to Budha, Ether or Akasha to Guru,
Water to Shukra, and Vayu to Shani (2.6). Further he
ascribes Sattva Guna to the Sun, Moon and Guru; Rajas to
Budha and Shukra, and Tamas to Kuja and Shani (2.7).
According to Yavanesvara, the Sun, Kuja and Guru have
Sattvaguna, Chandra and Shukra have Rajas, Shani has
Tamas, and Budha has the guna of the planet he is asso
ciated with. Satyacharya (Satyakirti) observed that Kuja
and Shani have Tamas, Budha and Shukra have Rajas, and
the rest have Sattva. Varahamihira follows Satyacharya.
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Notes

Srutakirti stated that the ancients spoke of seven
kinds of Adhi yoga. Then the three benefics need not be in
the three houses. They can be in two houses or in one only.
If there is only one planet strongly placed in one of these
houses, the native becomes a leader. If there are two, he
becomes a minister. If there are three. he has an eminent
position in life.

Chart 80 shows Guru in the sixth and Shukra in the
seventh. There is also a
malefic in the sixth. Her fa-

"' ther was wealthy while her
husband was in the Indian
Audit and Accounts Ser
vice. Yoga karaka Mars is in
the fifth in his own house.
The lord of the ninth is in
his mulatrikona in the
sixth. The lords of 7 and II
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have exchanged signs.

IfGuru wereJ;o be in the sixthor eighth from the Moon,
it will give rise to kemadruma yoga which is undesirable.
Hence Guru should be in the seventh for a proper Adhi
yoga.

In Shivaji's chart (Simha lagna already given), the
Moon is in kanya with Ravi and Guru in Kumbha, Budha
in Mina, and Shukra in Mesha. This is more or less a perfect
adhi yoga. the great scholar, philosopher and Saint Appaya
Dikshita (Kanya lagna) had his Moon ip Mina while
Ravi and Budha are in Kanya and Shukra in Tula. The
two benefics are in their own houses, and Budha is
aspected by the Moon and by Guru from Makara. This is a
perfect yoga.

3lCfif..,.i.iiie;taj'i.,.,e;:~~

~:Cfi~l!f4fq..,'-.et fQ'.4lGiI*( •
~~ ~qlq,n\4"&" ""it'f!il( w;d,

~~~:~u* ""it'f!il'*( II ~\t II

The units of brilliance for the seven planets (in
the order of the week days) are 30, 16, 6, 8, 10, 12 and
1. Take the Kalas of the lord of the ninth from Iagna and
of the lord of the ninth from the Moon. Add them. Divide
it by twelve and take the remainder. Count the remain
der from the Moon sign. This is Indu lagna, If there is
a benefic without any malefic, the native becomes a
multi-millionaire. If there is a malefic, his wealth is
in thousands only. If the malefic is exalted, he will be
multi millionaire.

Notea

To measure the financial assets this Indu lagna is
considered by some astrologers.
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In chart 81 the ninth
lord from both lagna and
the Moon is Budha. The
kalas of Budha are eight.
The total is sixteen. After
expunging twelve we get
four. From the Moon the
fourth is Mesha with the
benefic Guru. The lord of
the fourth is in the tenth
and it gave the native

houses. vehicles and power. The ninth lord and Guru are
Vargottama, Indu lagna has Vargottama Guru. The native
held a very high position in one of the Indian States.

'6C11t1lliJ~l(cHl: Cflfl1QtII: ~sftf 'CIT ~:,

~.mn:rrrT ~~~~ I

61lS()16G&ltl\OlICla4f~~~

~'i'1flilGa:li'lIfClQICflflqQ~ €lif~~l1. II ~(. II

Take the lords of houses 2, 5. 9 and 11. If two or more
lords of these houses are mutually related by conjunction.
aspect or exchange of Signs, and if they are strong, the
native of the chart will have lakhs.

If the lord of any evil house (6, 8, 12) is in relation to
the above combination, the entire wealth is lost; and the
native is in debts and faces troubles from enemies. These
results will appear in the major periods of the lords of
houses 2, 5, 9 and 11.

Notes

In chart 82 the fifth
lord is with the sixth lord
aspected by Sbaru, lord of
11 and 12. The lagna has
the eighth lord in it. The
lord of 2 and 9 is' aspected
'by Guru and is aspecting
the lord of 11 and 12. This

Ketu 19.57
Shukra ~1.2 18.27
Budha 10.42 ~L14 -
~n23.28

andrarn-- 82

1959.3.8

12.31 8.30 19.57
Shani Guru Rahu-
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young man paid Rupees fifty thousand for a job in the gulf
countries in 1987. He did
not get any job.

In ehart 83 the lord of
2 and II and signifieator
for money is in the eighth.
The ninth lord is in the
sixth. The fifth lord is with
the lord of the sixth as
pected by the twelfth lord.
He lost all his wealth and is
now subsisting on a small

salary.

Chart 84 shows the
eleventh lord with the Sun
in the eighth aspected by
Guru and Shant. The fourth
lord has the aspect of Kuja,
lord of 5 and 12. The fourth
lord is the Karaka for
wealth. The ninth lord is in
the eighth. The native lost
seventy lakhs during the
major period of the Sun.

In chart 85 the Karaka for wealth is exalted in the
tenth aspeeted by exalted second lord. The ninth lord is in

the house of money as
peeted by Guru and Shant,
The fifth lord is in his own
mulatrrkona, unaspeeted
by any. The lagna is be
tween two benefies, Budha
(lord of 9) and Shukra (lord
of 1 and 8). The lord of
lagna is Vargottama. The
second lord is exalted in a
kendra. From the tenth the

lords of 9 and 10 are Kuja and Guru who have mutual
aspects. He has a strong Dhana yoga. Adding the Kalas for
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the ninth houses we get 24. giving us the twelfth house
from the Moon. Here are two powerful benefics.

i(l'(i1'..IP«'llIgaea~ ri* ~: ~:
'llI14'jl¥MI.'J~ ';f~ \4~\l\ftlffl ...u~: I
~ lJI(gaftl,tln: ~(jiil''llI:«l* 'l"f++iliil
l'~'\iI~FiM~: ~';f~ II~' II

If all the planets are only in Kendras, and not in the
Panapharas or Apokltmas, the native becomes a King or the
head of the administration. In this yoga if the benefics in
strength and the full Moon are not with or aspected by
maleflcs, the native becomes wealthy. and is praised by the
good persons. If the planets have no strength. the native
lacks the above qualities.

(15I401lf('i(MIN(~ q~""'jM fI:"Ii'llIN.
_ EC4j1qfflNE,,~(flt,i +Ct16l1(ll!ialf.:eltt: I

ftA \'OiiilUIl~ +Ctgf'jijjj'lI( ~.sftf ",1it,CiI(:
~~ l' f( q'R"il(iIItl.I(\~ I I 10 I I

Guru L Kuja

Ketu
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Chandra
86
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If one is born at two ghattkas (48 minutes) after mid
night or mid-noon. he becomes a king who conquers all his
enemies, who observes the traditional codes of conduct.
and who is well versed.

In the above situation if an exalted planet is posited in
the second and is aspected by another exalted planet. the
native becomes a multi-millionaire. If the aspecting planet
is in his own house. and
not exalted. the native wtll
be happy owning only
lakhs.

Notes

The first part is too
general. In chart 86 the
birth is at midnight. The
powerful yoga Karaka
Shant, aspceted by Dhana
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Karaka Guru is aspecttng the lagna. Shant is lord of 9
(Bhagya) and 10 (Rajya). The second lord is With the fourth
lord in the fourth aspected by yogakaraka ShanL The native
served as Dewan in two former States of India. The second
(dhanaj lord aspects the tenth and is With the royal planet
who is in his mulatrikona. He became very rich.

~~~ fta4('.!81H41C{fl:l('C4'1mf 'ft1fT
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A fixed sign is stronger than a cardinal or movable one.
The dual or common sign is stronger than the fixed one.
When there are three planets in three houses, the two
aspects of two planets over the third depends on their being
a Chadaka or Vedhaka. The power of the aspect increases
in relation to the aspecttng planet being in a movable, fixed,
or dual sign. The same principle applies to the effects of the
planets from these three signs and houses.

When three planets are in the first drekkana of a
movable sign, in the second drekkana of a fixed one, and in
the third drekkana of a dual sign. the effects are full. The
effect is average if they are in the second decanate of a
movable one, the last one in a fixed sign and the first in a
dual sign. The effects are little when the planets are in the
last decanate of a movable sign, in the first of a fixed sign
and the second of a dual sign.

c,i)ii+*l4ItC4QcU i ,'Jt fC4~ ClICI~aUJfi"'i41

q~~C414 ~ClO"~'ilIHijjj.I~(&IC('li~lI~ I
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The planets may cause a good or bad yoga when they
are Within an orb of twelve degrees. Of these two, if the
planet that has a slower average motion is in advance and
the one that has a faster average motion is behind, the yoga
yields results. The effects are fully realised when they are
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within one degree, and they are absent when they are
separated by twelve degrees. In the intermediate positions
we have to determine the strength of the yoga proportion
ately.

If the faster planet is in advance by twelve or more
degrees, the good effects of the yoga are spoilt till that
period.

Notes

This combination is known as conjunction. Its orb is
eight or twelve degrees. In chart 87 the lords of 9 and 10

from the ninth and from
the tenth are Ravi and
Budha. They form a strong
Raja Yoga. Ravi and
Shukra are Vargottama.
The ninth lord aspects the
tenth while Shani, the lord
of 10 and 11 aspects the
eleventh. The combination
of the lords of 3, 5 and 7
made the native influential

and prosperous. Jupiter is a powerful yoga karaka. Maleftcs
are in 3 and 6. Venus is combust.

du' i l'll e;tli4( CfiQf\1 l(J~: 'lIq'Q(&i~

l'41"1&1CiR1Hal1l"iljCfit"'l¥((0j1i016i!":~: I

q,C4~C1 lFTT: fji4+<1"tC1"I::gW.~~:
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When a strong Moon has an applying aspect on one of
the two planets causing the yoga (given in verse 32), within
the limits of the orb, the results will be specially Significant.
If the aspecting Moon is posited in 6, 8 or 12, the results
will not be marked ones. Planets aspect all houses. The
aspect gives the best results if the aspecting planet is
exalted or is in his own house. The results are average when
the aspecting one is in a friend's house.
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Notes

When the aspectmg planet's degrees are less than
those of the aspected one, it is an applying aspect. When
the aspecting planet's degrees are more, it is a separating
aspect.

Earlier in verses 2. 18 and 19 the author states that
no planet aspects 2, 6, 11 and 12 from itself. Here he
observes that planets aspect all houses. The aspects on 2
and 12 are called Parallel, on the third it is sextile (60°) or
semi square (45°) and on the sixth it is quincunx (150°).
This is the view of Western astrologers. In calculating
drishti bala (aspect strength), we take into consideration
only the distance from 30° to 300° between the aspectmg
and the aspected.

~~~ TJ% R1tS6\'ClC£ imI1il'
~~: ~cH'","("ifI~41 ~ I

~ ('1."1€4"1I~gftf4H!1~~~~ilI ft":~

~ ft:~ \4a~qqC£~~ II l~ II

Note the sign where the lord of a Bhava is posited.
Count from that Bhava to the sign having its lord. The same
number of signs counted from that lord gives the Pada or
Arudha Pada of that Bhava. With reference to this Arudha
Pada of the concerned Bbava. we have to judge the G1:lspi
c10Us or inauspicious nature of that Bhava, its decrease or
"as increase. Thus we have to determine eight Arudha padas
~ I, 2,4.-._~.~7-!_~L)~~!!~!J..2.,/rhe Amdha tor the
tWelfth house is called upapada and that of the seventh is
Darapada.

Notes

The special names are 1. Lagna-Arudha Iagna, 2. Kosa
Pada, 4. Vahana or matri or Vidya Pada, 5. Mantra Pada, 7.
Dara Pada, 9. Bhagya Pada, 10. Rajya Pada, 12. Upapada.

If the lord of lagna is in the fifth from lagna, the fifth
from him is Arudha lagna. If the lord of the fifth is in the
seventh from it, the fifth itself is the Arudha of that house.
If the lord of the seventh is in the fourth from it, the fourth
from its lord is the lagna and it is the darapada. Take the
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example chart 88.

Here we are not to count the distance in degrees. We
have to count only the number signs. The Arudha chart for
this horoscope is as follows:

•

Dara Kosa Vahana
1- 1- ~

Upapada
MantraRajya

Arudha of s:
Chart 88

~

Arudha L Bhagya
I ~

LU ~()"')
/" ...

Four of the arudhas are in odd signs. Arudhas of
houses 2, 4, 10 and 12 are in odd signs. Those of 1, 5, 7 and
9 are in even signs. From the arudha lagna the arudhas of
10 and 12 are in a kendra, those of 5 and 7 are in konas,
that of the ninth is in seven, and those of 2 and 4 are badly
situated.

1': +4/M1..tQa~~~
++H.qINliolililgoseil~ 'mIT Q8IQfQCd: I

~~~~: 6j6016C!O~:~ lIlT

j1i~:~+tUlf1Cii+llIQf~"t( II '''' II



~/'r When the arudha lagna is a benefic sign with a benefic
in it. the native enjoys all pleasures and good fortune.
Benefics in the konas and kendras of Arudha lagna will
make the native a king and a great scholar. Malefics in the
Arudha lagna and in its konas and kendras will give the
contrary results; and the same effects will appear when
malefics are in houses 6,8 and 12 from Arudha lagna. In
this way the benefic and malefic nature of the results
should be predicted for all the eight arudhas.
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Notes

In chart 88 the Arudha lagna is Vrishchika and
Shukra occupies it. The sign is owned by the natural
malefic but functional benefic Kuja, Guru is in a kona,
Shani in a kendra and Kuja and Rahu are in the twelfth.
The health of the native will be indifferent; and because of
Kuja and Rahu in 12 he underwent some operations. The
arudha of the tenth (Rajya Pada) is Kumbha. The kendras
have Shani and Shukra, while a kona has Kuja and Rahu.
Guiu and Budha are in upachayas. The native succeeded
in his professional career, but after a struggle. In this way
we have to judge the other Arudhas. For instance, the
Arudha of the seventh is Mina. Kuja and Rahu are in the
eighth indicating the loss of wife. But as the lord of Dara
Pada is exalted, a second marriage is bound to be there.

ftlifCj51'!i~""\iI4CN«i11\11~1fjM'·NH(

ft+i4I'6illQq«1 ~~~c:(fi\ltlOilfCj5l1't1i( I

"iT :aN IQgl1ltlOIl~C!flfl:l6 WlfCj511lt1l(O(l1't1

w;thitsfqCfi~ ...hjfq(li(~~ II~" II

Ifwe want to know about the children of the native. we
have to take the help of the arudhas of houses 2, 5 and 9.
We have to examine carefully these Bhavas, Jupiter and the
lord of lagna. Also the Arudhas of these Bhavas from Guru
and from the lord of the lagna have to be examined along
with the upapadas from these two and the benefic conjunc
tions and aspects. If any malefic conjunction or aspect is
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not there. there will be many children. The larger number
of planets in odd and even signs will enable us to infer the
number of sons and daughters.

'{c(f~~ qi::IFa;4iosqfq ,!~ICf<Olhlfija.1~4(u-

~~ flJm .Jt!i~ICflY;?l1 ~ q~"""4j:·

~ ~?l'i5lCfl: ~\1?la.1~licurcily;cMfa:«ft
:af«4H,+lSihfi?l'i5lCflffiqifl 'il~~ilIl~Cfl~c:(~: II ~19 II

Note the following combinations:

(l) Budha, Shani and Kuja in the arudha Padas of
houses 2. 5. 9 and 12 from lagna, from the lord of
lagna and from Guru;

(ll) Budha, Shani and Kuja in conjunction with the lord
of those houses;

(ill) Budha, Shant and Kuja posited in the Rasi and Amsa
of the Bhava;

(tv) Shant and Guru in conjunction in one of these
Bhavas.

/" In all these cases there will be loss of children or still
Lbirths.

If the tenth house and its lord are with or aspected by
Shant, there will be an adopted son. The wise have declared
these various ways.

23.44 RaY; 2.17
17.33 Ketu
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26.13 0.39
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89
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Notes

In chart 89 the tenth lord Budha and the tenth house
are aspected by Shani. The
Karaka for children is also
with him. After many years
of married life he adopted a
son. But as the fifth lord
and the fifth house are
aspected by Guru from his
mulatrikona and Iagna,
later he had his own sons.
He died in 1973.
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them, the native has palaces, happiness and so on.

~1"i1G'" _OijillClfQ 'PJT l1' fC'i1"'4(!I~EOlClI'
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If in the fourth from Arudha lagna there are Chandra
and Shukra or if that house is aspected by Chandra and
Shukra, the native has many great mansions. When this
fourth house has an exalted planet, the same results will
appear; but he will suffer from leucoderma and leprosy.
Thus the results have to be judged from a consideration of
the sign, its navamsa and its dvadasamsa, and also from
the planets having advanced or less advanced degrees in
any sign. 01)' these lines one should judge the profession
and manliness of the native.

Notes
In the decreasing order of degrees Jaimini speaks of

Atma, Amatya, Bhratri, Matri, Putra, Jnati and Dara kar
akas. One having the lowest number ofdegrees is Darakar
aka. For details about these see our translation of and
notes on Jalmlnl Sutras, first chapter (Ranjan Publica
tions).

Jaimini's Amatya karaka (one having the next highest
degree position to the Atmakaraka) is stated by the present
author to determine the native's profession. The one next
lower to Amatya Karaka will determine the native's valour
and manliness.

Thus in chart 83 Jaimini's Karakas are: Atma - Budha,
Amatya - Shukra, Bhratri - Guru, Matri . Chandra, Putra
- Shant, Jnati - Ravi, and Dara . Kuja. The lagnas of these
in Jaimini are respectively Dhanus, Mina, Makara,
Mithuna, Kanya, Mina and Vrischika. As per the present
author these are Dhanush, Vrischika, Karka, Makara,
Stmha, Makara, and Tula. Yet he seems to count the houses
from the sign occupied by the Atmakaraka in Rasi only.



Chapter V

Significators
and Significations of
Planets and Houses

~1H''''ICI'OlC': «&I«%NHlfd ~I""'~~

1Iftftf: fCIGtCij(iljlhft 1 q.,lit @OIl croll ...,~1""1r.~~r...t4nll : I

4i~11 'fl(ilFLi q 1.,3ft ClI.,q~ C!i1llq I.,~ .,.'>1
r..a:I~I"Q"lq6H1r(1H<fiI~fCI~: II ~ II

a~l.qSl'flf'd ~ CflldCfl~ui J1C1fj;ql~t141

qqraJSlfll"I~I'; fuJffif "'~;UlrqCllI«~"l:

The details about the following have to be read from
the first house which is the Lagna:

(1) Body. (2) Limbs, (3) Happiness, (4) Unhappiness,
(5) Old age, (6) Knowledge, (7) Birth place, (8) Fame. (9)
Dreams, (10) Strength, (11) Dignity, (12) Political life, (13)
Longevity, (14) Peace, (15) Age, (16) Hair, (17) Appearance,
(18) Self-respect, (19) Livelihood, (20) Gambling for others,
(21) Stigma. (22) Honour, (23) Skin, (24) Sleep, (25) Wis
dom, (26) Wealth, (27) Nature to insult and to avenge. (28)
Freedom from ill health, (29) Nature to renounce, (30)
Ability to do work, (31) Endeavouring to preserve live-stock,
(32) Loss of decency, and (33) Defamation from one's own
Kinsmen or persons of the same caste.

ClIlnCll't1lr~Cflcf)tijCflfdl"&~~~

f)j{lilla;qtaii~ ClI'iinl\ilQUIQI g4?l'!Itfl~: II ~ II
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~ IJitiltclJieft~ Cln,MltcillClql:

1l'1'11'u:t Wil!fiIr.:nnc 'i'llfiq Uj !illij.....ehia'nn:
fIJI a jfCl Ufti~ C%jeli::qItc., til .,Iijjq.,46.
riN,,4t14.,~ i,qj ilqfIJIRl;sftCliI(C4dl~ II' II

The following items are to be judged from the second
house:

(1) Speech, (2) Wealth, (3) Faith in the sacred texts, (4)
Maintaining others, (5) Nails, (6) EqJoyment of pleasures,
(7) Truth and falsehood, (8) Tongue, (9) Eyes, (10) Clothes,
(11) Diamond, copper and precious stones, (12) Pearl, (13)
Determination or control, (14) Artificial products, (15) Fam
ily, (16) Sale and purchase, (17) Soft speech, P8) Generous
or charitable nature, (19) Efforts to aequtre money, (20)
Helping others, (21) Friends, (22) Sp1endoqr or grace, (23)
Miserliness in giving money, (2.) Great eloquence. (25)
Learning, (26) Gold, (27) Fine silver, (28) Corn, (29) Humil
ity, (30) Nose, (31) Firmness orveteadtnese of mind,
(!32) Close follower or neighbour, (33) Following the rules
of going and arriving, and (34) Powerful or prosperous
ltvtng,

4tf +fl«( ~OIXl!fiuf,,(uIiCCl\1ihiRii'i'l\iq,:

mqaf tiH'i("rilql!fi(ui~~ ftI1fiq': I

~~: 1i'W'('i\"ilhGol'6!~\ii4If\.

'lfcM<ftlFei~UI!l"1i Iltaillt...l(l~ II ~ II

~ bij&JfoIij"!'('i\,",1~ fq5QtI4M
ClI«lfClWtitl,.,Qlliaijl!fild +«!Qc4.,U'l. I
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27.20
Chandra

Rahu 22.12
Shanlll.24
Lagna 9 98

1876.12.25 22.12
Ketu

~udha 23.30 Shukra 9.40 24
~il1.45 Guru 25.23 Kuja

14.14
Chandra

Shan; 9.56
Kuja 14.16

99
Rahu 24.53

24.53 1887.9.7
Ray; 21.56

Ketu BOOha 16.2

Lagna 11.12 12.45
Guru Shukra R

2Ul9 RavI25.38
Chandra Shukra 24.32 Kuja 1.38

6.9 Lagna Budha 9.18 Kelu 26.17

Guru
27.24

97
·1861.5.7 Shani

12.37

26.17
Rahu

and the tenth houses and
the Sun are strong and
have no malefic associa
tion. the native becomes
famous. Take the chart of
Rabindra Nath Tagore (97):
Guru and the Moon have
changed signs (lords of 1.
10 and 5). Budha and KUja
(lords of 2 .and 4) have
changed houses. Guru as

pects his own house. the lagna. Ravi is exalted in the
second. The tenth lord is strong. The chart clearly estab
lishes his greatness and vision.

When the second house or its lord. the eleventh or its
lord, and Guru join together by aspect or conjunction. the
native becomes very wealthy. If there is also an association
with the ninth house or its
lord. fortune smiles on him
permanently. Consider
chart 98 which is that of M.
A. Jinnah. Here the second.
eleventh and ninth lords
are together in the tenth.
One is Guru. Lords of 9 and
10 have exchanged signs.
The tenth is aspected by
Shant, the lord of lagna.
The eleventh house has the lords of the fifth and the

seventh. Guru is also the
lord of the Moon sign and
aspects it.

The twelfth is prtmar
lly the house of expendi
ture, separation. danger
and also final emancipation
(moksha). Separation or
loss can refer to wife or
husband. and children as
well. Chart 99 is that of M.
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M. Gopinath Kaviraj, a great scholar, a Shakta, and a great
spiritual sadhaka. The ninth lord Moon. and the fifth lord
Guru have mutual aspects from the sixth and the twelfth.
The sixth and the ninth lords have exchanged signs. The
twelfth lord Shukra is debilitated but retrograde in the
eleventh. Shani aspects this Shukra. Shant causes renun-
ciation. The tenth house is well fortified. I,

In this way the twelve houses have to be examined
carefully.

qlfOl"'ti "jqql;ch'llQqilq'; q(ii("ht!H1""'lfilc:U,

~ 1ifdol:fl1nir..ft1P1~qIQ'Cfl~: I

.~ !1M;:sjq;:sjl!il'1'ft n-(O+lI('i04'bl€fl

~f\I4l"tlq(q;:sj~f;;n.~: +41(1:("''151: ~: II ~t II

ln1Tf ql"t«;:af\q~ 'i(~\liSllftt~I.Ii{ClI,

~ 'i( i{,lqli{l:;irqOt:~ I

The tenth house gives us the details about the follow-
Ing:

(1) Commerce, (2) Honour from the ruler, (3) Riding on
a horse, (4) Wrestling. (5) Work of or in the Government,
(6) Servtce, (7) Agriculture, (8) Doctoring, (9) Fame,
(10) Buried or hidden treasure, (11) Sacrifices and the like,
(12) Pre-eminence or the position of the best merchant,
(13) Teachers, (14) Religious yantras or symbolic diagrams,
(15) .Chantlng of sacred spells or mantras, "(16) Mother,
(17) Wide spread or extensive religious merit. (18) Medicine.
(19) Thighs, (20) Gods. (21) Acquisition of the full power of
a mantra, (22) Prosperity. (23) Adopted son, (24) Lordship,
(25) Right path, (26) Good Irving with self-respect,
(27) Honour. (28) A prince, (29) Fame, (30) Expert teaching
ability and the like. (31) Authority using a seal. (32) Influ
ence, self-control, and (33) A mind that gives orders to be
obeyed.

't"tN': tiein."§(lm'lC:M'lIi{I4I q(lcO"tdl

~1~R:i~&lPlai(iIOIl'Cfli tilfioqcfi\qlti"ti( II ~~ II
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felCJI,q''';'II'ft~Q?,fll~~~

"'ljf'I'll.,f<ll~jbj'i"'0lqfUl9\d\"~i1If''''l~ I

.,bG S{CQ l:fl('11fi·.,.efl:fl"l:fl+C40If~l:fl1 ctfcaCl:

giillqlf£lq~ ~ ~qlijNl1 ~~: II ~o II

fl:lfol~al~:~ ;:nm \il"O(Ilg4\

1fiOff "'ffelf''''51~~''l:fl('1I~gOct?ll:fl'«~II( I

The following facts can be investigated from the elev
enth house:

(1) Gains in all possible ways, (2) Evil desires, (3) All
forms of income, (4) Dependence on others, (5) Elder
brother, (6) Paternal uncle, (7) Worship-or-the gods,
(8) Worship of the sattvic deities, (9) Education, (10) Great
skill in earning gold and money, (11) Ancestral property,
(12) Knee, (13) Special position, (14) Love of or fondness for
ornaments and precious stones, (15) Wealth, (16) Lost
wealth, (17) Seeking to possess ornaments made of gold for
the sake of arts and women, (18) Wisdom, (19) Position of
a minister, (20) Brother of the wife, (21) Profits, (22) Rise of
fortune, (23) Achieving the desired goal, (24) Easy or good
returns, (25) Cooking, (26) Desires, (27) Longevity of
mother, (28) Ears, (29) Shanks, and (30) Skill in the art of
painting.

~~.lq"'CQt)S~g'IH~~

41&.gftMsttol """" =a " ' I\ilWe.. : f\:lSiQr~i1· ft1I: II ~~ II

+C4••h~l!!o1ql q~:ll 'JI.,f<ll'bjI:S:::'I&l:fl("(lfil

~~ ~qll'i"bG~lct"f£lI'II~: I

mT:~f"'i1f?1l:flM~~

f4ir: fi1«~~(§IQft:l~"l!!rn~~~ II ~~ II

bil1f4rnl:fl10(l~~I'lq~ fl4""l:flI~CQl;1

\OI.ctfl'iIr..f1:~ijfiqlr""'lfd:fll+?l«:fiI~l:fl1ft:~ I

The twelfth house gives us the details about the follow-
tng:

(1) Disturbed sleep, (2) mental worry or anguish,
(3) The two feet, (4) Fear from foes, (5) Imprisonment,
(6) Freedom from suffering, (7) Relief from debts, (8) Ele
phants and horses, (9) Paternal property, (10) Enemy,
(11) Ascent into heaven, (12) Left eye, (13) Hated by the
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public, (14) Crippled limbs. (15) Loose sex life, (16) Break
down of marriage, (17) Giving up the sleeping bed, (18) Loss
of power or authority, (19) Kept in chains in an enemy's
house, (20) Mental imbalance, (21) Miserable condition,
(22) Harm, (23) Wounded by the thought of the loss of
happiness of the father and brothers. (24) Disputes,
(25) Anger. (26) Physical ailment. (27) Death. (28) Migrating
to a different place, (29) Expenditure of all kinds, and
(30) Loss of wife or husband.

Notes

These are the karakatvas or factors signified by the
twelve houses starting from the lagna. These have to be
correlated with planets that signify them. Thus the ninth
house refers to the father and so does the Sun. The two
have to be taken together. The fifth house and Guru refer
to Children. The second house and Guru indicate money.
In this way one has to proceed. Hence the author gives a list
of factors Signified by the different luminaries (Ravi and
Chandra), shadowy planets (Rahu and Ketu), and the re
maining five planets.

3i Ifql'ICffQr(\ffla:ol~lr«lliH"'I'~ISOIIl~: I

ilCillql~"E1dCfiOGiM(¥; (l'ilI~Qwi~: II ~~ II

~q~~tiG'\I'{fiH2~f~iil;fj«Q&41qiCf1

tft (¥;i'Q..,q16Q("llcti'ill!1(~i~Y(ljlql~OI'l1

~ff1'8q"IQ"lftttfll"~,",I(I''ilI!1tSQl..,q:

~.:>E1Hl CiQq8Id'~i'f(ljq"l ~i'fllflr(\if,,~Cf1 II ~~ II

~~ lR:~: ~ctiMhllaft,q(wi~

4:ft ~1"'}IR4qflnCII'l61ollll~'I6QIR1'E1 1JCfflT: ~:
~: '{4~.ft'lflI!;l~ftl~ '('Pfi 'EI' ~: "lfe:

qliilIOlllctiGSlCllft.,,,({llil(IICIIIMIf1:l'm: II ~~ II

iWQI_II. Ml'tII'{4c:lC1\": "coli(\this" ftlI-
V1W: ~lfT6lcti(~'ilI,<"q((iCljft[H(Ij=<t~: I

The Sun is the slgntflcator of the following:

(1) Soul, (2) Power or strength. (3) Greatest severity.
(4) Fortress. (5) Opod strength, (6) Heat, (7) Influence,
(8) Fires. (9) Worship of Shtva, (10) Courage. (11) Trees
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having thoms, (12) favour of the king or ruler, (13) Bitter
taste, .(14) Old age, (15) Cattle, (16) Wickedness, (17) Land,
(18) Father, (19) Taste, (20) Awakening of knowledge or
enlightenment, (21) Looking up toward the sky-very great
ambition, (22) One born to a timid person or one whose
actions are born out of fear, (23) World of mortals, (24)
Square or harmonious, (25) bo~s, (26) Valour, (27) Grass,
(28) Stomach, (29) Enthusiasm, (30) Forest, (31) Half a
year, (32) Eye, (33) Wandering in or over the hills, (34)
quadruped, (35) King, (36) Travelling, (37) Dealings with
affairs personal or social, (38) Bile, (39) Feverish or inflam
matory complaints, (40) Circular forms, (41) Diseases of the
eye, (42) Body, (43) Timber, (44) Mental purity, (45) Sover
eignty over the entire country or over all countries, (46)
Freedom from disease, (47) Rulership over Saurashtra
southern Gujarat, (48) Ornaments, (49) Diseases of the
head, (50) Pearls, (51) Ruler of the sky-control over air
space, (52) Short or dwarfish stature, (53) Rulership over
the eastern direction, (54) Copper, (55) Blood or blood-red
gems like ruby, (56) Kingdom, (57) Blood-red cloth, (58)
Stones, (59) Undisguised or open conduct, (60) Shores of a
river, (61) Red coral, (62) Strong at noon, (63) East, (64)
Face, (65) Long-standing anger or strong indignation, (66)
Capturing the foe, (67) Sattvik or benevolent and good
temper, (68) Red sandal paste or saffron, (69) Otherness or
opposition or hostility, and (70) Thick or coarse yarn.

~: g&:l\1'I"'4!i.i'w'OQI~ij;"'IMf4Cfi

~~6qlq~ftt!I("q\lIC(MtlfJlllf1i¥4qlqIL{'lCfiI:II ~~ II

f.tw fI'*i@"'MfCl~qNll't~~~nl't'Jl!li~1

'tIDlT 1!qI'tGICfiqlljflq'i.qUlI$~Cfl'tI~: I

~Cfire.""Cfiif4MC(OI~fCllq.,: ~

'ClTlft C(;nl~04j(J~(§ICfiIf.ij~~l'tClun~~I: II ~19 II

~: !ifQ;.i\qQCfiI:

~: Cfilf.:l't~~ q.,l'3lC(~ll:lSfhft ~~: I

~ Am c;)Qq~"Iq~~ rClG~I~Cfiltlh<"tl:

\Htlfi~rqgtlql4("'llCfi"C(~MI;:(\6 -qui CIlI': II ~l II
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~ \(j",,,((C,.iiqi!t wnt 'iT (IOQi&fq:

USlIGf5eItHl",fiIlK~"het~ I
1ft;nm~: ~fl43q§Cfiet ~r;Cfii~fiJl(li,

~",fdi"Wl~CfilfdM~ _ ~~: II ~, II

The Moon is the significator of the following:

0) Intelligence, (2) Flowers, (3) Perfumes, (4) Going to
a fortress, (5) Disease, (6) Brahmana or Dvija, (7) Laziness,
(8) Phlegmatic constitution, (9) Epilepsy, (10) Hidden or
ulcerous troubles in the stomach, (11) nature of the mind,
(2) Heart, (3) Woman, (14) Benefic and malefic nature,
,(5) Acidity, (6) Sleep, (7) Happtness, (18) Liquids, (9)
Silver, (20) Stout sugarcane, (21) Malarial fever, (22) Pil
grimage, (23) Wells, (24) Tank, (25) Mother, (26) Impartial
outlook, (27) Noon, (28) Pearls, (29) Consumption, (30)
Whiteness, (31) Waist-band, (32) bell-metal, (33) Salt, (34)
Short stature, (35) Mind, (36) Abilities, (37) Ponds, (38)
Diamond, (39) Sarad or autumn, (40) Muhurta or 48 min
ute duration, ..(41) Facial lustre, (42) White colour, (43)
Stomach, (4M'iWorship of Gauri, the consort of Shiva, (45)
Honey, (46) Grace or favour, (47) Sense of fun or humour,
(48) Nourishment, (49) Wheat, (50) Pleasures, (51) Splen
dour, (52) Face, (53) Swiftness of mind or agility of mind,
(54) Fondness for curd, (55) One who does tapas or pen
ance, (56) Fame, (57) Beauty, (58) Strong at night, (59)
Facing west, (60) Lover, (61) Saline, (62) Acquiring a post,
(63) Love ofthe west, (64) Middle world, (65) Nine gems, (66)
Middle age, (67) Self, (68) Eating, (69) Going to distant
places, (70) Ailments of the shoulders, (71) Umbrella and
other royal insignia, (72) Good fruits, (73) Fine blood circu
lation or vital energy, (74) Fish and other aquatic beings,
(75) Serpents and the like, (76) Clothes, (77) Fine blossom
ing, (78) Lustre, (79) Clean crystals, and (80) Refined cloth
ing.

lft't.t 'lti('il'i~€lHUI"'''lrft'lttle04~-
~ g",~il~ d~HHCfftCllftlfSl4: I

"Hiq.f\lqf""(ql{~hCll" vrnt "I!j6qi..,ql

~: .'qflil~'14i.,,,,nCOl1 '41S1fi"CiIICiIC(ni: II ~o II
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fqTl"j 00191 0H1'31?lq.,fc::,,~1 q8;1OI@~~.l

fCl&Qlffl51 g;<!lI ,,'1 ¥~f1f"'ClI~illl:S:>'I+iJe~~: I

""t6JOcN'Iq~ Cfi~..,q~ ¥\lI1q961

~~ ng;'31qffdcM f.wrR~ II ~~ II

,q fA' &:l q (I IjMn $l*(iii lJf¥"fld~~Q~
vffi;i '6Jq(~Clilh ~ 9Iql~"I24(qdl I

" '311 ('11 Cfi., '{::I'fI"\9 illt{( (5l~0fcf! rrr. ri
~~I"~~ ¥~Il4jf?Jitll\fl6\lOI((!ld II ~~ II

m dl\ll~fill5lqf?lqqf~l(:l.a ;:{ dll:fctgq:

CfilqSf;ll4q(lqCIII«"'6~::2l~II: ~:~: I

~1~¥oj(§6i!O~.I~~((!I~d""196:

~ ~Osqffl((!l"I.I~ ClilfChil'i"lill,S'Q<"4dl II H II

CliI61~160HCfd~~r., ~~Cffi~n..oll:ilqq-

::2lilll~Cfi~f1·~CfiI~~~ I

Kuja is the slgruficator of the following items: (1) Val
our. (2) Land. (3) Strength. (4) Carrying weapons. (5) Ruling
over people - administrator, (6) Loss of Virility, (7) Thief.
(8) Battle. (9) Opposition, (10) Foes, (11) Charitable nature.
(12) Love of deep-red objects. (13) Ruler over
sacred places-archaeologist. or religious endowments.
(14) Sound of a trumpet. (15) Fondness, (16) Quadrupeds.
(17) King. (18) Obstinate fool, (19) Anger, (20) Going to a
foreign country, (21) Steadfastness. (22) Supporter.
(23) Fire, (24) Controversy or arguments. (25) Bile.
(26) Heat, (27) Wounds, (28) Service under the ruler.
(29) Day, (30) Sky. (31) Sight. (32) Shortness. (33) Ailment.
(34) Fame, (35) Tin, (36) Sword. (37) Spear. (38) Minister.
(39) Firmness of Iimbs, (40) Jewels. (41) Worship of subrah
manya, (42) Youth, (43) Pungent taste. (44) Hallofthe ruler.
(45) Earthenware. (46) Obstacles, (47) Eating nonvegetar
ian food, (48) Abusing or bitterly criticising others.
(49) Conquering foes. (50) Bitterness of taste. (51) Strong
towards the end of the night, (52) Gold, (53) Summer
season. (54) Valour. (55) Strength of the enemy, (56) Pro
fundity, (57) Courageous behaviour, (58) Man. (59) Charac
ter. (60) Brahma, (61) Axe. (62) Moving in the forest-forest
officer, (63) Chief ruler or officer of the village. (64) Favour
of the king, (65) Painful urination. (66) Square.
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(67) Goldsmith, (68) Wicked one, (69) Burnt place,
(70) Good food, (71) Leanness, (72) Skill in archery,
(73) Blood, (74) Copper, (75) Variegated or peculiar clothes,
(76) Face turned toward the south, (77) Fond of the south
ern direction, (78) Desire, (79) Anger, (80) Spreading scan
dals, (81) House, (82) Commander of the Army, (83) A fire
arm that kills a hundred-something like a machine-gun,
(84) Tree, (85) Sama Veda, (86) Brothers, (87) Hatchet,
(88) Controlling fierce or wild animals. (89) Independence,
(90) Persistance, (91) Land, (92) One who awards punish
ment. (93) Snake. (94) World, (95) Speech, (96) Fickleness
or imbalance of the mind, (97) Getting on a vehicle, (98)
Seeing blood and (99) Drying or coagulating of blood, and
many other such things are attributed to Kuja by the wise.

flmNl~lfi\,,·c:fi't~I'lfOlnill"lr.. CIIIq:(l~all:

~ ~fq(~j(§£l1".,qeSlI('lIC{CfiHI6n:1{II ~~ II

ft/I(OQ ""41n.6id\.aCOlI:41 fiCl ill S11('l 'A" ~ClI('1C01 I
~ • 'I"I"::O">lO:i'l'*:'::"~l'T:IT'I"IrwT
C'l1l"1~ ~ ~~Cl"'liCiC{I"'"'1InIq61: I

• '..:l ~.........,+..J:' ,
S:~ .".. .,g;('l4iI+HS& 1:II"'1~ CfiIf(jIC{t4i

&\I'COI1n::.fiil:46wi~: ~~: II ~"" II

~4'iiF6efiCII.i l"'i'tCfifCl.,tllillfflt.fiT m
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Budha is the slgniflcator of the following: (1) Educa
tion. (2) Horses. (3) Treasury, (4) Mathematics, (5) Knowl
edge. (6) Speech, (7) Dvijas, (8) Infantry. (9) Script. (10)
Writing, (11) New clothes. (12) Construction of palaces, (13)
Green colour. (14) Sculpture. (15) Astrology and astron
~my. (16) Pilgrimages, (17) Wise or good conversation or
Iecturtng, (18) Temples. (19) Commerce. (20) Best orna
ments, (21) Soft speech. (22) Vedanta system of philosophy,
(23) Maternal grand-father, (24) Bad dreams. (25) Eunuch,
(26) Face turned to the north, (27) Skin. (28) Moisture, (29)

fl··
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Bell-metal and the like, (30) Renunciation, (31) Seasons.
(32) Fine palace, (33) Medical practitioner, (34) Neck.
(35) Black magic, (36) Child, (37) Looking cross-wise,
(38) Heaven, (39) Humility, (40) Collaterals, (41) Fear.
(42) Dancing, (43) Devotion, (44) Tendency to laughter.
(45) Strong at sunrise or morning, (46) The season of
hemanta or the beginning of winter, (47) Scratching ail
ments, (48) Self-control, (49) Navel, (50) Flourishing of
one's oWIi dynasty, (51) Mixed or compound substances,
(52) Presides over the Telugu language, (53) Worship of
Vishnu, (54) Shudras, (55) Birds, (56) Younger coborns or
brothers and sisters, (57) Witty language, (58) Sticks,
(59) Atharvana Veda, (60) Carrying out the karmas or reli
gious rites, (61) Towers of temples, (62) Dust, (63) Garden,
(64) Sex organs, (65) Evenness, (66) Beneficial nature,
(67) Wandering in the villages, (68) Balanced nature and
outlook, (69) Fond ofthe north-western direction, (70) Well
versed in the Puranas or minor epics, (71) Grammar,
(72) One skilled in researching and testing the precious
stones-Ratna-Parakhi, (73) Scholar, (74) Maternal
uncle, (75) Mantras or sacred spells, (76tYantras or sym
bolic religious diagrams, (77) Very powerful tantrik and the
like.
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Jupiter is the signtftcator of the following: t1.o~/ct:iE
(1) Brahmanas, (2) One's own teachers. (3) Religious. -

social and other duties, (4) Chariot, (5) Cows. (6) Infantry.
(7) Deposits. (8) Mimansa or enquiry into jurisprudence
and the nature of dharma, (9) Treasure, (10) Horses,
(11) Buffaloes. (12) Large or stout body. (13) Valour.
(14) Fame, (15) Logic, (16) Astronomy and astrology.
(17) Sons. (18) Grandsons, (19) Complaints ofthe digestive
system, (20) Wealth of the elephants. (21) Vedanta system
of,.,-philosophy, (22) Elders like the great-grand-father,
(23) Mansion, (24) Gomedha or hassonite, (25) Elder
brother. (26) Grand-father, (27) Indra, (28) Second half of
winter. (29) Acts arising from great indignation, (30) Pre
cious stones, (31) Tradesman, (32) Physical health.
(33) Strange or peculiar palace, (34) honour from the king.
(35) Great gods, (36) Penance. (37) Charity. (38) Dharma,
(39) Doing good to others, (40) Impartial outlook, (41)
Facing towards the north, (42) Circular forms, (43) Yellow

/

colour. (44) Wandering in the villages. (45) North, (46) Dear
friends. (47) Swinging on a plank or on an elephant.
(48) Great eloquence, (49) Brain, (50) Cloth of a medium
count. (51) Happiness in a newly built house, (52) Old age
or old persons, (53) Mantra, (54) Dvljas, (55) Holy water or
place of pilgrimage. (56) Knee, (57) Moving towards heaven.
(58) House that offers happiness. (59) Intellect. (60) Great
proficiency. (61) Great long poems, (62) Towers, (63) De
lighting or impressing an audience. (64) Throne. (65) Instal
lation of the idol of Brahma, (66) Cat's eye or Iahsunta,
(67) The great results of Agntshtorna sacrifice. (68) Sweet
juices. (69) Sattvic nature. (70) Happiness and unhappl
ness, (71) Long, (72) Gentle or benefic. (73) Understanding
the minds or thoughts of others. (74) Gold, (75) Decora
tions, (76) Tantra or technical subjects and the like,
(77) Wind complaints (78) Phlegm. (79) Good yellow topaz,
(80) Sound knowledge of the sacred texts and scriptures,
(81) Soft and pleasant stones, (82) Worship of Shiva,
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(83) Performing religious and moral acts strictly, and
(84) Travelling in a carriage covered on the four sides.
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Shukra is the slgntflcator of the following: (1) White
umbrella which is a royal insignia, (2) Good chowrie, (3)
Good clothes, (4) Marriage, (5) Income, (6) Bipeds, (7)
Woman, (8) Dvijas, (9) Gentle or benefic, (10) WWte colour,
(11) Wife or husband, (12) Happiness from sex-life, (13)
Short stature, (14) Acid taste, (15) Flowers, (16) Com
mands, (17) Fame, (18) Youth, (19) Pride, (20) Conveyance,
(21) Silver, (22) Fond of the south-east, (23) Saltish taste,
(24) Cross-wise Vision, (25) Cough, (26) Fortnight, (27)
Rajasik nature, (28) Firmness, (29) Pearls, (30) Yajur Veda,
(gl) Vaisyas, (32) Beauty, (33) Buying and selling-or buy
ing and selling the articles that contribute to beauty, (34)
Pleasant talk arising from mutual love, (35) Watery place,
(36) Elephants, (37) Horses, (38) Peculiar or strange poetry,
(39) Dancing, (40) Middle age, (41) Music, (42) Enjoyment,
(43) Happiness from wife or husband, (44) Precious stones,
(45) Love of humour, (46) Swimming, (47) ~ry~ts, (48)
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Fortune, (49) Strange lustre, (50) Tenderness, (51) King
dom, (52) Fragrant garland, (53) Taking pleasure in violin
and flute, (54) Pleasant movement or walking. (55) Eight
kinds of prosperity. (56) Well-proportioned limbs. (57) Fru
gal in taking food. (58) Season of spring, (59) Ornaments,
(60) Possessing many women, (61) Facing the east. (62)
Eyes. (63) Speaking truth, (64) Skilled in the fine arts, (65)
Semen. (66) Sporting in water with love. (67) Profundity.
(68) Excess or eminence, (69) Pleasant musical instru
ments, (70) Decoration for the dramatic shows, (71) Indul
gence in amorous sports, (72) Declining physical form. (73)
One who attaches great importance to sex, (74) Receiving
good respect or honour, (75) Fondness for having white
clothes. (76) Expert in Bharata's Natya Sastra, (77) Having
the seal of authority or of the government. (78) Ruler.
(79)FQ.Rd of worshipping Gauri and Lakshmi,
(80) Emaciated from the pleasures of sex,
(81) Playing the role of a mother for those born during the
day, (82) Skilled in composing Kavyas, minor epics and the
like, (83) Blue-black hair. (84) Benefic, (85) genitals.
(86) Urine or urinary tract, (87) Moving in the world of
the snakes, (88) Strong in the afternoon. and (89) An
awareness of the genital organs and the secrets connected
with them.
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Shani is the stgnificator of the following: (1) ill-health
and other sufferings. (2) Obstruction. (3) Horses, (4) Ele
phants, (5) Skin, (6) Income, (7) Standards, (8) Distress,
(9) Disease, (0) Enmity, (1) Sorrow, (2)'Death, (13)
Happiness from a woman, (14) Maid-servant, (5) Asses,
(6) Outcastes, (17) Persons with strange or mutilated
limbs, (18) Roaring in the woods, (19) Disgust, (20) Charity.
(21) Lords, (22) Longevity, (23) Eunuch, (24) One born
outside the four castes, (25) Birds, (26) Tretagnt, one of the
three sacred domestic fires, (27) Servant's duties,
(28) Doing something other than the traditional or accepted
duties, (29) One losing his ego, (30) Telling lies, (31) Lasting
long, (32) Wind, (33) Old age, (34) Tendon. (35) Strong at the
end of the day, (36) The second half of winter.
(37) Indignation, (38) Exertion. (39) Born of a low woman,
(40) Bornjm adultery. (41) A widow's bastard. (42) Dirty
cloth, (43) Dirty house, (44) Mind turned to dirty things,
(45) Friendship with the wicked, (46) Black colour,
(47) Sins, (48) Cruelty, (49) Ashes, (50) Grains.in black
colour, (51) Precious stones, (52) Iron, (53) Generosity,
(54) A year, (55) Shudras, (56) Vital or supporters of the
lover, (57) Significator of the father for one born in the
night, (58) Learning what belongs to another caste,
(59) Lameness, (60) Fierce or severe, (61) Blanket,
(62) Facing the west, (63) Remedies for restoring life,
(64) Looking downwards, (65) Living by agriculture or farm
ing, (66) One who knows where the arms are kept, manager
of an ordnance factory, (67) Cousin, (68) An external posi
tion, (69) Fond of the north-east, (70) World of the snakes,
(71) Falling, (72) Wandering in the battle fields, (73) Bones,
(74) lead, (75) Wrong or wicked valour, (76) Turks, (77) Torn
clothes or things, (78) Oil, (79) wood, (80) Brahman having
Tamsik quality. (81) Wandering in poisonous places,
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(82) Roaming in hilly areas, (83) Long standing fear.
(84) Hunter, (85) Strange or ugly hair, (86) Whole kingdom,
(87) Fear, (88) Goats and the like, (89) Buffaloes and the
like, (90) Indulgence in sex, (91) Displaying amorous inten
tions in dressing, (92) Worship of Yama, (93) bogs.
(94) Thefts. and hard-heartedness,
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Rahu is the significator of the following: (1) Umbrella,
(2) Chowrie, (3) Acqutrtng a kingdom, (4) Faulty logic, (5)
Harsh speech, (6) One belonging to a caste outside the four
main castes, (7) A sinful woman, (8) A conveyance covered
on all four sides, (9) An irreligious person or a Shudra, (10)
Gambling, (11) Strong at sunset, (12) Having sex with a
wicked woman, (13) going to a different country, (14) Un
clean. (15) Bones, (16) Hidden abdominal ulcer, (17) False
hood. (18) Looking downwards. (19) Perplexity. (20) Emer
ald, (21) Facing south, (22) Depending on mlechchhas, low
castes and the like, (23) Malignant tumor, (24) Great forest,
(25) Wandering in difficult places, (26) Suffering from
mountains. (27) Staying outside, (28) South-western direc
tion, (29) Complaints of wind and phlegm, (30) serpents,
(31) Southern breeze, (32) Severe, (33) Long, (34) Reptiles,
(35) Interpretation of dreams, (36) Travels, (37) One
muhurta, (38) Old age, (39) Conveyance, (40) World of the
snakes, (41) Maternal grand father, (42) Air, (43) Acute
duodenal pain, (44) catarrh, (45) Breathing, (46) Great
valour, worship ofVana-Durga, (47) Wickedness. (48) Asso-
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ciation with animals, (49) Writing Urdu or Persian, and (50)
Harsh speech.
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Ketu is the sigmflcator of the following: (I) Worship of
the lord of Chandi, Ganesha and others, (2) Medical prac
titioner, (3) Dogs, (4) Cocks, (5) Vultures, (6) Final salva
tion, (7) All sorts of prosperity, (8) Consumption, (9) Painful
fevers, (10) Bath in the Ganges, (1 n Great penance,
(12) Wind complaints, (13) Friendship with hunters,
(14) Acquiring prosperity, (15) Stones, (16) Wounds,
(17) Mantra Shastra, (18) Instability of mind, (19) Knowl
edge of Brahmn, (20) Diseases ofthe stomach and eye, (21)
Stupidity, (22) Thorn, (23) Knowledge of the animals. zool
ogy, (24) Observing silence religiously. (25) Vedanta,
(26) AU kinds of luxury, (27) Fortune, (28) Suffering from
foes, (29) Sparing in eating, (30) Renunciation, (31) Father's
father, (32) Hunger, (33) Great pain from peptic or duodenal
ulcer, (34) Small pox, or boils and such other diseases,
(35) Horned animals, (36) A servant of Shiva, (37) Getting

the order of imprisonment
revoked, and (38) Conver
sation or association with
Shudras.

We will now iliustrate
some of these Karakatvas.

Chart 100 is that of
Mr. Nanavati. It was alleged
that he shot dead the para
mour of his wife. The Moon
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is weak and as lord of 12 is placed in the 11th aspected by
malefic lord of the fourth and ninth lord Kuja. The seventh
lord is devoid of aspects. The sev~nth lord is with Rahu and
retrograde Guru. The seventh lord afflicts the Moon. Both
body and soul are afflicted and so are the fifth and eighth
houses. Shukra is between malefics. Guru's aspect on him
shows love and a rivalled tothe final shoot-out.

Chart 101 shows the
seventh lord afflicted by
Kuja (lord of 6 and 11). The
significator of marriage is
in his own house. but is
aspected by the powerful
Shani from the sixth. The
lagna is afflicted by Mars.
This girl's husband com
mitted suicide within ten
months of the marriage.

UNIQUE CLASSIC

(Original Text with Translation, Notes &
Exhaustive Commentary in lucid English)

by Dr G.S. Kapoor



Chapter VI
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Results of the Major Periods
of Planets
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Planets appear under one of the nine auasthas, states.
These are:

(l) Dtpta - blazing. when the planet is exalted.

(ii) Stimita - stable, when it is in its own house.

(iii) Mudita - delighted, when it is in the house of an
adhimitra (highly friendly sign).

(iv) Shanta - Calm. quiescent, when it is in the house of
a friendly planet.

(v) Hina - deficient. when it is in the house of.a neutral
planet.

(vi) DUkk~ - sorrowful or dejected, when it is in the
house of an enemy.

(vll) Vikala - vexatious, when it is conjunct with a .ma
lefic.

(viii) Khala - base or wicked. when it is defeated in the
planetary war.

(ix) Kopa - angry. when it is With the Sun, that is, when
it is combust.
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Notes

The natural relationships of a planet with others get
modified by temporary relationships. Then we get Adhimi
tra (very friendly), mitra (friendly), sarna (neutral), shatru
Ilnin.tcal) and Adhi Shatru (highly inimical). Here the au
thor has ignored the last one.

Being with the Sun means combustion. The orb of
combustion differs from planet to planet. The degrees given
below have to be counted forwards and backwards as well.
These are the degrees from the Sun. Within these degrees
the planet is combust. These are:

Moon 12. Kuja 17. Budha 14 and when retrograde only
12, Or.ru II, Shukra 10 and when retrograde only 8, and
Shani 15.

~~ qlq'(Ciqqfq llrT Cfiqff-ia vrn:R
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The results of the virtuous or sinful actions of the ...
previous life have to be gone through in this life. These are
'revealed by the planets and their major and minor periods
on the basis of the horoscope of a person. Hence it is
necessary to know the duration of the major periods of the
planets, and the minor periods in each major period. Then]
one can undertake the necessary remedial or propitiatory
activities to overcome any malefic results and to acquire the
desired happiness.

.)li1iH"q:~~'Iq~If.tfj!j($~I~~'lqI:~
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The major periods of the planets follow the sequence
of the Sun, Moon, Kuja, Rahu , Guru, Shant, Budha, Ketu
and Shukra. The number of years for the major periods of
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the planets are respectively 6, 10,7. 18. 16. 19. 17.7 and
20 years. The order or sequence is given above. The major
period that operates at the time ofbirth has to be found out.
Count from Krittika to the constellation of the Moon at the
time of birth. Expunge multiples of nine. The remainder is
to be counted from the Sun onwards.

Notes

The following table gives the constellations. their cor
responding planets. and their periods.

Constellations Dasa lord Years

Krittika, Uttara Phalguni, Uttarashadha

Rohini, Hasta, Sravana

Mrtgastra, Chitrao Dhanishtha

Ardra. Svati, Satabhisha

Punarvasu, Visakha, Purvabhadra

Pushyami, Anuradha, Uttarabhadra

Aslesha, .Jyeshta, Revati

Magha, Mula, Asvini

Purva Phalgunt, Purvashadha, Bharani

Sun

Moon

Kuja

Rahu

Guru

Shani

Budha

Ketu

Shukra

6

10

7

18

16

19

17

7

20

Total number of years is 120. Hence it is called Vim
shottari and at times it is termed Udu Dasa. Udu means
nakshatra, constellation.

The method given by the author can be illustrated in
this way. A person was born when the Moon was in Sra
vana. Counting from Krittika and including Sravana, we get
twenty. Dividing by nine we have two as the remainder. The
second one from the Sun is the Moon. Hence at the time of
birth the native was going through the major period of
Moon.

~itl~"I~i:tl1ftltlrz41lfijTl(~lIdlf&dl
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Note the total duration of the nakshatra in which a
person is born. Find how many Ghatikas and Vighatikas
are yet to pass after the time ofbirth. Divide this by the total
duration in Ghatikas and Vighatikas. Multiply the product
by the number ofyears allotted to the planet governing that
nakshatra. This gives the number of years still to be expe
rienced by the native in that Dasa. The remainder is to be
converted into months and days.

Notes
An illustration will make this clear. A person was born

at Bombay on the twelfth of October 1989 at 11.30 A.M. The
local mean time ofSun rise at Bombay on that day was 5.57
A.M. The time elapsed by the time ofbirth from Sun rise was
five hours and 33 minutes. Multiplying this by 21/2 we get
13 ghatikas and 521/2 Vighatikas. The total is 8321/2
Vighatikas.

The Panchanga gives the ghattkas and Vighatikas from
Sunrise-the ending positions. On the 12th of October
Satabhisha was upto 19 ghatikas and 46 Vighatikas. The
unexpired portion is five ghatikas and 531/2 Vighatikas or
3531/2 Vighatikas.

On the eleventh of October 1989 Dhanishtha ended at
24 Gh. 23 Vgh, Then Satabhisha started. Day and night
together make up sixty ghattkas. Thus on the previous day
Satabhisha was for 35 ghatikas and 37 Vighatikas. On the
12th ofOctober Satabhisha was upto 19 Gh. 46 Vighatikas.
Adding the two we get 55 Ghatikas and 23 Vtghatikas. This
works to 3323 Vtghattkas.

Satabhisha refers to Rahu whose Dasa is for eighteen
years. Then we have:

1 6363
353- x 18 + 3323 =

2 3323

This gives one year, ten months, and 29 days as the
portion of Rahu's major period yet to be gone through from
the date of birth.
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Now-a-days we have the Ephemeris. They generally
give the positions of the luminaries and planets on every
day at 5.30 A.M. Now Lahtri's Ephemeris places the Moon
on the twelfth at 5.30 A.M. in Kumbha at 14°.53'.18". On
the thirteenth at 5.30 A.M. the Moon is in Kumbha at
29°.36'.18". During these twenty four hours the Moon has
traversed 14°.43'. The birth being at 11.30 A.M. the time is
six hours after 5.30 A.M. During this time the Moon covers
3°.40'.45". Adding this to 14°.53'.18" we get Kumbha
18°.34'.3". From Mesha it is 19114 minutes and three
seconds.

Each nakshatra covers 800 minutes, and each quarter
of a nakshatra is for 200 minutes. Dividing 19114'.3" by
200 we get 955 quarters and 114'.3". Dividing 19114'.3" by
800 we find that twenty three constellations are over, and
in the 24th 714'.3" are over. The 24th is Satabhisha from
Asvini. It gives Rahu mahadasa at birth. From the duration
of 800' for a constellation deduct 714'.3". We get 85'.57" or
5157 seconds. Multiply this by eighteen, the years of Rahu.
The product is 92826". Eight hundred minutes ofa naksha
tra give 48000 seconds. Since we have converted. the re
mainder into seconds, divide it by 48000. We get one year,
eleven months and six days as the balance of Rahu rna
hadasa at the time of birth. This is the correct balance as
compared with that derived from the Panchanga. There is
only a difference of seven days.

chh"JeC('IIC('1I n.r..8C'l1 llmT: !I~I+C'Ifi
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The method for obtaining the duration of an antar
dasa is explained now. Note the number ofyears allotted to
a planet whose major dasa is running. Multiply it by the
number of years given to a planet whose sub-period is
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required. Multiply the number in the place of the units
by three. The result is the number of days. The numbers
in tens and hundreds give the months of the antardasa.
Thus we get the durations of each sub-period in a major
period.

Convert the duration of the antardasa in days. Multi
ply it by the number ofyears given to the planet concerned.
Divide the product by 120. The result is the duration of the
sub-sub period (Vidasa) of the planet in the antardasa of
another. The remainder is to be converted into ghattkas and
Vighatikas.

Still a sub-period of this sub-sub-period can be ob
tained. This is the sukshma Dasa of a planet. The numbers
arrived at will be the duration of the sukshma dasa in days,
ghatikas and Vighatikas.

Notes

Take Rahu dasa which has 18 years. The first period
Will be that of Rahu, and the last that of Kuja, We require
the sub-period ofShani who has 19 years. Multiply the two.
The product is 342. The figure in units multiplie9 by three
gives the number of days. The sub-period of Shani in Rahu
is thus for 34 months and six days. The first Vidasa in the
antardasa of Shant is that of Shani and the last is that of
Guru. Now we want vidasa of Shani in Shant's antardasa.
By converting the sub-period of Shani into days we get
1026 days. Multiply it by Shant's years (19) because we
want the Vidasa of Shani. The product is 19494. Dividing
this by 120 we get 162 days. The remainder is 54. This is
to be converted into ghatikas. Multiply this by 60 and divide
it by 120. We get 27 ghatikas. The Vidasa of Shani in the
antardasa of Shani during the major period of Rahu is for
five months, twelve days and 27 ghatikas.

Similarly for Sukshma Dasa, multiply the vidasa pe
riod by the years of the lord of the sukshma dasa, and divide
it by 120. Thus for Budha's Sukshma Dasa in Shant's
Vidasha we get 162 days 27 ghatikas X 17,..) 120 = 23 days
and 191/2 Vighatikas.

•
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When the Sun is highly beneficial in a chart, _durmg
his major period he gives sons, intellig,ence, wisdom, power
or authority, knowledge, access .to wealth, fame, powers,
happiness and the favour of God. If the Sun is a malefic to
the native or is malefically situated, the native has great
suffering, and his efforts become fruitless. One has then
loss of money along with ill-health, worries and troubles
from foes, displeasure of the ruler. danger to the father and
other similar things.

,\
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If the Moon is highly beneftetal and. powerful, during
his major period one experiences the prosperity of the
mother's well-being, digging tanks and the like, lands.
gardens (or sacred places or public buildings), house,
blessings of the dvijas, wealth, auspicious events, and
palanquins. When the Moon is a malefic, during his period
one has want of food, misery, loss of pleasure and money,
111 health, absence of knowledge. and he will be a source of
disgust to others. He loses his money, becomes irritable,
and is subject to malarial fevers.
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When Kuja is highly beneficial, during his major pe
riod the native has lands, acquisition of desired objects,
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wisdom. clarity of mind. valour. money. destruction of foes,
and younger brothers. If he is unfavourable. one experi
ences distress to younger brothers. quarrels. troubles re
lated to lands and fire. wounds. loss of eye or eye-sight and
the like. There is suffering from the government. anger of
the wise. wound or cut from sword. and diseases.
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When Budha is beneficially disposed during his period
one has good clothes, immense wealth. increase in food
grains. prosperity, happiness. home, relations. success and
possession of desired things. If he is a malefic. during his
period one has journey to foreign countries, anger or irri
tability, loss of relatives, deterioration of the intellect. wor
ries from the trading community. quarrels, loss of lands.
Ioss of money. and dangers.
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When Guru is strong and favourably situated. during
his period the native has enough clothing. endless wealth,
food-grains. status, prosperity.. happiness, house. relatives.
success. luxuries and acquisition of desired things. If he is
a malefic during his period he has displeasure of the rulers,
worries and anxieties. diseases. loss of courage. absence of
food grains. lack of money. troubles from the Brahmanas,
anger of the father. worries about food. and consumption.
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24.26 Ravi
24.53Budha 4,31

I ~\~2~~'::~. Chandra
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Rahu
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When Ravi and Shani are in their own signs or in their
exaltation signs, or in their navamsa signs, and if they are
in the konas and kendras or if they own such konas and
kendras, they confer royal favours, wealth and happiness in
the Sun's sub period of Saturn's major period. In Shani's
sub period during the Sun's major period the native has
happiness, wealth and success. But if the two are maleftcs,
they cause losses to the native.
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In the same manner if Kuja and Guru arc strong and
are posited in favourable houses and if they arc with or
aspected by benefics, they cause Raja yoga. They give
pleasure, all kinds of luxuries, happiness, surviving good
sons, marriages and other auspicious functions. Otherwise
they will give the very opposite results.

Notes

Consider chart 110. Here Kuja is a yoga karka, posited
in a neutral's house. though it is a kcndra. Guru is in Kuja's

house with two bencHes.
Guru owns 6 and 9 and is
in a kendra. Guru and Kuja
have mutual aspects. But
the results are contrary to
what the author stated. By
the end of Guru Dasa in
October 1939 he lost all his
property. The conjunction
or opposition of Guru and
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Kuja has always shown in our experience that one of these
two is a malefic and the oth~r'abenefic. At the very fag end
of his period Guru gave him a daughter who remained
unwed. The author's views cannot be accepted. As
Shudraka said in his famous play Mrichchha-Katlka. Kuja
appears to be the enemy of Guru. The exaltation of Guru is
Kuja's debilitation sign. while Guru's debilitation sign is his
house of exaltation. Further research is needed on this
point.
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When Budha and Guru are strong in the same man
ner. they will give in their mutual periods and sub-periods
good acts. learning. skill in trading and the like, wife (or
husband). sons. and happiness. Guru and Shukra, Guru
and Chandra. Chandra and Shukra. Guru and Sun. Sun
and Kuja, Sun and Budha-each one ofthese pairs will give
the results in their periods and sub-periods similar to those
ascribed to Guru and Budha.
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Note the exact position of the Sun at the time of birth.
In any year find when the Sun returns to the same degree.
minute and second. That is the solar-return day of the year
for the native. Calculate the lagna and the positions of
the planets and houses for that time of the year. Calculate
the Sapta Vargas (Rasl, Hora, Drekkana, Saptarnsa, na
vamsa, dvadasamsa, and trimsamsa) strength of each
planet. The results show whatwill happen to the native
during that solar year. Count from the natal star (Janma
nakshatra) the constellation in which the Moon is located
on that day. Divide this by nine. The remainder is to be
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counted from the Sun in the order given in the next verse.
This gives the first dasa for the solar year.
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Note the exact position of the Moon at the time of the
Sun's return to the position at the time of birth. Find how
many more ghatikas and Vighattkas are yet to elapse in that
constellation. This is to be multiplied by the number of days
given to the planet and divided by the total duration of the
constellation, This gives the balance of the first dasa in
clays, Ghatikas, and Vighattkas. Then follow the other
dasas in the sequence given below. These daysarrdrthetr
order arc given thus-Sun 110, Moon 60, Kuja 32, Budha
40, Guru 48, Shukra 56, Shani 4, Rahu 5, and Lagna 10.
The subsequent dasas follow this sequence only. The
benefic or malefic results of any dasa are to be interpreted
with reference to the strength of the planet concerned, the
strength of the lagna for the year, the strength of the Bhava
havtng the planet, and the various aspects on the planets
and houses.

Notes

The author has propounded a simpler method than
that of the Tajaka authorities like Nilakantha. The Tajaka
system requires the calculation of the strength of five
Vargas, and of the twelve vargas. Then of the planets and
lagna, that which has the lowest position rules the first
dasa in that order. Here the method is simplified.

We illustrate with reference to a chart given earlier.
Here we take only the nirayana (sidereal) position of the
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7.45 2.23
Kuja Guru

11.25 8.32
Rahu 111 Chandra

Budha 14.49 1989.1.22 11.25
Ravi8.10 Ketu

~hukra 20.17
L26.35 y'

~hanlR 14.19

Sun at the time of birth.
The Sun was in Makara on
8°.10'.3". He returned to
that position on January
22, 1989 at 3.50 A.M. The
chart for that time is chart
1 1 1. The Moon is in
Pushyami. Counting from
the natal star Sravana, it is
the fourteenth. Dividing it
by nine we get the remain

der five. In the serial order the fifth is Guru who is given 48
days. Out of 800 minutes for each star, the Moon has to
traverse 488 minutes because Pushyami ends at 16°.40'.
The balance of Guru's period at the beginning of the year
is 29 days. In the Sapta varga strength the planets and
lagna are like thus:

Lagna 2.375, Rahu 1.875, Kuja 2.25, Budha 1.92,
Chandra 1.847, Sun 1.438, Shukra 1.28, Guru .938 and
Shant .594.

Guru and Shani are the weakest ones. The periods of
Guru, Shukra and Shant were over on April 21. Rahu and
Lagna periods were completed by May 6. Chandra in the
ninth sign, but in the eighth bhava, had his period from
August 24 to October 23. This was a period of ill health in
the family. Shani as lord of 3 and 4 is with Shukra, lord of
7 and 12. Shukra's period ended on April 17 and he created
quarrels and misunderstandings with his brothers. Kuja in
the fifth Bhava has to give benefic results (from October 23
to November 24) and he did not.

This method is simpler than the Tajaka one. Dr.
Raman and Mr. Lahiri have given tables for the annual solar
return. These tables are not to be accepted blindly. They
have to be verified by calculating the exact time when the
Sun returns to the natal position. The day of return coin
cides with the date of the Christian calender. Lahiri's tables
give the solar return for 1989 at H 3.38.9 A.M. Actual
calculation gives H 3.49.44 A.M.
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Dr. B.V. Raman has given a table on page 247 of his
Hindu Predictive Astrology (Edn, 1986) and stated that he
corrected it in his book Varshaphal. The 1982 editionofthe
second book gives for the completion of 69 years the time
of solar return as 3.38.9 A.M. on January 22, 1989. This is
not correct as per the calculations made by us.

Mr. V.S. Sastri in his edition of Uttara Kalamrtta
(1951), page 200 gives a table. The native whose example
we have taken was born at gh. 10.57. This table gives the
solar return as H. 2.51.19 A.M. (I.S.T.). There is an error of
nearly 58 minutes. This is just to show that the tables given
are not to be trusted. One should calculate for a given time.

There is also a problem. Should we calculate the lagna
and other bhavas, for the latitude of the place of birth or for
the place where a person happens to be on that day. Mr.
Bradley prefers the latter. We hold to the place of birth. But
it is open for an extensive research.

Annual solar return is also known as Chalit Kundali,
or Varshaphala, or as the Hindu Progressed horoscope. All
these, literally understood, are misleading terms.

The error in calculations based on the tables given is
due to an error in the duration of the solar year. Modern
astronomers give the duration of the sidereal (nirayana)
year as 365.256363 days, and of the tropical (sayana) year
as 365.242193 days. The duration of the solar year as per
the Surya Siddhanta is greater by 3.245 minutes. This has

,given rise to the errors in the tables for the annual solar
return.

The duration of the dasas given by the author is better
~and simpler than the one given by the Tajaka writers. Even
though some argue that the Tajaka system originated in
India, the names of the yogas given therein and other
factors prevalent in that system compel us to the belief that
the Tajaka was an Arabic system, probably outlined by
Indian authorities known as Yavanesvara (actually
Sphujidhvaja) and others. It is partly based also on the
teachings of Ptolemy and Monetho (Manlttha), The present
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author's view is more rational and it is borne out by the
facts of experience.
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While tnterpretmg the solar return chart we have also
to pay attention to the transits of the planets during that
year. The counting is from the sign occupied by the Moon
at the time of birth. By blending the solar return chart with
the transits (Gochara) one should make the predictions.
Now we explain in a very easy manner the results of the
dasas during the year.

Notes

Gochara or transits are generally reckoned from lagna
till one is 33 years old. For the next 33 years the count is
r'rom the- Moon sign at birth. The last one-third is from the
sljii occupied by the Sun at birth. Some argue that the
ri5CkdIliilg is from the radical Moon sign or lagna, whichever
is stronger.

It is not enough to consider Gochara effects from the
radicaTMoon-sign. GOChara has a dfrect reference to Ash
takavaria. without reductions. The bindus in the original
Ashtakavarga can and do riiOdify the results of Gochara
positions.
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If the Sun is strong. during his period there will be the
acquisition of money. ornaments and clothes. If he is not
strong,. sins and foes increase, money is lost. and many
troubles or sufferings appear.
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If the Moon is strong. during his period one has royal
favour, an ever increasing wealth. and honour. But if the
Moon is weak there is an increase of enemies. The native
suffers from diseases. is unhappy by wandering or chang
ing the place. and has quarrels with his own relatives.
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When Kuja is strong one is favoured by the king. has
success and is happy during his period. If he is weak. one
has the fear ofthe king. has quarrels with his own sons and
enmity with his wife (or her husband) and there is loss of
wealth.

When Budha is strong. the native is valorous.
has benefic results. is extremely happy. and has
many gains. But if Budha is weak. there are misunder
standings or enmity with brothers and the like. He will
follow evil or sinful ways and prove treacherous to the
9rahmanas.
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If Guru is strong. during his period one has chariots
(cars). horses. wealth. and increase of wealth. If he is weak,
one wanders from place to place, has loss of money. takes
to evil ways and evil associations.

IfShukra is strong. during his period there is amass
ing of wealth along with fame. white or refined clothes and
happiness from his wife or woman. If he is weak. he faces
loss of wealth. fear from foes. bad name. and diseases
through contact with women.
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year.

Add the quotient to the original number chosen by the
querist. Divide this respectively by 60, 30, 7. 12 and 60 in
five ways. The remainders show respectively the ghattkas,
tithis, days, months, and years when the desired object will
be accomplished. This method has to be followed in 'all
kinds of queries.
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:N'ote whether the lords of the lagna and the bhava
indicating the object of the question are benefic, whether
they are in benefic houses, and whether they mutually
aspect each other described earlier (Chapter 2. verses 18 to
20). The orb of the aspect is not beyond twelve degrees.
Then the astrologer can predict the fulfilment of the object
on the basis of the strength. benefic nature and the like
referred to above, of the two planets. Proper attention
should be paid to the nature of the aspect as explained in
Chapter 4 and verse 33. The strength of the signttlcator
should also be considered. Then alone one should give the
prediction.

If there is any planet between the two lords referred to
above. and if it has an applying aspect within twelve de
grees with either of the two, one may predict on the basis
of that planet the nature. functions, and the like ascribed
to the planet in the fifth Chapter. The time when the matter
will be accomplished is to be made on the basis ofSloka 18
,~f this Chapter.

Notes

The author has briefly explained how one can deter
mine the results of the question asked. Here he refers to the
applying aspect. A planet at three degrees of a sign as
pecting another on eleven degrees has an applying aspect.
If the aspecting planet is on twenty degrees it has a sepa-
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rating aspect.

The lord of the lagna and the lord of the action must
have an applying aspect. This is from the houses 1. 3. 4. 5,
7 and 10 from their positions. Then there is the successful
result. If there is a separating aspect, the good results may
not follow. The orb of the aspect is twelve degrees. If the
range is zero, the result has taken place at the time of
question. If it is within twelve degrees. the result comes
quickly. If it is beyond twelve degrees. the result may take
a long time.

If there is a planet between the two and has an apply
ing aspect. the result comes easily. but through a middle
man. The nature of this planet indicates the caste, colour.
and age of the person who helps.

Kuja at 3°.25' of Tula aspects the Sun in Makara on
8°.10'. The Chandra on 19°.44' is conjunct the Sun. The
aspect of Mars on the Moon comes via the Sun. Such
aspects also are to be taken into consideration.

For horary astrology one has to go into greater details.
These can be had from works like the Prasna Tantra and
Prasna Marga. All these have to be studied carefully before
answering queries. The present author has indicated only
a few guidelines.
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Miscellaneous Problems in

Prediction
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Garbhadhana or impregnation would be auspicious if
it takes place when the Moon is in Rohini (40°.0' to 53°.20'
from the beginning of Mesha). Mrtgastra (53° .20' to 66° .40'),
Purva Phalgurn (133°.20' to 146°.40'). Purvashadha
(253°.20' to 266°.40'), Purvabhadra (320° to 333°.20'), Ardra
(66°.40' to 80°.0'), Punarvasu (80°0' to 93°.20'), Pushyami
(93°.20' to 106°.40'), Hasta, Chitra. Svati, Visakha and
Anuradha (160° to 226°.40'), Sravana, Dhanishtha and
Satabhisha (280° to 320°) Uttara Phalgunt (146°.40' to
160°). Uttarashadha (253°.20' to 266°.40') and Ut
tarabhadra (333°.20' to 346°.40'). The lunar days should be
2. 5, 7. 10. 12 and 13. The week days are those ruled by
Chandra, Budha, Guru and Shukra. The lagna should be
auspicious and there should be no planet in it.
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The flrst sexual union of the man and the woman, after
her menstruation is called Nisheka, The same union after
the succeeding menstruations is called Garbhadhana,
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impregnation. The nisheka is highly auspicious if the Moon
is in Rohini, Uttaraphalguni, Basta, Svati, Anuradha,
Mula, Uttarashadha, Sravana, Satabhisha, Uttarabhadra
and Revati constellations. The wise ones stated that the
lagna must be auspicious and that it should not be occu
pied by any planet.

In'~~: 'llI'I"'flCjfllt4l ..jS~IIasc( 00
l"i ~ ~~~~ 'fli ""('1iP-f.:ii,..;~ft~mq""I«""(Ir::r( I
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A girl may be in her sixteenth year with fully developed
breasts and body. But if she did not have her first menses,
she should be seated on a decent and beautiful place with
great love and affection. It should be an auspicious day. She
should have white clothes and should be well decorated
with ornaments. Her genital is to be smeared with red
saffron powder mixed with rose water and other perfumes.
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We have then to treat her as if she was really having
menstruation. She should be given a bath on the fourth
day. The husband should come to her in an auspicious
lagna. The fifth house should have no planet. If this proce
dure is followed, the girl will have her first menses soon.
She will become a happy mate for her husband and beget
children. She becomes fit for sex life, and will have the right
to participate with her husband in all the religious rites
addressed to the Gods and the Manes.

m~~ '\iIf.r: ('1'"J1j;;qa~
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There are some special predictions to be made for a
child born when the Moon is in Aslesha or Magha. Each
constellation has four quarters (Padas, charanas). For the
four quarters of Aslesha the results are respectively (i)
destruction of wealth, (ti) loss of brother, (tit) death of the
mother, and (tv) death of the father. Ifone is born at the very
end of Aslesha, the child may die. To prevent this danger
one should propitiate Rudra, Kala. Antaka and Mrityu.

If the birth is when the Moon is in Magha, the results
are opposite to those given for Aslesha.

Notes

This is too sweeping a statement. There are many born
in Aslesha, and yet the adverse results did not appear.

We give the method accepted by the authorities on
Dharma Shastra. Divide the total duration of Aslesha into
5. 7, 2. 3, 4, 8, 11, 6, 9 and 5 ghatikas. when its total
duration is sixty ghatikas. Each ghatika equals 24 minutes.
When its duration is more or less than 60 ghattkas, calcu
late accordingly. These ten parts in the sequence give
kingdom, loss of father, loss of mother, sex enjoyment,
devotion to father. strength, cruelty. renunciation. enjoy
ment and wealth. The first quarter of Aslesha is good. The
second quarter gives loss of wealth. The third is bad for the
mother, and the fourth for the father. The last quarter is bad
for the father-in law. The first quarter of Magha is bad for
the new-born.

dliW~tt(fli6i'1:~ 'i()lif~Cl.,,(~eit
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The effects are the same if one is born when the Moon
is in -Jyeshtha, Mula. Revati and Asvini. The last degrees of
Aslesha, Jyeshtha and Revati, and the first degrees of
Magha, Mula and Asvini are called gandanta (critical)
nakshatras. They provide vulnerable points and they can
bring about the death of the child. If the child happens to
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survive it will be a great emperor or ruler and have unequal
led valour.

Notell
Revati and Asvini, Aslesha and Magha, Jyeshtha and

Mula are gandanta nakshatras. They appear at the critical
junctures of two stgns each.

The duration ofJyeshtha is to be divided into ten equal
parts. These parts denote respectively deaths of the mater
nal grandmother, the maternal grandfather, the maternal
uncle, mother, itself, collaterals <gotra-ja), the families of
both parents, elder brother or sister, father in law, and
everything.

A boy born in Jyeshtha destroys his elder brother and
a girl her husband's elder brother. The last quarter destroys
the child and its father. These readings have to be modified
and carefully considered. They are intended to compel the
parents to perform Shanti.

The first quarter ofMula is dangerous to the father, the
second to the mother, the third to the wealth, and the
fourth to the family. Some wise men have ascribed no defect
to the fourth quarter.

The ghatikas before and after Mula started is called
Abhukta Mula. This is highly dangerous.

The first quarter ofAsvini and the last quarter ofRevati
are dangerous.

Asvini, Magha and Mula are the starting points of
three signs. Aslesha, Jyeshtha and Revati are closing
points of three signs. Thus these six stars represent
nakshatrantarala and also Rasi antarala. Hence the birth in
these constellations requires the performance of major
Shantis.

~ "" Ni +ti(i1 I~ \48ia154&:lql,,",,~~'
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A girl having first menses in these gandanta stars soon
becomes a widow and she has no children, wealth, happi
ness and good clothes. She becomes sinful and is a de
stroyer of the father's family. To avert these results and to
make her happy, prosperous and the mother of children,

.one should perform Japa, Homa and sacrifice to the planets
(Graha makha) and worship Gods and Brahmanas.

ffOll'J·..j)i'Q...,EOlel i51g6GtlCfiH. ~'31~'!i"".,j-

~ \1\ ..;f\~( ~~~ I
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If a girl's birth or her first menses take place in the.
prohibited time (tyajyakala) of four Ghatika , the results \
will be the death of the father, death of the mother, loss of
money, or one's own destruction. These four refer to the
first, second, third and fourth Ghatikas respectively of the
tyajyakala. To avert these dangers the worship of Rudra, )'
Yama, Agni and Mrityu respectively is necessary. If the
birth or first menses takes place during a solar or a lunar

.eclipse, the death of the father or of the mother res.;~c~~~l;r)
happens. ~.

Notes .~ \,1\,)~ . .

Tyajyakala is the time to be ~jected for any good
activity. Its duration is the fifteent~~artof the total dura
tion of the nakshatra. The moment when it begins differs
from star to star. Assuming that the nakshatra extends to
sixty ghatikas we give below the ghattkas in that nakshatra
when the tyajyakala begins. These are counted from Asvini
onwards. They are-50, 24, 30, 4,14, 11,30,20,32,30,20,
18,22,20, 14, 14, 10, 14,20,24,20, 10, 10, 18, 16,24,30.

~ iilllH'l.. lf.l4llfi rfiai:i~q~.. '"
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A precious and divinely efficacious medicine should be
prepared or taken when the Moon is in the amrtta ghatikas
of a star. Then it acts like the nectar of the Gods and cures
the ailment of the native. It removes completely all ailments
arising from the three humours. It brings back perfect
health, makes the organs firm and strong. and assures a
long life. The founder of the medical science was the sage
Dhanvantart, born of the milky ocean. He has explained in
many ways the medical treatments to be followed for remov
ing the various diseases.

!~wr{
Mrityu
Bhaga

81f11(~'

453'
12 2°~o

22.~/
6 tillo'

14 3"06
10 2" \')'zo"
163" ?>?>

24 SOLo
20 ~"(..61~oq

t}r..J) sruJ-1
Vishd Amrltci

Ghatika Ghatika

50Ir66l fto' 429°20
24 5° 20 48 1(,0 lto
306#tro' 54 \~o

1.t~o 5'?> 52 II~~

14~"Ob 388° 2.6
11 Z"'l.61'(,a 35 1°1 fa
306'ito 541 Z"
20 "·26''(0'' 44 ~"'i b
32"06 56 lZOth

306tl.(O 54 l~ 0

Notes
There are Mrityu Bhagas and Amrita Bhagas in each

sign for the Moon. The degrees of mrityu in the various
signs from Mesha onwards are 26. 12. 13, 25, 24, 11, 26,
14. 13. 25, 5 and 12. .

The auspicious degrees likewise are 21. 14, 18,8, 19,
9, 24, 11, 23, 14, 19 and 9.

The three humours mentioned in Ayurveda are Vata
(wind), Pitta (bile) and Kapha (Phlegm).

The following table gives the beginning of the
vtshaghaukas. Amrita Ghatikas and Mrityu Bhagas of the
several nakshatras. The first two have a duration of four
Ghatikas.

Nakshatra

;:,,wlAsvini 2~!h. .
Bharani

Krtttika

Rohini

Mrtgastra

Ardra

Punarvasu

Pushyami

Aslesha

Magha
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'Nakshatra Visha Amrita Mrityu
Ghatika Ghatika Bhaga

"'P Phalgurii 204~b/~O'1 44C)~ltfo 22 ~oS~

U Phalguni 18.tt 42~"2.-o 2 2,.6'l.to l

Hasta 22 LtD 5:, 45 to" 26 ~!t1

Chitra 20 4:Z6'~tt 44o/~b 30 6"''to

Svati 143
01 0' 38 [30l!" 38 S'l-£:>

Visakha 142," 06 38 g"Z,b 38 E'Zb

Anuradha 1020 11'20' 1 28 c « 36 eO
Jyeshtha 14 ~o ob 38 etl b 34 1'Y'
Mula 204.' z6''<.d' 44 0' ct" 32 1 0 6fo

P Ashadha 245°2.0 48~ 42 ~"2.-0

"U Ashadha 204"U;''cC>u 44 ~"lt() 44 ~'~b

Sravana 102" ISlzol( 341-",') 46 IOo,~
Dhanishtha 10 r: l,>'lOti 34 f!>') 48 AObttO

Satabhisha 181t° 42 j"2-0 50 WC;(0)"

P Bhadra 163" ?>J 40 Z5" 5'1.:> 52 \\"'y,
U Bhadra 245"20 48 leo ~f) 52 \\0 .,,,

Revati 306'w 54l'Z.° 54 12.0
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If a person has no son even after he completed sixty
years of age, or if his horoscope indicates a short life and
he finds that he has no child so far, he must try to get an
adopted son in the year desired by him. The boy chosen
must have a long life, children, prosperity, fame and good
intellect. This adoption ceremony should be in the forenoon
of an auspicious day in uttarayana.

Notes

Uttarayana starts from the Sun's entry into Makara
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and it ends with the entry of the Sun into Karkataka.
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Between to-be-adopted and the adopting father the
different kutas should agree. The boy should belong to his
own gotra. At the time chosen the Moon should be in
Asvini, Rohini, Punarvasu, Pushyami, Uttara Phalgunt,
Hasta, Svati, Anuradha, Uttara Ashadha, Sravana,
Dhantshtha, Satabhisha, Uttara Bhadra, or Revati. No
malefic should be in Lagna and the fifth house. Moon's
placement and the nakshatra on that day should be in
harmony with the natal ones. Benefics should be in lagna
or aspect it.

Notes

The author has suddenly brought in the kutas. They
are considered generally for forging a marriage alliance, The
kutas take into consideration the nakshatras ofthe boy and
the girl. Their application here is irrelevant.

There are twenty kutas. Of these eleven are important.
These are Dina. gana, yorn, Rajju, Vedha, Nadi, Mahendra,
Strtdtrgha, Rast, Rasyadhipati, and Vasya. Of these 3, 4, 6,
8 and 11 refer to the girl also, and the counting is done from
the girl's star. Hence their application in the case of an
adoption is meaningless.

aliUilfC::g&flti"lIqfc~f<'lt)~~~ I
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The preliminary activities for a marriage should be
begun by women whose husbands are alive. At that time
the Moon should be in Asviru, Punarvasu, Pushyami,
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Hasta. Chitra, Svati, Anuradha, Sravana, Dhanlshtna or
Satabhisha. The week days should be other than those
related to Kuja and Shukra. The lagna should be auspi
cious, and there should be no planet in the fifth and ninth
houses. There should be the Puja (worship) of the nine
planets. The function is to be accompanied with dance.
music and the like.

q:Jf~\&e.i\li+Q 'if ![U:~ liI'1t lmT
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The auspicious letters of invitation for the marriage
are to be written in a soft and sweet language. The time of
writing these should be in conformity with the following
conditions:

(l) The Moon should be full Moon. The day is to be
Wednesday when Budha is free from the conjunction
with or aspect from malefics.

(il) The day is to be that of Guru or Shukra.

(ttt) The tithis must be Bhadra, Puma. or Jaya.

(tv) The Moon should be in movablestars-Svati, Punar
vasu, Sravana, Dhanishtha, or Satabhisha, or the
Moon is to be in the stars that have a quick motion
Asvini, Hasta, or Pushyami.

(v) Budha, Guru and Shukra should be in lagna or
aspect it.

(vi) The fifth house should have no planet.

Notes

The lunar tithis called Bhadra, Puma and Jaya are the
second, fifth, third, seventh, tenth, eighth, twelfth, fifteenth
and thirteenth. In the dark fortnight the last three are not
preferred.
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At the moment of erecting a pole or a bamboo for the
marriage pandal, note the number of the Tithi (the lunar
day). Multiply this by five. To this product add the number
ofthe nakshatra counted from krittika. To this product add
twelve and divide the total by nine. When the remainder is
I, 4 or 7 the king of the tortoise will be in water. The result
is beneficial. If the remainder is 2, 5 or 8 the tortoise is on
the land and the result is loss or destruction. If the remain
der is 3, 6 or 9 the tortoise is in the sky and the effect is
death.

Notes

The author is confusing Kurma Chakra which is to be
satisfactory only for entering a new house. EVidently this
chapter was included by some one else.

When you are constructing a new building, note three
indicators in the vertical forms. In each one draw four
horizontal lines. Begin from the bottom on the left side and
note the stars from Asvini onwards. The nakshatra rising
then and the three on the top give good results. But a
malefic posited on the rising side suggests death. If it is a
benefic, the result is beneficial.
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Notes

Look at these diagrams as indicated.

Rohini

Krittika

Bharani

Asvini

Ardra

Punarvasu

Pushyami

Aslesha

Hasta Svati

U. PhaIguni Visakha

P. Phalguni Anuradha..,

Magha Jyeshtha

Sravana Satabhisha

U. Ashadha P. Bhadra

P. Ashadha U. Bhadra

Mula Revati

... ...
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When one enters a new house or a new town, or when
he is to undertake a new thing, count from the star occu
pied by the Sun to the star in which the Moon is located at
that time. In this counting include Abhijit. It is after Uttara
Ashadha and before Sravana. If the star is within the first
seven ones (counted from the Sun), it portends evil. There
are good results if it is within the next four. In the next
three, the result is bad. If it is within the next 14, the result
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Is good.. This is the Vrishabha Chakra.

If the star is within the first five from the star occu
pied by the Sun, the result is bad. Within the next eight,
the effect is good. In the next eight it is bad, and in the
last six it is good. This is the kalasa chakra. The good. or
bad effects of any undertaking can be predicted in this
manner.

Notes

The Vrishabha and Kalasa chakras are dealt with in
the (Purva) Kalamrlta. And when the author deals with the
same, we have to conclude that the author was not the
writer of the (Purva) Kalamrita.

In Vrishabha Chakra we include Abhijit, and in Kalasa
Chakra we exclude it. The count is from the star in which
the Sun is posited to the star in which the Moon is on the
required day. In Vrishabha Chakra the stars 8 to II, 15 to
18 and 23 to 28 are auspicious. In Kalasa Chakra the stars
6 to 9, 10 to 13 and 22 to 27 are auspicious. The two must
coincide.
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This Chakra has the form of a human being. Count
from the natal star of the part till that of the master in this
Dasa Chakra. The first three are on the head, and the result
is gain of money. Within the next three it is on the face. and
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it portends destruction. The next five refer to the chest and
they denote possession of much wealth. The next six refers
to the feet and they indicate poverty. The next two are the
back and they indicate danger to life. The next four refer to
the abdomen and the results are beneficial. The next two
refer to the anus and there is fear. The last two belong to
the right and left hand. and they respectively give wealth
and death.

Similar to this is the Dasi Chakra. But it refers to the
female. In this Chakra the first three stars form the head
and suggest gain. The next three are on the face. and they
suggest loss. The next two form the shoulders suggesting
the death of the master. The next five form the back and
suggest growth. The next seven are on the chest suggesting
loss. The next one is on the genitals suggesting insults. The
last six are on the feet, three on each foot. They indicate loss
of wealth.

~ 14!tsft iICili !1UICfi~lotl CIllui.,illo<q)
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When a cow or a she-buffalo is to be received,
the effects indicated by the time of receipt are being

. given now. Count from Uttara Phalguni to the star in
which the Moon is at that time. If the number is within
three. there is gain. If it is within the next two, there is
loss. The next eight indicate gain of money. The next
five show happiness. The next eight suggest gain. The last
one denotes great fear.

The six groups mentioned above suggest respectively
the head, face. two feet. chest, breasts, and the genitals.
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Bulls and other quadrupeds are to be received only after
consulting this Chakra.

~Cfi\Cfi\I~CQa;qf8:ta«16iO(~
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When one seeks to ride a horse. count from the star in
which the Sun is posited to the star of the native. Include
Abhjjtt, if it comes in the count. If the number is within the
first five. the back is suggested; if it is within the next ten
the hind part is indicated; the next two show the tail; the
next four. the legs; the next five, the stomach; and the last
two the face. The effects ofthese respectively are prosperity.
gain. loss of the partner, obstacles. destruction and acqui
sition of money.
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Next the author determines the time when one can
mount an elephant. From the star in which the Sun is on
that day count up to the natal star (Janma nakshatra) of the
person. The groups of the numbers resulting are-(i) 1 and
2, (ii) 3 and 4. (iii) 5 and 6. (tv) 7 and 8. (v) 9 and 10,
(Vi) 11 to 14, (vii) 15 to 18. (viii) 19 to 22, and (Lx) 23 to
28. Abhijit is included. The corresponding limbs that are
affected are respectively-(i) ears - gain. (ti) head
gain. (ili) neck - much gain, (iv) tail - destruction.
(v) trunk - prosperity, (vi) back - wealth, (vii) chest
ailment, (Viii) face - no change and (ix) feet - gain.

When one wants to get into a palanquin. count from
the star having the Sun to the one occupied by the Moon
at that time. Distribute groups of five stars from each side
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of the palanquin. starting from the east. The last sevenare
located in the centre. The effects respectively are:

(l) health. (it) great difficulty. (iii) wasting or emacia
tion. (lv) disease. and (v) auspiciousness. Getting into a
palanquin in an auspicious moment gives long life, growth.
or development. and happiness.

lJ5R=Q~ f~leihH~qpq ~ lfr"tli
~ ';;f ~~~ T'qii('lflfQ -qffl ~II ~~ II

~~!J~~m~
QS15II"?I4f1Cl1 qf;l.,qq~· ~~~ I

lJ'm§d f(tte:~'l1q~~ !J u~l,fd

~fioI~CIlqsJt~'lflqlf':<:I~~ II ~~ II

For holding a royal umbrella. the auspicious stars
where the Moon is located are-i-Rohtnt. Ardra. Pushyarnt,
Uttara Phalguni, Uttarashadha, Uttarabhadra, Sravana,
Dhanishtha and Satabhisha.

Count from the Janma nakshatra (natal star), to the
star in which the Sun is on that day. The first three stars
stand for the handle of the umbrella. The next seven form
the holder. The following five refer to the protruding stick
or handle above. The next eight refer to the inside of the
umbrella. The last four cover the top. The effects respec
tively are (i) destruction. (iO loss ofwealth. (iii) favours from
the ruler. (iv) a great and benevolent king. and (v) fame.

~ IIOlllW(ilIR~ ,"

~ f<'itl&lltl""fq mn~~,
~~ fClf",f~:ne:P'ti@ ~~~

'&:ftft{~~q'*4I&:1ii('lflf~e:'t. II ~"" II

Next the author speaks of Khatva Chakra, the bed.
Count from the star occupied by the Sun to the one in
which the Moon is posited. Four stars are for the four feet
of the cot. and one star for each of the four knobs of the
legs. Sevcn stars are for the centre of the couch. The
respective effects are (i) extreme happiness for the centre.
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(li) fear from the four corners, (iii) good children, and
(iv) prosperity for the knobs. This is the Mancha Chakra.

~f"?lq~lcilcql",,~g~~ ~: mT-

~~ "'4qlra:~1""~€l::t: ~~I~,!:~I

~~ n "ls:>41f'lnt dQiiIQI!lc:(I:~

~:~ '6ilw.f.n m '6iIQI~'6iiJi ~II ~~ II

Next comes the Chapa Chakra, referring to the bow
and arrows. Count from the star occupied by the Moon to
the natal star (Janma nakshatra) of the person. The first
five refer to the blade of the arrow. The next five are for the
handle of the arrow. The next five are given to the junction
of the arrow and the bow. The next two are for the cane of
the bow. Then five each are as the two ends of the bow. The
effects are respectively, (i) gain, (li) victory, (iii) valour, (iv)
discomfiture, and (v) destruction. This is what the elders
say about the Sashara Chakra.

~ ~;;r '6i~~I~!lHl&ft fll"<"I~ ~

WiSlI.,t'1b1"'10ld!l0lbl~~:fflf;S;cfihil' lIfu: I

~~.".j;~~

9IH4Inih,1~d: fClI"'''''~ ~M:Q~t(1I ~19 II

Next the author speaks ofRatha Chakra. From the star
in which the Sun is posited count to the natal star of the
person. The groupings of the star-count are (i) 1 to 3, (ii) 4
t09,(iii) lOto12,(iv) 13to18,(v) 19t021, (vi) 22 to 24,
and (vii) 25 to 27. These seven parts are in the following
parts of the car, and their effects respectively are these:
(i) Central pole - success, (ii) wheels - fame, (iii) top - death,
(tv) bottom - happiness, (v) front of the chariot - gain of
wealth, (vi) yoke - obstacles or failure, (vii) all round 
happiness.
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Now the Ghurna Chakra is described. It refers to the
grinding of oil from sesamum, groundnut and coconut.
From the star occupied by the Sun on that day count the
star in which the Moon is located. The remainder is divided
by nine. Note in which part it falls. The nine parts respec-,
tively denote - (I) destruction, (ii) prosperity, (iii) freedom
from ailment, (iv) destruction. (v) access of wealth,
(vi) trouble from the rulers, (vii) poverty, (vW) death and
(ix) happiness. This is the special feature of the oil mill for
extracting oil from sesamum, groundnut, coconut and the
like.

~'IUlq;e:I~Cil~~~Ciil

llIIlu1 6C11fi'CIIH41: IjfiqlNi("lqm ~ih6~lfoP.:."""("l"'IG..rIl'=N'lrG""Ir2\1

lIIli~~ ~6'!i~Hti~~

f{"lfEiIjfifl4~~~~~II~' II

Now the author describes sugar cane and its crushing.
From the star occupied by the Sun count to the one that
has the Moon. The groupings of the stars are eight: (i) one
to four, (ii) five to six, (iii) seven and eight, (tv) nine, (v) ten
to fourteen, (vi) fifteen to nineteen, (vll) twenty to twenty
one, and (viii) twenty two to twenty seven. The results
respectively are: (i) prosperity, (Ii) destruction, (iii) great
gains, (tv) destruction. (v) death, (vi) benefic results, (vii)

emaciated, and (viii) great wealth. In the light ofthe Ghurna
Chakra one must choose the proper time for crushing the
sugar-cane.

~~I"?I'IUI"I((F:ll511n.,ClIlulI,.,4',

ClIIUII'"4~CilF~~6Clf4~~~1

~ F«it 6(W1I$llF~a:~~mwr
~~~~~~.q~11 ~o II

Now the author describes the Hala Chakra, the time
when the ploughing of the field should be started for the
next crop. Count from the star occupied by the Sun to the
one that has the Moon on that day. If the number is within
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the first three it is bad for agriculture. 4 to 6 is good. 7 to
"} is bad, 10 to 14 it is auspicious. 15 to 17 is bad. 18 to 22
.s good. 23 to 25 the result~arebad. The last two give good
results. This rule is to be observed"in ploughing for sowing
the seeds and beginning the agricultural activities of the
new year.

~h:HJIMcffi:~"~ ~~ ;rli

~~~ TIIft«i l(lCMiIUI~ ~~I

",UU~CflI"l'l('lf~ci ft'~ 4l41.,F"i4fultl1

~f"l'l~n\:i~ R:lo:tlfcH"lffil~ II l~ II

The sukkani is the wheel on whose directions and
movements of the boat or the ship depend. The word is
Arabic and it came into vogue in Indian languages after the
seventh century A.D. The author now describes the mo
ment for this.

Count from the star occupied by the Sun on that day
to the one occupied by the Moon. Abhijit is included. The
first six are above the foot, next three are on the top of the
prop, then three are on the bottom. Then have one on the
back, six on both sides (three each), three on the helm of
the ship, and last six inside the boat. This diagram has to
be used at the time of building a new boat, or of launching
it. The six over the boat and the six inside are proportions.
The rest are malefic.

When a lamp is to be used freshly there is Dipika
Chakra. This is described now. The count is from Krittlka
to the star in which the Moon is to that day. The first five
are for the face, next nine are for the neck, then eight are
for the centre, while the last five are for the pillar or the bar.
The results of these four groups are respectively-honour,
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gain, death of the master and royalty.

il9iI"<1~ftl~ftf,t ~ ~fi;j~~li'O'6i~

m ~.lfQIMa~R\I\JtlHc{~~I

~1~\JtlHlf«;Ii3I't\JtlH~lila:1hlf~d

lI1lt~~Mtq~ ....q'"'IClImIM~iI::rlUlI ~~ II

Now the author lays down rules for the digging of a
well or a tank. The three stars from Rohini are for the
centre. Of the remaining twenty four stars distribute three
each for the directions starting from the east. A well or a
tank begun when the Moon is in one of these nine groups
will reveal about finding or not-finding water. These are
respectively--(i) found very soon; (ti) no water; (iii) average
supply; (lv) no water; (v) plenty of water; (vi) sweet water;
(vii) saltish water: (viii) plenty of water; and (ix) average
supply.

Notes

In the above descriptio~ii)refersto the south east.ltv)
to south and M to south west. Digging of a well in these
directions is prohibited in Purva Kalamrtta. But this author
gives plenty of water for south-west. We have examples of
persons dying or getting serious illness when a well is dug
in the south-west. This author cannot be the author of the
so called first part of Kalamrtta~..

~~ 11ft'~ opgy -qo) ~: ~

~ 'tlJ'f ~qq4l"$frt€l1~1
~l'taICfiqlfq&.,~ ilHI'H~\l!lIq~

~~Iq.,qlli ;:fiIfti'ijac{~~II ~'t II

A pillar or a column has to be erected while building
a house, digging a well or a tank, or preparing the lay-out
for a garden. The erection of the pillar should be at an
auspicious time.

Count from the star in which the Sun is to that in
which the Moon is posited on the day. If the number is
within the first six, it denotes death. Within the next
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for thc father. he should also 00 thc same for his maternal
granofathcr. By omitting him, he would have the sin of
patricldc. The ordained annual ceremony must also be
performed for the wives of thc fore-fathers separately. There
arc three ki nds ofShraddhas-c-Vrtddlu, Gaya, and Ashtaka<,

It is the duty of a person to perform these three Shraddhas
and other religious rites addressed to the gods. When the
Shraddha is done at home, the wife should hand the Pinda
over to him.

Notes

Shraddha is a rite performed on the lunar day every
year of the original demise. This rite can be parvana or
Ekoddishta. The ceremony of offering Ptndas to the great
grand-father, grand father, and father, and to mother, her
mother-in-law, and to the mother-in-law of this mother-in
law. is called Parvana. The one done to the father or mother
alone is Ekoddishta. This has three forms-Nitya or daily,
naimittika or conditional as in Mahalaya fortnight (dark
fortnight of Bhadrapada) ann kamya or optional or depend
ing on the desire or intention. The Vriddhi Shraddha is
performed when a son is born. The tarpanas to the dead arc
given on every new moon day. and on the Makara and
Karkataka ingresses (Sankrantil of the Sun.

'" "4~ 1SO'iI q~ f.rtrn;i hi f'1 ~ Cfl~jiq 1

~~n~ft«rr~~~1

f:il...aISO'iI· qfhNloftllQ2l~~ t:i"rTFi
flflqUlIldCl~~: ~¥tjICl'1I8: ~ II ~G II

Between the twins the elder one is determined by the
order of the semen falling in the womb. The face seen by the
father first is the elder one.

Trijyeshtha (Three .Iyeshthas) is to be avoided, the
marriage of the eldest son or daughter in the lunar month
of Jyeshtha, the child born when the Moon is in the con
stellation of Jyeshtha and the eldest son or daughter form
the three Jyeshthas. The marriage of such a child should
not be performed in the lunar month of Jyeshtha.
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that of his adopted father. At the time of marriage he must
adopt both the Gotras. It is not proper for him to have a
marriage alliance with his mother's family. His own mother
and his maternal grandfather are on a par with each other.

Notes

The author has entered into a dangerous ground only
to betray his ignorance. When a person is given in adoption,
the mantras chanted refer to his death at one place and to
his birth at another. He loses the right to perform the
Shraddhas of his original parents. Rather. he violates
dharma if he performs the Shraddhas for them.

The author states that there should be no marriage
alliance with the maternal side. Is it allowed for persons
who do not go in for adoption? This he rejected earlier. The
statement here shows his confused mind.

"1~lq;qflll~~ :6lS(O<:fllfi.,d'6G4Ifc:Cfi. . ....

~~~ lITli n,,~~r~ I

~~~ it Qnf4l3'ci "' Cfi~j,~

~ m-r~ '4fu: m 'tlTffi'"'~ '1jU: II ~~ II

Even when the Nandikarma is performed, one should
not proceed with upanayana if there is a fall of meteors, and
showers of fire, or if the mother of the boy enters then into
her menstrual course. If these events take place after the
initial ceremonial meal of the Brahmacharins, the upanay
ana should not be stopped. The same principle applies to
the marriage of the daughter. The father by himself should
not give his daughter in marriage. When the mother is dead,
the father can perform the upanayana, if he is free from any
pollution.

Notes

Nandi Shraddha is a rite performed on the day of
Upanayana, but before the Upanayana. Upanayana is the
investiture of the sacred thread and initiation into Gayatri.
Five Brahamacharis who had Upanayana and who are not
married are fed in Nandi Shraddha. The father can give his

~.
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daughter in marriage even if his wife.is in her menses. But
the clothes of the wife are kept on the seat next to him. This
is the custom followed.

lIDTT fili:flll4~q \iI'ii.,qt41 4)(fJi:flI~qon

C!(UlT h ~ JI(1flJlfUiff 'i:flTlri: fiil&I+fCilI;qQII{I

'J$Ii'~M'1Itl'1I(l·n trtit H1lP'iI(lif(~I"~

~ i1a:I~eftfl ~t: ~ "1~lri1fq: II l~ II

After the Nandi Shraddha, the Brahmachari should
eat only in the company of his mother. Likewise the bride
groom should eat always along with his wife after marriage.
The bridegroom should have his hair cut as per the custom
in his family. The sacred fire kindled in Upanayana is
inferior to the Grihya fire. When the ordinary fire is mixed
with the sacred fire, it should be worshipped with the
mantra beginning with 'Paht' (protect me). It should be
worshipped thus only by the learned, not by those who
have no relationship with the boy.

Notes

The first sentence is vague and is contrary to the
observed customs. The mother has to sit with the father
when the initiation into Gayatri is given. This is not allowed
after a meal. The author's confused mind gives rise to this
objection. The bridegroom and the bride have to eat side by
side on the day of marriage only. On other days she may eat
later.

~ tlElj'liUdsfT.:m.T ~i"'~i!"ll ~8;lJ~

~m ~~Qlffi qlllfo!ijftAr Q"IQ1"I~lfitR1: ,

IJ 611"'4j ~ "l fcrinoA~ g{ ~fi) qIfiOtHU1cfi

~.m·i)qli:fl4ta lJ~I"i:fll."1"It1ifCtl gec~lI~ffi: II ll.o, I'

The smarta household is one which follows the grihya
. and kalpa Sutras and the Smritls. The Smartas are different
/rom Vaishnavas. This is a peculiar distinction followed in
South India alone.

When the ordinary fire is followed by the 6marta
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house-hold (Grihya) fire, one should sprinkle its ashes
chanting the hymn that begins with 'Sam no devih'. Then
he should offer oblations with the mantra beginning with
'Pahi'. When the Grihya fire and the ordinary fire are mixed
before the commencement of the worship of the marital fire
and the Sthalipaka, the oblations have to be offered in
accordance with the importance given to the fires.

Notes

~ 11T~ appears in Taittlriya Samhita, .1.1.12.8'and
in Rig Veda 1.129.11, 8.33.4, 8.60.9, 1.189.4, 1.36.15,
7.1.13 and 8.60.10. The Grihya and Kalpa Sutras will give
the proper one. ~ ':fr ~ : is in Rig Veda 10.9.4 and in
Taittiriya Samhita 1.2. 11 and 2.5.8.5.

ql(lEiI~~~ ~'l«l{ti\'ft;i~

'lJ'TP@i In '1ticmof«1 f€4f€4EiaRllattem~: I""* n~ f'liihiH~q f.t~,) :..t1f1"I~«i lffl:
,,')q~:C:lIsfq nc:fh~l'lllfflIIUi ~ In~f I l~ II

If the fires are combined after the homa was begun, the
fire should be separated into two parts. One will be for
Sthalipaka which should be completed with final oblations.
But. the wise say that the ghee should not be poured with
the spoon. When the sacrificial twigs (Samidhas) bound to
the spoon (Sruva) are destroyed, the fire should not receive
any oblations with that spoon. If. however, the spoon is
forgotten, the oblations have to be offered to Soma.

~~~~~~:~-.rr~:

'lcihll~C1C1~~ltI~W'T q1iiUi'l'* ~: I
a"3JtllrNC1~~ ;:;r "')«~Jl"I: ri l'lt!lqlf'Q",)

.,\'C!ifQI«lIf~~ 111:ONM: ~II ll9 II

After a person loses his wife, he can remarry only in
the odd years from her death. Where the remarriage takes
place in even years, it is not beneficial. When a girl has her
first menses before marriage. her father and brother be
come sinners. In order to be free from sin, the husband. ,
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should not have any sex with his wife before her first
menses.

Notes

Child marriages came into vogue only after the Muslim
invasions. Social and political factors were responsible for
this. In the Vedic times a fully grown woman was bent on
choosing her own husband. The latter authors interpolated
verses into the Smritis to give sanction to child marriages.
A girl, according to the Vedic instances, should get married
only after her menstrual periods begin.

C116jf~S1fftq..,!li4\1rtnl lIT1IT~ -qW:

~ "CII~1ffteh ~ 'ft04ihiCllfijl ftdV: I

In.I=4\.~i4Jfq;ft~ ~ihlq'{"J1g'fti

'(qpqJ '{«~"I~!li4\1fWriJ~ II It II

The first lunar day of the year is the first day of the
bright half of Chaitra. This should not be vitiated by the
previous tithi (amavasya). If a part of amavasya is present
at sun rise, it has to be rejected as the first day ofthe year.

The birth of Sri Rama was at mid day on the ninth
lunar day. Sri Rama truly confers liberation on man. If this
ninth lunar day (navamn is vitiated by a portion of ashtami,
it should be avoided by all those who take a vow, fast and
worship Sri Rama. But if on that day the Moon is in the
constellation of Punarvasu, it is very auspicious for the
worship of Sri Rama.

~!l\lq"''''i~CII~l ~~mSlql~~:

~ ';j( fttftr-f '{«r..f~nl "1141"·11 '1J1I"ri1"Ct.1

~ ';j(~ In "~@!U~6i!1~~

~ &:uR:tf..jift 9nl1lQftijj .,'''li·g4ft1l~ II l' II

The beginning of Treta Yuga, which coincides with the
birth day of Parashurama, is auspicious and it fallson the
third lunar day in the month ofVaishakha (brighthalf). It
is also Akshaya Tritiya. This tithi should be at noon and it
should not be vitiated by the second lunar day.
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In the case of Shraddha and the like the tithi should
extend up to the afternoon also. The best observances like
the celebration of Nrisimha Jayanti should have the ttthi
upto the evening. But if the constellation is Svati, it is not
auspicious.

Notes ~,

Nrisimha Jayanti, the day of the Nara-Simha avatara,
falls on the fourteenth day of the bright half of Vaishakha.

~ l!Iift;nf~ ft' Qe1gft6Mif.fiq ~

\1C('JhI~gflJl ~ ft40101'E41~ ';f~~: i

~~:~~~
~sfq ';jJ mfir-tT~ "I;qiet:ft~ i i ~o i I

The Grihya Sutras state that the upakarma (annual
renewal of the sacred thread for the householders) for the
boy who had his Upanayana earlier in the year, should be
performed in the lunar month Sravana. But it should not
be performed on that day if there is a solar ingress into a
new sign. or if Guru or Shukra or both are combust. Those
following Yajur Veda perform it only on the full Moon day
of Shravana month. Those who follow Rig Veda observe it
on a day when the Moon is in Sravana constellation. The
followers of Sarna Veda observe it when the Moon is in
Hasta.

Now we describe the eighth lunar day of the dark half
ofSravana month which is the birth day of Lord Srikrishna.

~~:~m~

~~~sRtQi(Ol«1~~ ';jJi

tlf4lqd'f..~fltq'lI 'tlft( f6f1lgf$il104tlhFlt-
~ 'tl'5i' ';f~ ';f ~~ ftr.1::r~ Ii ~~ "

Lord Srikrishna was born on the eighth day of the dark
fortnight ofSravana month. Ifthat happens to be a Wednes
day and if the Moon is in Rohini, it is most fruitful and
sacred. But the tithi should extend upto mid-night and it
should not be vitiated by the previous tithi.
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lIT 14N~fti4'caiqtiilii ~: \Ild(leRNHuli

~ lIT ';It fftilMi::ij ~ W ""~c!HI5li1 ~I

"Uaq~ M a,,")(l4\fftftJ: W WIWlgtdf~

, lIT +4IMa/44a/d/ 1R¥'T~ "'4/8Q/ ~ 111 ,,~ II

When this Janmashtami tithi extends beyond three
.yamae at night, the fast can be given up at the end of the
tithi or at the end of the constellation. It is equal in effect
to Maha Shivaratri.

The fourtl;llunar day in the bright half of the Bhadra
pada month is auspicious for the worship ofLord Ganesha.
If the tithi touches the next tithi and if the constellation is
Chitra, it is highly praiseworthy. It is not 80 if the third tithi
touchee-It.

Notes

A day of 24 hours has eight yamas and each yama is
for three hours.

~ WI,~q'WI4\~ ~ illft6Si!td1~

~~ w 'iiCu((lII~1~ ~ ~I

~ ~aI4"" 'l"'fQRO,i:(1~ .m
~(i'liulllf't~ f't40"'''lfil'1i:(i m iii'(lq¥+iiliSCf! II '" II

Rishi Panchami is very powerful if it is connected with
the previous fourth lunar day of the bright half of Bhadra
pada, not with the sixth lunar day.

When the fourteenth lunar day of the bright half of
Bhadrapada extends upto noon, Lord Ananta should be
worshipped on that day.

The fourteenth day in the dark fortnight of Asvina
month is known as Naraka Chaturdasi. It gives rise to great
religious merit for anyone who takes an oil bath on that day
at the time of the rising of the Moon.

~~M 'iiCp~q~ Wf: lfiuft~d

~ dS(iiflCfl4l \f1!Iq.,j6Iftu4'O"~ I

~ cMfadlJi9h'iiC If¢~ &) ~"'i:(PciiA:J:

dfl:q"'4ff4J4\IRi(l(lq\f1~ld\li:(1 ~ II "" II
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A bath in the early morning on the fourth day of the
bright half of the month Magha is delightful to Adisesha,
the Lord of the serpents. Likewise a bath on the Ratha
Saptami day (seventh lunar day of Magha Shukla Paksha) .
is very pleasing to the Sun, if there is also the constellation
of Anuradha.

It is also meritorious like taking a bath on the occa
sions of a crore of solar eclipses, or like the bath when the
twelve sun rise together at the same time.

The sacred Shivaratri extending upto midnight in the
dark half of Magha will reward a person with a union with
Lord Shiva.

Notes

By no stretch of imagination or astronomical manipu
lations can we have the constellation of Anuradha on the
Ratha Saptami day. The constellation will be near about
Asvini only. The author has lost touch with the elements of
astronomy.

Maha Shiva Ratri falls on the day when the fourteenth
tithi in the dark half Magha month extends at least upto
midnight on that day.

1nV lmr~ lliClntf21: 'm~ 1I1ftf fVqr

C{.....+d" III c!IIQ nt: ~: m !iicilqSl-"'~I'(1

~~ Rt'{(dil:~ !iilc&+dilt"i mt':

~ ft' '181r..~11 ~~ Qilgi'lCfi'(11 "" II

In the dark fortnight of the lunar month of Magha the
fourteenth tithi is called Shiva-tithi, a day sacred to Lord
Shiva. It is also called Maha Shiva Ratri. This fourteenth
day in the dark half of every lunar month is also sacred to
Lord Shiva. Hence one should devoutly worship on this day
Lord Shiva alongwtth the Divine Mother at dusk (pra
dosha). This gives glorious results.

Likewise on every day there is a period of three
muhurtas as soon as the Sun touches the peak of the
setting hill. At this time he should be worshipped.
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On the Shivaratri day a period of two Ghatikas (48
minutes) at midnight is called l\(aha-Nisha or the great
night.

Notes

Does a muhurta cover 24 minutes? Actually a 48
minute period is called muhurtaka. In reality a muhurta is
only a period of three minutes. It is a time of seven and a
half Vighatikas.

C(i$h~~CjqcHf~~ l«l:~ lfi~
~~ rnqU ';If~~ 6Q6Q,%1

'Cj'li ;;rft 'tmI"~~ ~lc4i$II:WftIM~ft

~~~~~~II 't~ II

When ekadashi (the eleventh lunar day of the bright
half of the month) does not fall on two days. Dvadashi (12th
tlthi) should be observed on the next day. But when it falls
on two days, ascetics and widows should observe it on the
second day. A dual tithi does not exist on the second day.
Still it is called such. Only the first day will dominate. If
there is an unvitiated 12th tithi, that alone is the best.

Notes

A fast is undertaken on the eleventh lunar tithi and it
Is broken on the next day.

ftr.l:r ~Ft:iljqFi:16Q If<<fT ~i$I«~ft ~

~ ~141&:i i$~gfiH'~ 'tfRVTTll1
Qj'l~Wlq~aH' ~«~I~I~Q81"1 1fi
~:~ In~~ m ~liI;ft(i1 ~: II 't\9 II

If the Ekadashi is vitiated by the next tttht, it should
be given up like poison. The next day is to be accepted for
fasting. though it is not strictly Ekadashl. The fast is to be

. broken the day after this. This is the opinion of the Vaish
navas, According to them Ekadashi should not be vitiated
by Dvadashi, and the breaking of the fast should be ac-
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~~ VQl'ftf fW~ S1ti1lf&a:cti~
q iillf('Igaf" \iaf'lfH?t n,llfta:eti~I

m't ai(~U!Onf~d fW~~"ffiit~

~ ti'lr~"I~eti ~ nq)~ ';f il;:Oi'1lQI1.11 )Ct II

A Shraddha should not be performed on the day of a
solar eclipse. But on the day of a lunar eclipse; it can be
performed, because the eclipse of the Moon and its atten
dant rites take place at night while the Shraddha is per
formed in the day-time.

If the authorities are too many and create doubts, one
must follow the convention accepted by the majority.

• CIIi61ffiCII"'~Qlc:i~ ~~~~-

.,f,ftiii't"4~~"ffiqr f''II;:qIN''Ii(1

~ qIQlqRf~"'1 '+.:i'ft{ ~8;TOi~

~a,mri4: 'tR' U cH~('wiSi lJRiiT fcslfQ: II )C' II

If the case of the rituals and sacrificial rites related to
marriage, pollution (ashaucha arising from a death or from
a birth) does not affect the concerned Brahmanas (Dvijas)
till all the functions are completed, once the Nandi
Shraddha and the Dikha-Vidhi are performed.

In the case ofShraddha, there is no ashaucha once the
cooking is completed or the food is taken up.

Likewise in a sacrifice when a Brahmana is sprinkled
with the sanctified water for initiation, he is not affected by
ashaucha. The actual sacrifice, however, begins later with
the chanting of the Vedic mantras.

qr;fi: tI~~qCllf..s\n1 lR"I" lfu~ (#

~ saPHl4nl ';f~ flnzu ~~~ i

f"'~C11IS1 fCl~fc:tl"1 fW ftrftnT 6jflsef~"I.,i fW ~-

~ lnlr $61ifi'lqlfflQlfClfil~cuf&Geti~II ~o II
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The sacred texts (Shrutl) declare that if there is no
solar ingress into the next sign during a lunar month, it is
called mala (soiled) or adhika (intercalary) month. Sacrifi
cial and other rites related to the Manes (dead ancestors)
are forbidden in that month. The daily and ordained duties .
alone should be performed in that month by the wise or
discriminating ones, Only the monthly Sraddha can be
performed in this month. In the case of this intercalary
month. the month has sixty days. The annual Shraddhas,
sacrifices and similar rites concerning the gods are not to
be performed.

Notes

It is the custom to perform the annual Shraddha in the
Intercalary month and also in the next one.

~~~: iSIsCif.tfijIi((HI: ~-

~~ 1phrr~ 1ffif: "C{CIf: lRl':~ I

~~~~: q~'CIlfi§I~e;T: ~:

l{CIf~~:~~~:II""~ II

Ten Ghatikas before and after the solar ingress into
',Mesha are auspicious, in Vrishabha it is 16 Ghatikas
before, in Mithuna 16 after that, in Karkataka 30 ghattkas
before the ingress; in Simha 16 before, in Kanya 16 after;
in Tula 10 before and after; in Vrischika 16 before; in
Dhanush 16 after; in Makara 40 after; in Kumbha 16
before; and in Mina 16 after.

Notes

This is arbitrary. For Uttarayana (solar ingress into
Makara) the auspicious time extends to twenty Ghatikas
after the ingress. In the case of Dakshinayana (solar ingress
into karkataka), the auspicious time begins at twenty
Ghatikas before the ingress and ends with the ingress. This
is the view of the Dharma Shastras of Madhava, Nirnaya
Sindhu and others.
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~~~~~ ~ 1inlt4SJ1~

fil14\~~fN<2uli ftnT 3tf1f ~ ~&CfiqQ ft.fftf: I
~'S1,falf'lItl 'll;l!f f14t4f.\nl f11~I;iQqn«hq

~ ~S;iQqICfi~~"1 nbt4~Q ~ II ~~ II
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A single prostration with folded hands is for the gods
Two are for each sage, and three each t9-the Manes. As per
the rule only one salutation is for a woman, but three for
the mother and those of her sta!yre or position. This is the
general rule to be followed in Shraddha.

For the Vaisvadeva. food should be cooked separately.

~ M18QS4CfiiflOlCfif'eiti\ ~ ';f MtllS(\iiMl\

C'§tlr'il;;ff.\q'l(~gIi4Qtll~ fq<2&.:U~~d

f1Cl1r....~q~¥iiI q,t4(f1tll~~(,{+1~l-

fliil!illfal¥iiI ';f~~ q~un(~('q '13(..... ,«114 II ~__ "

The libations of water for the dead (tarpanas) should
not be dropped on the bare ground or into an iron or bronze
vessel. Join the thumb to the index finger and the covered
space below these closed fingers or between these two
fingers is a sign of inviting the dead ancestors. With the
other finger one should offer rice or food on the ground with
deep devotion. The same rule operates in the case of the
offering to Chitrao This is made while one begins to eat. This
should not at all be eaten.

Notcs
Chitra is the name for a small quantity of cooked rice

taken from the plate and placed on the ground near the
plate. It is offered to the ants, birds and the like later on.

f11~6i5 'fi'8' ~n'"f.\f1qUlI"lfqc:fi ~

~ "f Cfi~l5On'"f.\gd f1t4r'l(~~

glulIl!'i~ ';f~n;cftf.t~(j~;ftn t
Cfi04'«I.,~lfi tffisf1f~ ".j41~n' ~ II ~" II

The' food is to be offered to the five vital airs before
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eating the food. The particles or small quantities are to be
taken (1) with the thumb, index finger and middle finger as
an offering to Prana or vital air; (2) with the thumb, middle
and ring fingers to Apana air; (3) with the thumb, ring and
little finger to Vyana air; (4) with the thumb, index and little
finger to Udana air; (5) with all the fingers to Samana air.
One should observe, therefore, silence while eating.

On the day of marriage the bride and bridegroom
should fast at night.

Notes

There are five vital airs called Prana, Apana, Vyana,
Udana, and Samana. These are within the body,

When the time of the marriage is in the fore-noon, the
bride and bridegroom along with the parents of the girl have
to fast till sthalipaka is completed on that night. Fasting in
the night is unnecessarily invented by the author.

.,1fC'l«'!os::q{ Of (CIq~f~ij "fT InHIi'lIf(H'1

~~~I
~ lfT fC*Qi'lI,,"f(q9fq9~~ Of~~

scgli1filOl:n ~1~t:(,!ni(l\llffifT~ '4fG11 c...c... II

If a person is to perform Nandi Shraddha, and if his
father is alive, he should not mention the names of his dead
ancestors with their particulars, and he should not use the
seeds of sesamum. He should mention only their Gotra. Or
he himself may do the Nandi Shraddha for his paternal
grandfather and others. If the mother is in her menstrual
course, the auspicious marriage rite should not continue,
even if the Nandi Shraddha is over.

tTfii sci"qdf~~ fq$+lllf~q'~j ~

ltll("(l qICfi'lql(04.,If!aQfq~ lreJ ~: ,

Qif lIT Of \4af\1mQf~ \4aNl;:C,1I Of fl41lf.,.;1

i(,i,ii!:'''MQI«i'lIi'ljqn: flliJi-<';~ II c...~ II

Suppose there is a Shraddha on the marriage day.
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How should sthalipaka be done? Divide the duration of the
night by thirty. Omit the last two parts. Just before the last
two parts. in the 28th part the sthalipaka homa should be
performed. if it is not an amavasya (new moon night, the
30th tithi). If the day is an amavasya and if the woman has
no child. the Darsa homa should be gone through and also
on the day of the solar ingress.

Note8
No one in his senses can fix the day of the marriage of

his daughter or son on the day he has to perform a
Shraddha.

,-on,oeft(i'Ujdli'C4": ~"RtfitQ4I(i'fQH Q4v)

c"ftff""ll""4{~qlflqfQ ~ ?§tfur !1flfUQSQ I

~ «,f"4t!I(i'fQ~~ "!Jl"If~q

"1~'UffJlill.,qq Cfl(i'fQ~ ~ wft: II ~" II

When the wife is pregnant the tonsure ceremony
(chaula) of his son should not be performed, and he should
not have a hair-cut. He should not during the period of
pregnancy eres:t pillars. lay the foundations, or construct a
house. The pregnant woman should not take a bath in the
sea and she should not go on a long journey. When a child
is born on the amavasya of Bhadrapada (Mahalaya or
Pitrimoksha amavasya), or at the time of the death of a
family member, or on the first day of the lunar month or on
the twelfth day of the dark fortnight, one should gothrough
his daily vaisvadeva as per the rules laid down by the
experts in the four forms of knowledge.

~ VT'fi" fd(l'l1«qi~q'''I043dl~ ~

f1ifQu,d ~~~~: tJ&:t~~I

lft11SE4r~4«i1fG:t~~~· ~~

f'qU&I!A1~ "it~~~ f11~C6ft;qa II ~t II

Now the author describes tarpana (offering water with
the seeds of sesamum to the dead). Offering tarpanas to the
dead is important on every amavasya (dark moon day). and
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on Mahalaya (last day of the lunar Bhadrapada). These are
given in order of importance. Then the tarpana should be
given on the day of death, the day of Shraddha. If the
Sapindikarana has been done, then the tarpana on
amavasya and the one on Mahalaya amavasya should be
done in the first year itself.

When one Visits the holy waters or shrines the follow
ing should be avoided by the Wise: (1) offering holy water,
(2) rule regarding the fingers while eating, (3) difference in
the branches (Shakhas) of the Veda, (4) the question about
satisfying the dead ancestors, (5) the scattering of the
particles of food for the unknown or un-cared for dead ones,
(6) invoking the souls of the dead, and (7) offering oblations
into the Shraddha fire. The same rule holds good in the case
of the sankalpa Shraddha too.

~ '1l' riNSM"f~'lq ~ '1l'~ '1l' .

tji'fi~il'93i~: fq(j6Q~l1ta QnMl!!i"t1Qfq,

m Cfildgqi ....".,M'fd~:::cHOQ Mlq:ql"~

~lq('Otil:)fq Wt: wit 'Of'"fi "Qftf: U it~Ii "--'t Ii

Just as one performs Shraddha for his father, he
should do the same for the wives of the father as well. He
should do similarly for his own dead wives, elder brothers,
paternal uncles and maternal grand father. Oblations are to
be made in the aupasanagni (the marital fire), and those of
the Shraddha In.the ordinary fire. Even the son of a co-wife
has the right to perform the Shraddha of a wife belonging
to another caste. But the husband should not do it.

Notes

• The rule stipulated here is not followed.

'Q"Gs:~ li cilr.t3ij6Iid~W~:
~hJfQ~rfC4'" tffi{~~ m w,p.q,,: 1

fiin....'..Ci""Rlwl 'Of' '1l'~~...rut ~qo41lfla:

1fi11f '("41«.,41: ~ N~'fitl ~ l:tt t;llf.e;Cfi'(1I ~o II

When one of the uterine brothers has sons, all the
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above numerals should be halved. If it is during a journey,
thenumber is only-one-fourth.

Notes
We have noticed this custom only among orthodox

families of Tamil Nadu. The later part of the verse is outra
geous.

inClfct.t"'!"ll q~(!"'Il!1ulqtih'Ii"ICfilr~.,:

lfiT1f d(rt~!1ui -tl1ujfl:lci ,fteiQai1da I
+'il'1.S(I'd.ll"iqlq(~Qi +CI1('I0i4~q~:

~ 11 gfelCfi\tfi!c(lil ~ ~afCfl)~411M: II~' II

The cleaning process given in the previous verse is for
a house-holder. It is doubled for a brahmachari (unmarried
celibant). It is thrice for a Vanaprastha, the third ashrama
when the person retires to a forest. It is four times for the
asetic. Only by a holy bath the woman should wash away
the ointment, sandal paste and the like. Shudras and those
that observe some view like the brahmacharins, urchins,
uneducated or ignorant rusties should follow the same
procedure. The body should not be given away into the
waters after death. There are crores of tirthas (holy rivers).

Note.

The author forgets that an ascetic can have jala
samadhi, giving up his body in a floWing river or lake. The
great spiritual giant and avadhuta His holiness Chandra
Sekhara Bharati left his life in the river.

~~~ ;W flnm lffi~ QUCiC(ft1

lffttIRlOCflCm,_~~~~~: I

~~"tl~~~~

~ f1:tqdr~ ~~mf.m.f~:11 \9011

The Gods take the offerings With their heads, the
manes (dead ancestors) with their mouths, the yakshas
with their waists, and those that have narrow lower Ups and
other similar creatures With the lower parts of their bodies.
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The water len on the left side is like blood, and that on the
right side is holy like the water of the Ganges. The washing
of the hair is a useless bath ifdrops of water continue to fall
later.

~ \:4gfl6j41~ill ~ liasegct!~~:

~ ;;rrfq~ liliR '10't!"'oijOIII

fttt~~ ;sf~~ (;jj~;c;j l-

~ fitlOfn.CIIfJ1a Off(q~hJ~'fi"ql1i!U4fa II \9~ II

After taking food. and after urination, excretion
and falling of sperm, one should gurgle water one
hundred and eight times to wash his mouth. In the
solar months of Mtthuna, Karkataka, and Simha all
the rivers are in their menstrual courses. Hence it is
not proper to bathe in these rivers during these
months (roughly from the fifteenth of June to the sixteenth
of September every year). But if one has such a bath. he
should get purified by a bath at the confluence of the river
and the sea.

Notes

The months referred to come in the rainy season when
the rivers swell. It is also believed that a husband and his
wife should not bathe together in the Narmada.

~ nl9iftlRJ ~1"'ft«CilOlfti -qftci <.fit
~ ~:uQq."q'lqftr ~~ 'ill' n'li;c;j11:i I

~ m;ij( CfioflQ~~~ ~ fq;Q- ~:
m 'IT'nft~ \4,tifq~qa:lIa ~ ~ ~II \9~ It

On religious occasions related to the gods and the like,
one should wear a pavitra made of darbha, copper, silver or
gold. If It ts ofgold. it should be worn on the ring finger. This
Pavitra is auspicious for the worship of the God, not for that
of the Manes. This should not be worn if the father or elder
brother of the person is alive.









Chapter II

~~fl:4~81 ~~~ fit4Cfiti4

m~~~~~:1

~ ~fllosetiNlel¥I~Oc:eI(qfq: «6lfth'li"(
"'ICiI-a8~1"( ~:~~~ "r': II ~ II

The original text does not give this division of a Chap
ter. But the first 76 verses ofthis kanda have no astrological
significance. What pertains to astrology begins now. Hence
we have made this into a new Chapter.

Draw the figure of Goddess Sarasvati under the sacred
Aum (~). Draw ten vertical lines and over them ten horizon
tal lines. The squares formed by even columns and similar
rows (omitting four squares in the centre) are twelve. They
represent the twelve signs of the Zodiac counted from
Mesha. We will now describe the function of the twelve
Bhavas (houses) from lagna onwards so that the wise can
ascertain their significance.

Notes
The Zodical figure is given below. The corner on the left

is Mina (Pisces). The signs follow the clockwise direction.
This is the diagram followed in South India.

liR ~ 'rSf ~

~'1 q;cf;
112

~ m

'tlJ ~ ¥IT ~
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b: • ~: WJf~ ':IlTQT ~: ~

~ ll!I1f~~~ '!J1T:~I
q,QON51 !I~ '1r..~l(441\ill\1 ,....,~

fildfdhM,.fhi\o.EiIU(6i!ltilftit'lftcllHctil: II ~ II

The twelve houses are called (1) body. (3) wea.ltb..
(3) brothers. (4) happiness. (5) children. (8) enemies.
(7) wife or husband. (8) longevity. (9) father. (10) prof~n.
(11) gains and (12) loss.

All planets have a full glance on the seventh from
where they are. There are special aspects for Kuja, Guru
and Shani. Shant aspects the third and the tenth from his
place with a full glance. Guru the fifth and the ninth from
himself. and KUja the fourth and the eighth from himself.

Note.
Actually all planets aspect from where they are. the

houses 3. 4. 5. 7. 8. 9 and 10 from themselves.

~ ~qCfi(jf'''lCfl)ojqfiq(O;qllfq~ ~:

~: ~:~ 1f~1i.~)~~1

~ SiI«'lIftCflQlfI +iSEil(jti::Q44 ..~

~ C4iHQ6tQ'Ii(1"4i1 'l'f'I1i cqQlcft'ti,: II " II

The benefics owning the konas (1.5.9) are beneficial
if they occupy the kendras or houses 2. 3 or 11. But a
benefic owning a kendra will not give good results. On the
other hand. a malefic owning a kendra is not inauspicious.
If the lords of the eighth and the twelfth from lagna are in
conjunction. or if they have exchanged houses. they pro
duce different results. The eighth lord gives good result and
the twelfth lord gives wealth. luck and the like.

mSli~: ~~ 4i~.ftrtft ~

~ ql(Cfi~d ~ 1Ti'h {4lfi'~ ~ I

¥tf\1ICJ~ TJf~ ftnFv~ ('\Ilftro;ft~
~q~~ctitolqft\al~ ~ ~: II '¥ II

If one of the two planets owning the eighth or the
twelfth house also owns the Iagna, he is beneficial. Guru
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and Shukra owning kendras are not beneficial. If they are
posited in maraka houses (second or seventh from lagna),
they put an end to the life during their major periods. If
Budha is posited in the same way, he gives similar results.
If the Sun or the Moon own the eighth house, they will not
prove marakas (stgntflcators of death). When Kuja owns the
fourth and the ninth houses (for those born in Simha
lagna), or if he owns the fifth and the tenth houses (for
those born in Karkataka lagna), he is very auspicious. But
he is not so if he owns only one of the two houses. This
applies to those born in Dhanush. Makara, and Kumbha
Iagnas,

Notes

Shani, Shukra and Kuja are benefic for those born in
Kumbha, Tula, and Mesha lagnas respectively even if they
own malefic eighth and twelfth houses. Mars is a benefic for
Mesha lagna and Shukra for a Tula lagna. Mars is a malefic
for Vrischika lagna and Shukra for Vrishabha lagna.

~~a.1~I~rt~U6ld1 wq:~

~ I'1(QlMa:lf~41~ ~~r~c6tul~cHl:I

$'li ~ 'a:-a:ffi \H1ckHf81'11~:€Ia:otl\!.IT ~ ~:

i'ft ~tiGICIN ~:~ ~&:aIOllql~UI <fi II ~ II

When Rahu and Ketu are strong, they give the results
like the planets owning a malefic house and in the house
they are situated or with whom they' are together.

If the lords of kendras and konas are not with Rahu or
Ketu, they give benefic results. If they are otherwise situ

. ated, the results will be malefic. Though Rahu and Ketu are
maleflcs, they become benefics by their positions or by their
association with certain planets.

, <fi qif~ 'Cfltffirr~ OQi'QI~ iii 'CIT~

~ <fi 'liMf-e44ilo IQfrl"il m.sRi f{1(§iQ!Ila::

~ 41"'fi(1I~~"fC*fq 'Qa~('f~\jfi ~

~llifJr;iT~~ ~~II ~ II
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If Rahu or Ketu and the lords of a kona 0, 5, 9), are
together in the ninth or tenth, or if one of them is in the
ninth and the other in the tenth or vice versa, there is
prosperity to the native. A conjunction of either with the
lord of a kona will be beneficial. In these circumstances the
major periods ofthe nodes and of those with them will bring
happiness. If there is a malefic planet associated in the
same way with a node, the subperiod of the planet that can
cause a Yoga, will be adverse.

~~~~ 4i,,?\f~4I1u1~

~~ fh:llOlqfd." 4i,,?\'~'iTa., lUI

qqi(Cfiqqffi " Hlrll<li4' 1't"'1l!i41~" '<liT I

'1lTrft _ ~ '6IleeQfqfft~ 1't~<liI*l6j: II \9 II

Rahu and Ketu are auspicious when they are in a kona
0, 5, 9) or in a kendra 0, 4, 7, 10); or when they are
aspected by or associated with the lord of that kona or
kendra house. They are beneficial also when they are with
the lords of any kona or kendra house.

If the lord of the ninth owns the eighth or the twelfth
also, or if the lords of the ninth and the tenth are with the
lords of the eighth or twelfth, then the benefic nature of the
yoga is lost.

The eighth house is called the house of longevity.

~:ve:~

~1i~~~fI'fi(&.:lq+1'i( W£Jl: fQl"'lHCfiflQl.,Cfi: I

3tltll~iHg::ni ~ql::nSll"Qqlq: ~:

dl"#*liRIa:~II<li~ml~: ~1i(&jQ~I~ '<liT II ~ II

The eighth house from the eighth (the third from
lagna) is also the house of longevity. The twelfth houses
from these (the second and the seventh from lagna) are
called the death-inflicting (maraka) houses. The planet in
the second from its lord is a malefic. During the major
period of such a malefic planet, or in the major period of the

.'
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planet owning the twelfth house, the person concerned has
great sorrow or misfortune.

tI ....OCiI(oq••jOtltlCflfC'l ~\41i(ij*i'j 'i(~:

ltNAi ~~ i4I(Cfl~M~ fCCtlllHWil

~~: ~;pm~: ~ nr¢
~'CIIT~ tlQrtfUI'E1 ~~:~~II ~ II

Shant alone among all the planets has the power of
killing the native. He can do so in the subpertod ofa benefic
or in his subperiod in the period of the malefic. But to do
this he must be connected with the lord of the eighth or
twelfth Bhava or is with a death-inflicting (maraka) planet.
All planets in their own subperiods give the results which
are natural to them or to those with whom they are to
gether.

~~ ~"'let~ql'tl"'lqlj!1UQ'"ffit.
'lIiTd i:ii6Ji4'l6£l~ Gm cfilul~CiI~fC'lIN 'QT I

~~:~~OffW~~~-

~ i41..Cfl4§E1..fC'l ~~~: II ~o II

The lords of the subperiods may be inimical to the lord
of the major period. The results they give are to be judged
according to the nature of the lords of the subpertods.

Even in the major period of the lord of a kona (1, 5, 9)
the subperiod of the lord of a kendra 0, 4, 7, 10) may not
be beneficial; but it is beneficial if the lord of the said
kendra is connected with a benefic. But in the subperiod of
a maraka planet the results should be judged on the basis
of the planet or planets with whom he is conjoined.

~: qjqljj'lfC'l m:q~ VT"ll"i 'EI'~:

~tlf!1(ii£lI't£l1 ~"'Ii4fQ Of ~ c:i1Tj~c:H1: ~: t

~ fll'IQ'i("lS/C(I:~~~ lPf:~

'tI'("I1t11q'IJI i"Ii!\~I~:a~:~~II ~~ II

The subperiod of a malefic can prove auspicious by his
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relation (conjunction. exchange. aspect) with the planets
mentioned above. because of their equal benefic nature
both the yoga karakas and the planets with whom they are.
they give good results in their periods and subperiods.

A yogakaraka planet is able to do good in his period
during the subperiod of another planet. even though the
latter is not connected with him.

Rahu and Ketu arc beneficial during the periods of
beneflcs, if they are associated with beneflcs.

~ ;;r ~*"' ~ flffii1ICllctH« 'QTftr;:it:

lfTtfA'f i1~fiQ'J'I1 ~ rI?'~: ~: I~ 'Jt" -...,. ~.,...., ....;l

tmi~~~SctlROl"*1qlti ~

~~~~ rI PffH~C4I"'t1~ fl:t?r: I' ~~ II

When Rahu or Ketu is with a benefic and placed
between two malcftcs, then the subperiods of the malefics
who are not with the nodes. give benefic results. If the
benefic associated with the node is a yogakaraka, his
subpcriod gives mixed results. If he is not so conjoined. the
results arc very bad. If Rahu or Ketu is a maraka, then the
demise comes in the subpcriod of the benefic referred to. or
in that of his own subpcriod.

~ f(Q'J'IqlfdciT~ &lROlI@: ~ ~

~1~Q'§'lfU1«ft nw:~ i1a:IJl4lIIY~~ I

!lQc,CflQqdl fm.T:~ i1a:I'J'Ic:i)llyl!t I

~ Hl.,g<fl~ M::'96t$l(4 Cfa:its~ f""iillffli1: II n II

During the major period of Shant the subperiod of
Shani gives the results of Kuja, and his own results appear
in the subpcriod of Kuja. Similarly in the major period of
Kuja, he gives the results ofShani in his subpertod, and his
own in Shani's subperiod.

If the lords of Lagna and Chandra lagna exchange
signs. they confer Rajayoga on the native. Rajayoga also
arises when the lords of the ninth and the tenth houses
interchange signs or are together.
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To help the students we will after a full investigation
describe the effects of the different Iagnas and the relation
of the planets to them.

Ravl24
Chandll20
Budlll21 Kuja8
Shullll1
Kelu3

114

1921.5.7 Guru R 16
Shani R25

Lagna 18 Rahu 3

26
Rahu

Shani 29
Guru 17

113 Lagna 5

1907.10.12/13
Kuja 7

Ketu 26 Shukra 3
Ravi 26Chandra 4 Budha 18

Notes
Consider Chart 113 for this significant verse. The

exchange between Guru
and Chandra causes Khala
Yoga, Guru, Shukra and
Kuja give rise to Maha
Purusha yogas. There is a
strong Raja yoga caused by
Kuja and Guru. Though he
was an officer in the Indian
Railways, the sub-period of
Kuja in his major period
acted adversely as Shant

was in the eighth and has a 2-12 relation with Kuja.

Take Chart 114. It is that of a poet, a film composer,
who died in 1989. Kuja and Shani are in mutual kendras
and they aspect each other. Kuja is in the sixth. In the
major period of Kuja he
shot into lime light-note
that the sixth is also the
house of profession and
that he exchanged signs.
Shant's major period
started in 1986, and his
health deteriorated. In his
own sub-period. the sixth
placed Kuja showed the re
sults, and he expired in
Shant's own sub-period. Shaniis lord of the second, and
Kuja lord of the twelfth from lagna. Shani in the ninth did
not give any yoga. except that the native died at the height
of his popularity. They have exchanged results.
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ln1it ~s'~ ~ ';if ~lfiu)'I:~~
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For those born in Mesha lagna Budha is a malefic. Sun
and Guru are benefics; and if they are together. they are
yoga karakas. The conjunction of Guru and Shani is bene
ficial. The conjunction of Guru with others is not good.
Shukra is a maraka. Shant and others may be malefics; but
they do not kill.

Notes

Guru and Shani as lords of 9 and 10 prove auspicious
only in 9 or 10. Ravi is the lord of a Kona. Budha as lord
of 3 and 6 is a malefic. Shukra owns two maraka houses.
Some authorities hold that Shukra for Mesha lagna, and
Kuja for Tula lagna are not marakas.

~ \I~I~&!II«:q'if .~.,qfll Il\Itll«~

~ ~ 'Qft{ llmtiT~~¥f1f1'1)S4if ft:'q: I

1ittr:~~~~~

'Il;'i 'R'ifll+Q 'il.ifll~ ~~~II ~~ II

Shani can do good for Vrishabha lagna. Even if Guru
and others prove marakas, if they are alone they do not
cause death.

For those born in Mithuna lagna Ravi, Kuja and Guru
are malefics. The effect of their conjunction gives adverse
results. The Moon by himself will not cause death. The rest
can kill.

For those born in Karkataka lagna Budha and Shukra
are malefics. Kuja and Guru are benefics.

Notes
For Vrishabha Shani owns the strongest kona and

kendra. As regards karkataka lagna, we cannot accept the
author's view about Guru. The mulatrikona of Guru be-
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comes the sixth and hence he is a malefic. Similarly Shukra
for Vrishabha lagna is not a benefic as he owns the sixth as
his mulatrikona.

-q)1'f~~ 'l~~.a f~~~\'ij141

~ '!l1l'1I4fefl 'if ~«ICllilsff·m~:ft~ I
liPTt~ ~: «~~rfH'(;)~*,Cl ~~Qn«Q:

~~: ' __~'If11I": 'qTtJf:~~: II ~~ II

Kuja is a yoga karaka for Karka lagna as he owns a
kendra (0) and kana (5). Other than the Sun the rest can
cause death. These are the effects for those born in Kar-
kataka lagna. '

For Simha lagna Budha and Shukra are benefics. Kuja
and Guru are yoga Karakas. The conjunction of Guru and
Shukra is not beneficial. Budha and others can bring about
death.

Kuja, Guru and Chandra are malefics for Kanya lagna.
Shukra is the only benefic.

Notes

For Karkataka and Simha lagna Kuja is a yoga Karaka
as he owns a Kendra and a kana. Budha is a malefic for
Karkataka as he owns houses 3 and 12. For Simha lagna
Shukra owning a Kendra becomes a functional malefic.
Guru owning his mulatrikona as the fifth house is a bene
fic.

For Kanya lagna Kuja owns 3 and 8, while Guru owns
two kendras. These two are malefics. It is debatable
whether the Moon becomes a malefic.

~~~.lql(i'l~ ~ ftm~
l!!i m~ ¥ffRl",'31'1 'qTtJf:~~ I

~:m~ mtm ~1'ii:q41.I!IIa.l

$iT~ ';f~~ ¥'1'ii04j.,: II ~\9 II

Here is a modification. Chandra and Shukra are yoga
karakas for Kanya lagna, It is better that they are together.
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Shukra alone is a maraka, and not the others.

For Tula lagna Guru (lord of 3 and 6), Ravi (lord of 11)
and Kuja (lord of 2 and 7, maraka house) are malefics. The
Moon (lord of 10) with Budha (lord of 9) causes Raja yoga.
Kuja is a maraka. Ravi and Guru do not cause death. Shani
and Budha are benefics.

Notes

Other standard texts state that Shukra for Mesha
lagna and Kuja for Tula lagna are not marakas.

Shant is a yoga karaka as he owns a kendra and a
kona. Having his mulatrtkona in the twelfth, Budha cannot
be considered as a full benefic. Guru is a malefic. But in the
fourth or in the tenth he has given excellent results.

'itT~ff4?t<ell41~Ql<"lI'''''=«+<1~cti: ~:

'lCOif",.=«q~' Rt~"Ql<"lc:{l ~ ';f F?tT~I

~U4It1I: ~ lfmfiT~ '1~«~""4l~:

~ScllClfl:lffl~:~ ~qil((q:d) ~II ~~ II

For Vrischika lagna Kuja (lord of I and 6), Budha (lord
of 8 and 11), and Shukra (lord of 7 and 12) give Inauspt
cious results. The Moon is the only benefic. Rav:tand
Chandra give very good results when they are together or
separate. Guru by himself is not a maraka. If Budha and
others behave like marakas, they can cause death.

For Dhanush Lagna Shukra alone is a malefic. Ravi
and Kuja are great benefics.

Notes

For Vrischika lagna the mulatrikona of Kuja falls in
the sixth. and hence he is a malefic. In spite of the author,
the conjunction of Ravi and Chandra is not at all favourable
as it takes place around the new Moon (amavasya). Budha
as lord of the eighth is found to be giving good results.

For the lagna of Dhanush Kuja's mulatrtkona and
Ravi's are in 5 and 9. They are great benefics. But Kuja
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must be ahead of Ravi.
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'tirm \llfCfl(fft~4tf~~ ~ ~~:

l!;ci ~~: '!i'illf{'j'HioqrnT:~~: II

~~~ "' f.fu;i ~; Cf)~'Ii:'4Hi11
~ ~1'gQ'l("lI; ~ 1pT"{41'iCfi~lSfQ' ~: II ~, II

For those born in Dhanur lagna, the combination of
Ravi and Budha causes Raja yoga (lords of 9 and 10). But
Budha is a maraka, and not Shukra and others.

For Makara lagna Chandra, Kuja and Guru are male
fics. Budha and Shukra are beneflcs. By himself Shani will
not kill. Kuja and others can kill. The best yoga karaka is
Shukra.

Notes
For Dhanush Budha owns two Kendras. If he is not

with malefics, he becomes a malefic. With Ravt he is a
benefic.

For Makara lagna Shukra's mulatrtkona falls in a
kendra. Does he not become a malefic?

Budha is a benefic as his mulatrikona is a kana house.

Experience shows that Guru gives good results for
Makara lagna, Shani is not a maraka as he owns the lagna,
But in lagna he can cause death.

'11lCl~"l;;;{'!i'il1 ~"(Q'l("ll: ~: ~\:lT ~

~ "' !l~f·h;r~ '!i'il'f(jr&:ll~ l:ffi'T~ I

~: l([~Cf)fl:1: ~\tt~~~~:

~ iT",~~ ~lf"~&:I1 ~~: II ~o II

For those born in Kumbha lagna Chandra (lord of 6),
Kuja (lord of 3 and 10) and Guru are malefics. Shukra is a
benefic. The combination of Kuja and Budha causes a
benefic yoga. Guru is not a maraka. Ravi, Kuja and others
ean kill.

For those born in Mina Lagna Shukra and Shant are
benefies. Kuja and Chandra are malefles. Guru and Kuja in
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conjunction cause Raja yoga. Kuja is not a maraka. But
Budha is a maraka. If Shani and others prove Marakas,
they cause death.

Notes

How can Kuja be a malefic for Kumbha? He owns an
upachaya and a kendra, The author contradicts himself
when he speaks of a yoga for the conjunction of Kuja with
Budha (lords of a kendra and a kona).

Shukra is a first rate malefic for Mina lagna as he owns
houses 3 and 8. Shanfs mulatrikona falls in the twelfth.
Mars as the lord of 9 and Moon as the lord of the fifth are
beneflcs, inspite of the author.

If Budha is a benefic for Simha lagna, Guru can as well
be a benefic for Kumbha lagna.

~~:~ ~qlqj('H~r..~lSG41

~ fll6illQI'f: ft~:HCI~"{6i ~~I

9l511=<1\Hfq~\<l(OlI~~~ lRn
~: ~~~ -,vrf \<l+4lf"l~ '1ll' II ~~ II

These are the results for those born in Mina lagna.

The benefic or malefic results of any planet are to be
interpreted in the light of the nature of the concerned
planet, its position, its ownership, and its association with
others.

The benefic planets give the native wife and children,
happiness to the father. profits and other benefits in their
periods. These are related to the Bhavas they own and they
occupy. The results will appear in their sub-periods of other
planets as well.

~ flUj·jttfti"Q ;;ryfq~ '!tilfT CI a:'<'g'tf III:

CfiT ~"' icJ CfiTsftf~ =d'Nl'Of,fii ~: ~I

~ (§Hla:4~i5\ l(l1CflIUI~i5\lfq ~ l-

i"Q1~~fii -err ('ClCilSGf"l61'f1 citTrr a:~"~Cii WII ~~ II

Wise and intelligent ones' after studying and com-
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prehending astrology ask whether anyone has understood
this subject. The answer is in the negative. If there is any,
he is the only one and he keeps it to himself. Even asses,
dogs and the like are born under similar yogas, and they
also get the results of such yogas in the Dasas of th~__
concerned planets. But these yogas are also subject' to
other forces or influences.

When any malefic is exalted along with being a maraka
the evil it can do need not be described. Shani gives very
good wealth and prosperity if he is in lagna and if the lagna
is Tula, Dhanush or Mina. If in this situation the seventh
house is not occupied or aspected by Guru or Budha, the
native becomes a king. Yet one can predict death in the
major or sub-period of the lord of the seventh house.

(i1'.,lffiq:jQll .....;..~~~::&,. "2:l'l" •

3mj'OffelCil~II6Gq ~ ~ qlqli"il~ ~: I

\'lI'Q~IIt1fd\~~ Ei'l\i1i~lgcRl ;;;gffi:
\OIllCOlfilf",~ "Hi,..."CilI@!I(4111 ~II~" II

When Shukra is in iagna and Guru in the seventh, or
. when Guru is in the eighth from the lord of the eighth and
\ is in the twelfth from a malefic, the native has a life of only
thirty years. When Shani is in the eighth from the lord of
the ninth and is in an odd Navamsa, the native does not
have continuous prosperity. If he is similarly posited
with respect to the lord of the fourth, the native loses his
vehicles.

Notes

Consider Chart 115. Shukra is not in lagna, but op
posed to Guru. This Guru is in the eighth from the eighth
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Chandra 2 Gurru 29
Shani R 14 R

Kelu4
115

1942.12.19
Rahu 4

Budha 14
Shukra 12 Kuja 9 Lagna
Ravi 4
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lord and is aspected by
him. A powerful malefic is
in the twelfth from Ouru.
Kuja and Shani are in op
position. This one died in
an accident in 1966. It was
even said that he commit
ted suicide. He did not
complete even 24 years.

Consider Chart 116.

18.43 17.10
Kelu Gurru R

116

Chandra 2Z33 1919.1.5 4.54
Kuja 19.34

Shani RShukr.M5

20.48 R.hu 18.43

Ravi Budha 27.57
Logna 15.42

Here Shani is in the eighth
from the lord of the ninth.
But he is not in an odd
navamsa. Still he lost the
huge property he inherited.
His prosperity started de
clining towards the end of
Guru's major period. He
died in 1977 in the last
antardasa during Shant's
major period.

~ lijiJhflqf:aa~ 4;=«f;j ..i)ul~

qI6"I"lqfqC!Jf.t:qlf'::;¥lf~ ~Qff:a~i ~: I

'J'!I¥€lI6Gtl.,IQ4; f;j61""Qjf.::;f~~

~~~~~ ei(<<Ic::~rtf II ~ II

When the Moon is conjoined with Shukra, and the lord
of that house is in a Kendra or Kona, the native will have
good vehicles throughout his life and he has prosperity.

·If the lord of the eighth house counted from the third
that is, the lord of the tenth from lagna)is in houses 1, 3.
6, 7 or II one should expect loss of brothers. If the eighth
house has a debilitated planet and Guru neither aspects it
nor is in that house, the native's death is early.

ii~o"R:I f.:fUf~sf",~~rn\lr'QI«lQl~,ql

~~~ 4\tI'j&M ~1'Q6Qd~I

~ iSjiSotllQl6G4 ~ 'ItfCh'gMljf,::;.,1~

341 y;;f:£j 'jtf I~~~ ft:.erW lr-P: II ~~ II
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When the lord of the eighth house from the ninth (it is
the lord of the fourth from lagna) is aspected by the Moon,
the native has a short life. IfShukra and Rahu are there. the
prosperity of fortune of the native will start declining from
Ketu's major period.

If Shukra is in the sixth or in the eighth and is with
Ulka and similar meteors, the longevity of the native is
considerably reduced. This can take place when a planet
owning a movable sign gets into that from a dual sign on
its transit.

Notea

Ulka is an extremely dangerous comet. It is at the fifth
or the tenth constellation from that in which the Sun is
posited.

In Brthat Samhlta (33.8) Varahamihira thus describes
the Ulka: "It is broad at the top and has a small tail. As it
falls down. its dimensions increase. It has a length of three
and a half cubits. There are several varieties of it".

m- fflQ~g.q"I.lq.lq~c:ifqCU~ ~

$I qUiqq(i'qftn:gq~~)C(lg4\1oli1'ft': I

1{Ci 'iiilrftH:g.qllli~~'J,i ~ dcilQid41:

@ti~51C'.fi~S"'C" ~~ 'i( ....'f';orgdII ~\9 II

The life of a person is (1) long, (2) medium, and
(3) shorf in accordance with the placement of the lords of
~.the eighth house as follows:

(1) If they are in fixed and dual sign&---,long life.

\(2} If they are in movable and fixed signs - medium

Uk·
\

(3) If they are in m:o~le and dual sJgns - short life.

Similarly when both the lords occupy (1) movable
signs - long life, (2) dual signs. medtum.hfe, and (3) fixed
signs - short life.

Notes

These principles are taken directly from Jaimini's
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Sutras. See his Sutras in Chapter II and Pada 1,
and Chapter III and Pada 1.· Using 1 for movable
signs, 2 for fixed signs. and 3 for dual signs we tabulate
thus:

Long life Medium Short life
~.,

1 and 1 1 and 2 1 and 3

2 and 3 2 and 1 2 and 2

3 and 2 3 and 3 3 and 1

The rule is not so simple as it appears. It is only a
rough and ready method that the author outlined here. For
a clear exposition see Jaimini Sutras published by Messers
Ranjan Publications.

~'iM=«41fiffl~gl!ti$f«,fh4ca41

fi:;jSiWqild'!~ 1jf ~lCiiI~,! EilI;ql(iiCii: II ~t II

(1) If a child ~ born on any Sunday, Tuesday or
Saturday;

(2) If the days mentioned are the lunar Tithis 2, 12 and
7;

(3) If the constellation is other than Chitra - then
declare the child is illegitimate - born to its mother from one
who is not her husband.

Notes

The verse is not available in full. Similar ideas appear
in Brthatjaiaka.•.Phaladiptka, Jataka Parijata and so on.

But one should not jump to a hasty judgement. There
are many other factors to be considered.

Iltnliliili¥lfoeqlj'Ei1 ~:,~ tit<IWUtiiijV; I

a:tiftegcM ~SEil'Ciif, ~ Ciif3ir..Qldq'li.;W.11 ~, II

(1) When malefics are posited in the fourth and the
eighth house from Shukra, (2) from the lord of the seventh
'house, or (3) when Shukra is between malefics and has no
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. benefic aspect in the charts of the husband and the wife, i.
is called Vahnipata-yoga - fall of fire, a malefic yoga.

Notes

This verse also is incomplete. Moreover, it is not in the
Shardula Vikridita metre employed by the author through
out. It is an interpolation.

See the tenth Chapter of Phala Dlptka.

In this Chapter after the twenty second verse the
author has strayed into problems that he has touched upon
earlier.

II lflr "!ft' .i~«I"'~ aiH.I(ilijjiJ~ f;cft"'.IOI: ~: i i

i i "'lI(1):SQ FIr: i i

Here Ends the Second Kanda of Uttara Kalamrita.
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